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INTRODUCTION 
 

1. Aim of this paper 

These pages examine a debate between two German scholars of the last century, the 

legal theorist Carl Schmitt and the philosopher Hans Blumenberg. The most explicit point at 

issue between them concerns the status of the category of ‘secularization’ as a way of 

describing the relation between certain kinds of concepts – namely between Christian 

theological or metaphysical concepts on the one hand, and modern legal and political ones on 

the other. In broad outline their difference on this issue can be stated briefly: According to 

Schmitt, we need to develop a ‘sociology of concepts’ – he calls it ‘political theology’ – in 

order to uncover this conceptual relation of ‘derivation’ (i.e., their status as ‘secularized’ 

concepts) and thereby reveal the dependency and ‘illegitimacy’ of certain concepts in the 

modern theory of the state, especially sovereignty. Blumenberg, against this, argues that the 

very notion that some concepts are ‘secularized versions’ of other concepts rests on a 

misunderstanding about the nature of conceptual change; in his view there is nothing for such 

a political theology to do since in fact modern concepts are not derivative from earlier, 

Christian ones but rather are, for other reasons, ‘legitimate’. Such, in any case, are the highly 

abstract terms in which their debate was conducted. As we shall see however, the lessons one 

can take away from the Schmitt-Blumenberg debate are more concrete and extend beyond 

this rather technical arena.  

For several reasons this debate has so far received little attention in English-language 

scholarship. The aim of this paper is to reconstruct and assess it more thoroughly than has yet 

been done in English and, by defending a new and enlarged reading of ‘the logic of their 

difference’ (as Blumenberg puts it in a letter to Schmitt), to show its contemporary relevance.  

 Accordingly I begin, in chapter one, by outlining the ‘groundwork’ of their debate 

through an examination of two texts in which their own positions on these issues are most 

clearly elaborated: Schmitt’s Political Theology (1922) and Blumenberg’s Legitimacy of the 

Modern Age (1966). Then, in chapter two, I reconstruct their debate itself through a close 

reading of the three published texts and series of letters in which it was conducted. (As no 

English translation of these letters has yet been published I have included my own translation 

as an appendix to this paper.) I conclude with an effort to state clearly ‘the logic of their 

difference’ insofar as this can be determined from these texts. My contention shall be, 

however, that the full implications and relevance of this ‘logic’ can be appreciated only once 
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one broadens one’s horizon of inquiry to include a consideration of Schmitt’s and 

Blumenberg’s writings on myth and the political implications of these. 

To this end, in chapter three, I examine these writings in the context of Schmitt’s and 

Blumenberg’s political thought to show how they serve to clarify and extend the conclusions 

reached in chapters one and two. Specifically, and more than this, I draw attention to a new 

and surprising conclusion apparent on this now-broader horizon: namely, that despite their 

debate’s explicit concern with the logic and status of the category of secularization, a close 

examination of that concern in all its dimensions reveals that the difference between them is 

finally rooted elsewhere, i.e. in their possession of basically different political intuitions 

about the desirability (and indeed the possibility) of establishing a division of powers, and 

about the role of ‘myth’ and other non-conceptual ‘materials’ (e.g., metaphor, symbol, etc.) in 

either preventing or preserving such a division. For Schmitt, we need always to consolidate 

power, and rely crucially on such ‘materials’ in our efforts to do so; for Blumenberg, we need 

always to break it up, and do so precisely through an ongoing and broadly rational process he 

calls ‘work on myth’. In a word, I suggest that Schmitt and Blumenberg differ most 

fundamentally in their conceptions of the nature and function of political myth. In conclusion, 

I reassess the logic of their difference in light of this new dimension. 

 

2. Why is this debate so little known in English?  

 I’ve suggested that several factors have kept this debate from the attention of scholars 

working in English, and something should be said about these before proceeding. Indeed, this 

lack of attention is not surprising. Schmitt published just one text addressing Blumenberg’s 

work, and this became available in translation only in 2008. The series of letters they 

exchanged between 1971 and 1978 was published in German only in 2007 and has not been 

translated. Though certainly this lack of textual availability has been the greatest factor 

inhibiting the debate’s English reception, this has been coupled with other factors: in 

Schmitt’s case, mostly ad hominem worries; in Blumenberg’s, mostly difficulties of style.  

Carl Schmitt’s active entanglement with the Nazi regime, though brief (1933-36), was 

in many ways more damning even than Martin Heidegger’s1. Still today he is known widely 

as a ‘dangerous’ thinker and, by some, as ‘crown jurist of the Third Reich’2. As many have 

argued, Schmitt’s publications during the 1920s may be regarded as having sped the demise 
                                                             
1 Schmitt and Heidegger joined the Nazi party in the same month, May 1933. 
2 Cf. Muller 1999, a study of Schmitt’s thought which takes as its title ‘A Dangerous Mind’. For an especially 
critical engagement with Schmitt see Stephen Holmes chapter entitled ‘Schmitt: The debility of liberalism’ 
(Holmes1993). 
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of the Weimar Republic and directly paved the way for Hitler’s seizure of power. There is 

certainly truth in this, though also there are reasons for regarding Schmitt’s Nazi adventure 

more as a consequence of personal ambition, opportunism, and fear than as a logical 

outgrowth of his legal theory3. In fact since the 1980s Schmitt, a stalwart of the right, has 

ironically won the attention of many on the political left (e.g., Chantal Mouffe, Giorgio 

Agamben, Slavoj Žižek) who discern in his writings on the allegedly self-contradictory logic 

of liberal democracy a critique avant la lettre of currently dominant Rawlsian4 and 

Habermasian ways of thinking about the state and political community5. His work has also 

been important for those on the political right, for example Heinrich Meier6, and likewise 

among those who find in his ‘political theology’ a way of understanding the motivations 

underlying recent expressions of Islamist violence. And so Schmitt’s work, though still 

generally regarded as dangerous, has enjoyed a kind of renaissance in recent years.  

The reception of Hans Blumenberg’s work has been less dramatic. Only several of his 

dozens of essays have been translated, though three of his longest and most important books 

are available due to the Herculean efforts of one man, Robert M. Wallace, who during the 

1980s rendered their combined two thousand pages of uncommonly dense German academic 

prose lucidly into English. Blumenberg’s allusive and even tangential style, thick with 

anecdotes and seemingly minor historical details, is not immediately attractive to an English 

philosophical readership more likely to harbor a taste for desert landscapes in its prose7. Yet 

one may expect that Blumenberg, like Schmitt, is in for something of a revival. His important 

early essay ‘Paradigms of a Metaphorology’ (1962), which presents the ‘logic’ of his own 

philosophical project more clearly and succinctly than anything currently available in 

                                                             
3 Ellen Kennedy makes a strong case for this point in her study of Schmitt’s work during the Weimar period 
(Kennedy 2004) 
4 See Dyzenhaus (1996) for a comparative reading of Schmitt and Rawls.  
5 See for example Agamben’s The State of Exception (Agamben 2005) of the collection edited by Mouffe 
entitled ‘The Challenge of Carl Schmitt’, to which both Mouffe and Žižek have contributed articles (Mouffe 
2005) 
6 I have not treated Meier’s work in this paper, though my own conclusions do in the end have some points of 
commonality with his. His argument, worked out primarily in his study of the so-called ‘hidden dialogue’ 
between Schmitt and Leo Strauss (Meier 1995) and his follow-up study of Schmitt (Meier and Brainard 1998), 
draws a sharp distinction between political theology and political philosophy. Although I would question the 
viability of this distinction applied generally, Meier does seem to get very right, at least, the nature of Schmitt’s 
political theology as he himself understood it. He makes a very clear statement of this more recently in a chapter 
called ‘What is Political Theology?’ in his book on Strauss and the theologico-political problem (Meier 2006). 
Robert Howse, however, has made some critique of Meier’s method in his first, 1995 Schmitt book though it 
seems that the scholarly conversation has yet to take these on board (see the unpublished essay by Howse listed 
in the bibliography) 
77 Joseph Koerner has written a very insightful essay on Blumenberg’s reasons for adopting this style (Koerner 
1993). 
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English, will be published in translation in June of this year8. Perhaps this translation, along 

with more attention to his debate with Schmitt, can win for Blumenberg more of the 

recognition he deserves, and which he has received to some extent already in France due 

largely to the efforts of Jean-Claude Monod9. These pages are themselves intended as a small 

contribution to this project.  

 

  

                                                             
8 The translator and Australian academic Robert Savage – also the author of an interesting recent piece on 
Blumenberg’s discussions of laughter (Savage 2008) – will publish this translation with Cornell University 
Press.  
9 Monod’s major 2002 study La Querelle de la Sécularisation treats both Schmitt’s and Blumenberg’s work on 
secularization in the context of a sweeping story of secularization ‘From Hegel to Blumenberg’. In 2004 he 
edited and introduced a set of articles on Blumenberg in Archives de Philosophie , and in 2007 he published a 
short book surveying the whole of Blumenberg’s work which seems, indeed, to be the only work of its kind in 
either French or English.  
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CHAPTER ONE: GROUNDWORK OF THE  

SCHMITT-BLUMENBERG DEBATE 
  

1. Introduction 

 Two texts more than any others set the stage for the Schmitt-Blumenberg debate:  

Schmitt’s (very short) 1922 book Political Theology and the 1966 first edition of 

Blumenberg’s (very long) book The Legitimacy of the Modern Age. This chapter offers a 

critical presentation of the main elements of Schmitt’s and Blumenberg’s arguments in these 

texts in order to ready the way for a reconstruction of their debate in the next chapter.  
 

2. Schmitt’s Political Theology (1922) 

Schmitt’s short book Political Theology: Four Chapters on the Concept of 

Sovereignty (just 66 pages in translation) was released in its first edition in 1922 amidst the 

political and economic turmoil of the Weimar Republic. Hans Blumenberg was two years 

old. As suggested already above, Schmitt’s main aim in the book is to demonstrate the need 

for a ‘sociology of concepts’ (called ‘political theology’) concerned with tracing the 

derivative relation between certain theological or metaphysical concepts on the one hand, and 

certain other concepts central to modern state theory on the other. This aim is premised on a 

claim Schmitt states clearly in the iconic opening line of his third chapter: namely, that ‘[a]ll 

significant concepts of the modern theory of the state are secularized theological concepts not 

only because of their historical development ... but also because of their systematic structure’.  

It is important to recognize the specificity of this claim. Schmitt’s contention is not 

merely that, in general, new concepts are in some sense dependent on old ones. Either he or 

Blumenberg could affirm such a banality as that. Rather he wants to press a stronger claim, 

strong in its specificity: namely, that certain concepts and structural relations were 

‘transferred’, in a certain historical moment, from the juridical structures of the Roman 

Catholic Church – i.e., from canon law – to the early modern theory of the state as conceived 

specifically in the framework of the ius publicum Europaeum established at Westphalia in 

1648. He thinks this whole process has been willfully ignored and forgotten. Two such 

concepts in particular, closely related, occupy the bulk of Schmitt’s attention: that of 

sovereignty (he writes, ‘the omnipotent God became the omnipotent lawgiver’; note the past 

tense) and of the legal exception (‘[t]he exception in jurisprudence is analogous to the miracle 

in theology’). His project is thus intended as juridical, not theological, and for the most part 
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he is right to describe his Political Theology (as he does later in his 1969 Political Theology 

II) as a ‘purely juridical book’10. Before coming to his claim about secularization in the 

book’s third chapter then, we need first to consider his unmistakably juridical critique of legal 

normativism – especially Hans Kelsen’s – in its first two.  

 

Schmitt directs his critique, or really polemic, against something like the following 

reading of the normativist project. The normativist ambition, at least as conceived by Kelsen, 

is to develop a way of doing jurisprudence by which the postulation of legal norms can be 

made as pure and deductively certain as is the postulation of moral rules on the basis of 

Kant’s categorical imperative. Thus Kelsen conceives the ‘legal order’ – by which he means 

just the collection of all legal norms in a given society – as a kind of pyramid, crowned by a 

single (hypothetical) ‘basic norm’ he calls the Grundnorm. All other norms in the pyramid – 

and also the constitution of the state that promulgates them – are valid insofar as they can be 

shown to be logically deducible, in the last instance, from this basic norm. Thus the 

Grundnorm ‘constitutes’ the legal order (it holds it together and unifies it) just as Kant’s 

transcendental unity of apperception is meant to constitute our experience.  

Schmitt is concerned primarily with one aspect of this picture: its pretension to 

‘closure’. For Kelsen, the legal order is self-sufficient and entirely pure of non-normative 

elements. Even the Grundnorm is conceived as being wholly normative and wholly within 

the legal order. Factors relating to power, interests, and force are relegated to the competence 

of sociology, which is conceived as standing in a ‘schematic disjunction’11, as Schmitt puts it, 

alongside the purely deductive and value-neutral discipline of jurisprudence (i.e., which 

derives norms only from other norms).  

Schmitt denies the possibility of such compartmentalization, which he regards as 

merely a ‘transfer’ of older disjunctions between ‘is’ and ‘ought’ and between the causal and 

the normative. The new sociology / jurisprudence disjunction looks to him to be marked by 

the same ‘unproved certainty’12 as these older ones. Neither of its terms, he thinks, can be 

isolated in the way Kelsen would like. For at the basis of every legal order lies not a pure and 

impersonal norm, not even a Grundnorm, but rather, he is convinced, an inherently personal 

decision, necessarily adulterated by the empirical situation in which it is made and the 

                                                             
10 Schmitt (2008), p. 49. 
11 Schmitt (2006), p. 13. 
12 Ibid., p.18. 
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arbitrary will of the decision-maker. The magisteria of sociology and jurisprudence thus 

overlap. As he writes: 

 
‘every legal order is based on a decision, and also the concept of legal order, which is applied 
[by Kelsen, et al.] as something self-evident, contains within it the contrast of the two distinct 
elements of the juristic – the norm and decision. Like every other order, the legal order rests 
on a decision and not on a norm.  

 

In its ‘true sense’ the decision has an ‘independent meaning’13; it is made in an ‘autonomous 

moment’14 ungoverned by any norm. It breaks into the legal order from ‘outside’ – i.e. from 

the concrete empirical circumstances Kelsen consigns to sociology – and in doing so 

constitutes the order and preserves it. Kelsen’s Grundnorm is, Schmitt thinks, an ‘emphatic’ 

effort to ‘ignore’ the necessary role of this other (non-normative and yet) ‘distinct element of 

the juristic’15, i.e. the decision in its ‘true sense’. 

 The presence of this other element is most apparent in the exceptional case,  i.e. in a 

moment when the existence of the state – and therefore of the legal order – is threatened, and 

when some action must be taken (or, what is the same, when some decision must be made) 

for which there is no normative guidance and for which the constitution has made no explicit 

provision16. Schmitt asserts this point in his characteristically vivid rhetoric: 

 
‘The exception is more interesting than the rule. The rule proves nothing; the exception 
proves everything: It confirms not only the rule but also its existence, which derives only 
from the exception. In the exception the power of real life breaks through the crust of a 
mechanism that has become torpid by repetition’17. 

 

Schmitt thinks that Kelsen’s purely immanent logic of norm derivation, ‘grown torpid by 

repetition’, leaves him like all legal normativists merely in ‘the antechamber of 

jurisprudence’, and conceals the real ‘situational’ elements – power, interests, force – by 

which all law (even Kelsen’s pyramid of norms) is ultimately constituted. As he puts it, ‘all 

law is situational law’.  

 More than this, Schmitt thinks that normativism conceals the identity and continued 

role of the decision-maker, who is the sovereign. The book’s first sentence states this 
                                                             
13 Ibid., p. 6. 
14 Ibid., p. 12. 
15 Ibid., p. 21. 
16 Schmitt’s discussion of Article 48 of the Weimar constitution, which granted emergency powers to the 
Reichspresident but (Schmitt thought) left the extent of these powers open to interpretation, formed an important 
contemporary and very concrete focus for his discussion of the nature of sovereignty throughout the 1920s. On 
this article, see the discussion in Political Theology (Schmitt 2006) and also, and more extensively, in his The 
Concept of the Political (Schmitt 2007) 
17 Ibid., p. 15. 
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decisively: ‘[s]overeign is he who decides on the exception’. Sovereignty, for Schmitt, is a 

‘borderline concept’. The person of the sovereign straddles the ‘border’ of the legal order: 

‘[a]lthough he stands outside the normally valid legal system, he nevertheless belongs to it 

[i.e., he is relevant to jurisprudence], for it is he who needs to decide whether the constitution 

needs to be suspended in its entirety’18. Jean Bodin, Schmitt argues, was the first to 

incorporate the decision into his definition of sovereignty and so ‘stands at the beginning of 

the modern theory of the state’. 

 And indeed it is the state which most concerns Schmitt, or more specifically the 

person of the sovereign as representative of the state just as the infallible Pope, significantly, 

is representative of the Catholic Church, i.e. in his person. Kelsen’s effort to ‘banish’ from 

jurisprudence the decision, the exception, and the sovereign appears to Schmitt as ultimately 

an effort to collapse the state into the legal order, and assumes that the legal order can 

‘realize’ itself in concrete situations. Schmitt’s second chapter is occupied largely with 

tracing the relation between the state and law (i.e. the legal order) in the work of four 

contemporary normativist theorists, including Kelsen, and finally to assert in effect, as he 

puts it elsewhere, the ‘totality’ of the state. Yet Schmitt’s ‘total state’ (he coined this chilling 

term) is not quantitatively total, as the Nazi regime would be, but rather qualitatively so, as 

(again) the Catholic Church purports to be. This kind of qualitative totality consists primarily 

of two elements. First it stems, empirically, from the state’s capacity and mandate to 

guarantee ‘a normal everyday frame of life to which [norms] can be factually applied’. As 

Schmitt continues: 

 
‘The norm requires a homogenous medium. This effective normal situation is not a mere 
“superficial presupposition” that a jurist can ignore; that situation belongs precisely to [a 
norm’s] immanent validity. There exists no norm that is applicable to chaos. For a legal order 
to make sense, a normal situation must exist, and he is sovereign who definitely decides 
whether this normal situation exists’19.    

 

Yet also, second, Schmitt’s state is total in its ability to make a more formal guarantee, as 

becomes apparent near the end of his second chapter where he examines various concepts of 

‘form’: transcendental, technical, aesthetic, and legal. Here he seems to argue that the role of 

the state, and finally of the person of the sovereign, is to establish the ‘legal form’ by which 

‘legal ideas’ (i.e., ‘norms’ in their most abstract formulation) are given ‘a particular 

                                                             
18 Ibid., p. 7. 
19 Ibid., p. 13. 
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organization ... and translated into reality’20. Like a train-timetable, it is less important what 

this form is than that it is regular and reliable. Only the sovereign, who possesses a monopoly 

of power, can establish and enforce this ‘legal form’; multiple powers would produce 

multiple forms and, in practice, chaos. And so the sovereign for Schmitt not only constitutes 

and preserves the legal order (in his identity as a ‘borderline’ element contained within its 

structure) but also, through the qualitatively total agency of the state he represents, serves as 

both an empirical (physical safety, ‘protego ergo obligo’) and also a formal (regularization of 

legal procedure) condition of the possibility of the application of legal norms in concrete 

situations.  

 

 Schmitt’s political theology is meant to unveil the continued presence of this skein of 

elements – i.e. the decision, the exception, the sovereign – in modern state theory and 

jurisprudence not only historically (i.e., the banal assertion that the old inspired the new) but 

also as we have seen structurally, in the very conditions of the possibility of law and the 

state. The ‘two distinct elements’ of jurisprudence, the norm and the decision, were 

‘transferred’, Schmitt thinks, from Christian theology to these modern spheres. He cites 

Leibniz in support of this point: 
 
‘[e]mphasizing the systematic relationship between jurisprudence and theology, [Leibniz] 
rejected a comparison of jurisprudence with medicine and mathematics: “We have deservedly 
transferred the model of our division from theology to jurisprudence because the similarity of 
these two disciplines is astonishing.” Both have a double principle, reason [i.e., natural 
theology] ... and scripture, which means a book with positive revelations and directives’21 

 

In theology these two elements, reason and revelation, are held together in a kind of 

complexio oppositorum  – a ‘complex of opposites’ – which is a term Schmitt uses in his 

Roman Catholicism and Political Form, penned in the same year as his Political Theology, to 

describe what he regards as the peculiar strength of the Catholic Church’s juridical structure. 

Each element is preserved non-reductively both in itself and in its relation to its opposite 

within the concrete context of the institutional life of the Church. In modern jurisprudence 

and state theory however, the two ‘secularized’ versions of these elements, the norm and the 

decision, are sundered. In their new hermetic enclosures as conceived by Kelsen both 

jurisprudence (norms) and sociology (decisions; acts of will undertaken independently of 

norms) are ‘technicized’ and become matters of mere management or deductive procedure, 

                                                             
20 Ibid., p. 28. 
21 Ibid., pp. 37-8. Emphasis added. 
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no longer parts of an organic whole. Yet as we have seen Schmitt thinks that the ‘personal’ 

elements that were structurally essential to the theological pair – i.e. the elements of decision, 

exception, and sovereignty – remain structurally essential to the new ‘detheologized’ pair, 

even though this is everywhere ‘emphatically ignored’. Such willful ignorance and too-

hopeful expectation that a ‘legal order’ can realize itself, Schmitt was convinced, can lead 

only to chaos, and one thinks he must have regarded the tumult of early Weimar as a 

vindication of this conviction. 

 Yet Schmitt’s political theology is not only critical, it is also reconstructive. It aims to 

reconstruct, that is, ‘[t]he metaphysical image that a definite epoch forges of the world’ and 

to show that this image ‘has the same structure as what the world immediately understands to 

be an appropriate form of its political organization’22. Even in their most positivist varieties 

both liberalism and Marxism, Schmitt thinks, rest ultimately upon some such ‘metaphysical 

image’, and one can understand the self-contradictions of their political practice (as he sees 

it) only by revealing the contradictions present in this image. 

In this sense it is important and perhaps surprising to note that Kelsen – the positivist 

– also develops a kind of political theology, though in its intentions antithetical to Schmitt’s. 

As Kelsen writes in his 1922 Der soziologische und der juristische Staatsbegriff [The 

Sociological and Juridical Concept of the State]: 

 
‘The logical structure of the concepts of the State and of God offers a perfect 
parallelism that manifests itself in the extraordinary similarity between the problems 
and the solutions in the theory of the State and in theology. The main issue in 
theology, i.e. the relationship between God and the world (or between God and 
nature), perfectly corresponds to the key question raised by the theory of the State, 
that is, the relationship between the State and law’23.  

 

Whereas Schmitt’s political theology aims to demonstrate the separation and priority of the 

state vis-à-vis the law (i.e., a dualism of state and law) and to assert that only the state (the 

sovereign) can guarantee the unity of a political community, Kelsen’s ‘critical’ political 

theology aims to demonstrate the impossibility of drawing a clear distinction between the two 

(i.e., he advocates a monism of state and law) and asserts that only law can unify a political 

community. Schmitt dismisses as self-contradictory the forms of ‘political organization’ he 

sees as characteristic of monism (i.e. liberalism, Marxism); Kelsen dismisses those he sees as 

                                                             
22 Ibid., p. 46. 
23 Cited in Sandrine Baum’s very insightful and thorough discussion of the relation between Kelsen’s and 
Schmitt’s political theologies (Baume 2009). 
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characteristic of dualism (authoritarianism, etatism). Schmitt’s critique of Kelsen’s position 

states clearly its difference with his own. As he writes in Political Theology: 
 
‘When Kelsen [in his political theology] gives the reasons for opting for democracy, he 
openly reveals the mathematical and natural scientific character of his thinking: Democracy is 
the expression of a political relativism and a scientific orientation that are liberated from 
miracles and dogmas and based on human understanding and critical doubt’24 

 

Schmitt’s and Kelsen’s projects are essentially different. Though Kelsen does regard 

theological structures as ‘parallel’ to jurisprudential ones, he makes no allegation of 

substantial ‘transfer’ from one sphere to the other, i.e. he sees no relation of derivation. 

Schmitt, of course, does – or purports to. If anything Kelsen reverses the logic of Schmitt’s 

schema by granting priority to the jurisprudential over the theological, and suggests that 

modern jurisprudence simply does a better job accounting (monistically) for the relation 

between the state and the law than theology did in accounting (dualistically) for the 

analogous relation between God and the world. 

 Kelsen thus seems, unsurprisingly, both to start and to finish his critical political 

theological project from a basically positivist standpoint. Schmitt, despite his emphasis on the 

‘purely juridical’ nature of his own project in Political Theology, in fact finally adopts a 

basically theological or metaphysical standpoint in what I have called his project’s 

‘reconstructive’ moment. Kelsen’s mode of normativist jurisprudence is inadequate, he 

thinks, because it is a scientific ‘neutralization’ of a deistic metaphysics. As he puts it near 

the end of chapter three: 
 
‘[t]he general validity of a legal prescription has become identified with the lawfulness of 
nature, which applies without exception. The sovereign, who in the deistic view of the world, 
even if conceived as residing outside the world, had remained the engineer of the great 
machine, has been radically pushed aside. The machine now runs itself’25. 

In fact Kelsen, Schmitt seems to have thought already in 1922, stood at the end of a five-

centuries-long process of secularization Schmitt would later describe in his well-known 1929 

essay ‘The Age of Neutralizations and Depoliticizations’. This text is closely related to his 

Political Theology (especially its fourth and final chapter) and important for understanding 

both his own project and his relation to Blumenberg. 

 

 In his ‘Neutralizations’ essay, Schmitt outlines what he describes as a series of 

‘successive shifts’ in the ‘center of [European] intellectual life’ through four ‘central 
                                                             
24 Schmitt (2006), p. 42. 
25 Ibid., p. 48. 
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domains’ over the past four centuries: from a theological domain (sixteenth century), to a 

metaphysical domain (seventeenth), a humanitarian-moral domain (eighteenth), and finally 

an economic domain (nineteenth). In the twentieth century, he suggests, we seem to have 

entered a new technological domain. He emphasizes that the shifts between these stages 

cannot be explained by any ‘historico-philosophical law’ such as Auguste Comte’s law of the 

three stages (nor, it may be added, by a kind of linear rationalist progress of ‘secularization’) 

– even if such views as Comte’s may themselves be explained as efforts to account for these 

transitions which have been, he says, ‘as clear and distinct as any unique historical 

occurrence’.  

 ‘The specific concepts [particular to] … individual centuries’, he writes, ‘derive their 

meaning from the respective central domain’26 out of which they arise. Certain concepts 

reveal this more clearly than others, and Schmitt draws attention to three: progress, the clerc, 

and the state. In all these cases, although we may go on using the words referring to these 

concepts, their meanings remain in key respects dependent on the logic of their original 

‘central domain’. For, as Schmitt claims, ‘all essential concepts are not normative but 

existential’; as the ‘center’ of our existential orientation shifts from domain to domain, or 

century to century as it’s so happened, so too the meaning of these essential concepts 

changes. He continues: 
 
‘The greatest and most egregious misunderstandings (from which, of course, many imposters 
make their living) can be explained by the erroneous transfer of a concepts at home in one 
domain (e.g., only in the metaphysical, the moral, or the economic) to other domains of 
intellectual life’27 

 

 What drives the movement from one domain to the next, if not a universal law or a 

inevitable rationalist process-progress? The basic motivation underlying all four shifts, 

Schmitt thinks, is apparent already in the first, i.e. in the move from the theological domain to 

the metaphysical. As he writes: 
 
‘At the core of this astounding shift lies an elemental impulse that has been decisive for 
centuries, i.e., the striving for a neutral domain. Following the hopeless theological disputes 
and struggles of the sixteenth century, Europeans sought a neutral domain in which there 
would be no conflict and they could reach common agreement through the debates and 
exchanges of opinion. ... [T]he essential point for me is that theology, the former central 
domain, was abandoned because it was controversial, in favor of another – neutral – 
domain’28. 

                                                             
26 Ibid., p. 86. 
27 Ibid., p. 85. 
28 Ibid., p. 89. 
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Yet in the very process of moving from the old domain into the new one, the new, neutral 

domain becomes an arena of struggle; ‘[t]he antitheses of men and interests unfold with a 

new intensity and become increasingly sharper’29. Before long, another new domain is 

needed, and the succession of ‘neutralizations’ continues.  

But as Schmitt sees it, the newest, twentieth century domain, centered on technology, 

is different from all its predecessors. ‘Technology’, he says, ‘is always only an instrument 

and weapon; precisely because it serves all, it is not neutral’30. He continues: 
 
‘no conclusions which usually can be drawn from the central domains of spiritual life can be 
derived from pure technology as nothing but technology – neither a concept of cultural 
progress, nor a type of clerc or spiritual leader, nor a specific political system’31. 

 

This amorphous yet limitless power of technology has given rise, Schmitt thinks, to a 

‘religion of technicity’. This new religion is impersonal, and so devoid of any ‘decision’, yet 

it is not mere mechanism; it is animated by a ‘spirit’ nonetheless, as he shall aim to 

demonstrate. Thus unbridled, it breaks out in every direction in pursuit of its own internal 

logic and guided by the arbitrary will of those who employ it. Adherents of this faith regard 

their efforts as procedurally fair, morally righteous, and even justified ‘naturally’. At the 

foundation of this faith, Schmitt thinks, lies ‘an activistic metaphysics’ or, as he continues:  
 
‘the belief in unlimited power and the domination of man over nature, even over human 
nature; the belief in the unlimited “receding of natural boundaries,” in the unlimited 
possibilities for change and prosperity. Such a belief can be called fantastic and satanic, but 
not simply dead, spiritless, or mechanized soulnessness’32. 

 

Unlike the four earlier domains, technology is thus not neutral because it cannot provide a 

substantial ‘common ground’. It doesn’t neutralize conflicts, but heightens them. ‘[E]very 

strong politics will make use of [technology]’, Schmitt suggests, and the only real question is 

which power will be strong enough to employ it effectively to dominate its enemies.  

 Yet Schmitt’s essay is no mere ‘romantic lament’, and he ends by clarifying this 

point. His claim is not that ‘life’ or the ‘organic’ or ‘spirit’ on the one hand finds itself pitted 

against ‘death’ or ‘mechanism’ or ‘spiritlessness’ on the other. Such dichotomies, he says, are 

themselves mechanistic. Rather, the inability of technology to provide any neutral ground – 

i.e. any empirical guarantee of safety or establishment of formal regularity – has released all 

                                                             
29 Ibid., p. 90. 
30 Ibid., p. 91. 
31 Ibid., p. 92. 
32 Ibid., p. 94. 
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‘spirits’ and powers chaotically one against another in a kind of return to a Hobbesian status 

naturalis. Today, ‘spirit struggles with spirit, life with life’, and only once all pretensions to 

neutrality have been unveiled as false – in large part through the work of political theology – 

will the real nature of our circumstances become apparent: namely, that we face an ultimate 

battle between absolute good and absolute evil, between order and the ‘satanic’, from which 

retreat to a new ‘neutral’ domain is impossible. Schmitt concludes on a hopeful note, if 

ominous in retrospect: ‘out of the power of an integral understanding of this [i.e., of the 

absolute nature of our situation] arises the order of human things. Ab integro nascitur ordo’ – 

‘from integrity order is born’.  

Schmitt wrote these words in 1929, yet the fourth and final chapter of his Political 

Theology makes clear that such sentiments were present in his thinking somewhat earlier. 

Entitled ‘On the Counterrevolutionary Philosophy of the State’, the chapter treats the work of 

Louis de Bonald, Joseph de Maistre, and Juan Donoso Cortés, all Catholic thinkers and 

writers of the nineteenth century. The spirit of Schmitt’s discussion is captured already on the 

chapter’s first page, where he writes that Catholic philosophy of this period ‘expressed the 

idea in one form or another that there was now a great alternative that no longer allowed of 

synthesis. No medium exists, said Cardinal Newman, between catholicity and atheism’33. 

Bonald, who was able to describe himself as standing ‘constantly between two abysses, ... 

[walking] always between being and nothingness’, certainly shared this view. ‘Such moral 

disjunctions [as this, expressed by Bonald],’ Schmitt comments, ‘represent contrasts between 

good and evil, God and the devil; between them an either/or exists in the sense of a life or 

death struggle that does not recognize ... a “higher third”’34. De Maistre thought similarly: 

any government, he argued – even a dictatorship – was good and legitimate once it was 

established, since only an absolute sovereign power can restrain the corruptible populace. 

Though Schmitt himself never explicitly rallies to these views in this chapter (his tone is 

expository) one cannot think he harbored no sympathies, and, once one recalls his approving 

reference to Kierkegaard’s stark ‘either/or’ at the end of his first chapter and continued 

emphasis on the categorical character of the decision, it is easy to think that he did.  

 The bulk of the chapter is devoted to Donoso Cortés, in whose writings this absolutist 

contrast is rendered explicitly political. As Schmitt describes the Spaniard’s position: for 

Donoso, ‘[e]very political idea in one way or another takes a position on the “nature” of man 

                                                             
33 Ibid., p. 53. 
34 Ibid., p. 55. 
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and presupposes that he is either “by nature good” or “by nature evil”’35. Donoso held to the 

latter view with exaggerated tenacity. Schmitt’s description of some of Donoso’s favoured 

images shall remain in the reader’s mind:  
 
‘Humanity reels blindly through a labyrinth that we call history, whose entrance, exit, and 
shape nobody knows; humanity is a boat aimlessly tossed about on the sea and manned by a 
mutinous, vulgar, forcibly recruited crew that howls and dances until God’s rage pushes the 
rebellious rabble into the sea so that quiet can prevail once more’36.  

 

The image most often conjured by Donoso however was a different, more immediately 

political one: namely, ‘the bloody decisive battle that has flared up today between 

Catholicism and atheist socialism’37. As Schmitt writes near the end of the chapter, for 

Donoso ‘the moment of the last battle had arrived’ and the only remaining way to stem the 

tide of chaos was ‘political dictatorship’38. The rule of kings was finished39 – people no 

longer took seriously royal claims to power – and liberalism, for Donoso, was no real 

alternative. As Schmitt writes:  
 
‘[W]ith its contradictions and compromises, [liberalism] existed for Donoso Cortes only in 
that short interim period in which it was possible to answer the question “Christ or 
Barabbas?” with a proposal to adjourn or appoint a commission of investigation’40. 

 

For Cortes liberalism was a luxury of the ‘discussing class’ (i.e., the bourgeoisie) and was 

opposed to dictatorship in a merely negative sense; i.e., liberalism avoids and defers the 

decision, whereas dictatorship is built on it. Yet neither Schmitt nor Cortes saw this as the 

most interesting contrast. For the real contest – not just contrast – is between those who 

decide for order (God) and those who decide for anarchy (the satanic).  

For Schmitt, despite Donoso’s efflorescent rhetoric, it is in fact the opposition 

between de Maistre and the anarchist Mikhail Bakunin which captures most clearly the 

‘absolute decisiveness’ of these substantively opposed possibilities. For De Maistre every 

government is absolute, and he decides for the government’s absolute decision. Bakunin 

agrees that every government is absolute, yet for him ‘[e]very [such] claim of a decision must 

be evil [i.e., not just something to avoid or defer, as for the liberal] … because [for the 

anarchist] the right emerges by itself if the immanence of life is not disturbed by such 

                                                             
35 Ibid., p. 56. 
36 Ibid., p. 59. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid., p. 66. 
39 Ibid., p. 51. 
40 Ibid., p. 62. 
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claims’41. And so Bakunin, in his utterly consistent naturalism, absolutely decides against the 

absolute decision and becomes, as Schmitt puts it, ‘in theory the theologian of the anti-

theological and in practice the dictator of an antidictatorship’42. With these words Schmitt 

ends his book.  
 

3. Blumenberg’s Legitimacy of the Modern Age (1966) 

In 1962 Hans Blumenberg, then a more or less unknown young academic, surprised 

the Seventh German Philosophy Congress in Münster with the provocative argument of his 

paper entitled ‘Secularization: critique of a category of historical illegitimacy’. In 1966, a 

revised and expanded version of this paper appeared under the same title as Part One of the 

first edition of Blumenberg’s first major work, The Legitimacy of the Modern Age – more 

than 600 pages in translation. One might like to say that Blumenberg’s debate with Schmitt 

begins here, yet in fact his direct engagement with him in this first edition is slight. Few 

pages are devoted directly to Political Theology and, as Schmitt himself puts it in the 

postscript (addressed to Blumenberg) to his 1969 book Political Theology II, these seem not 

to address the thesis of Schmitt’s political theology in its specificity but rather to target a 

straw man, i.e. ‘a generalising mixture of [Schmitt’s] thesis with all sorts of confused 

parallels between religious, eschatological, and political ideas’43. In a 1971 letter to Schmitt, 

Blumenberg acknowledges the truth of this, writing:  
 
‘You have rightly fought against the "generalizing mixture” of your theses with all possible 
uses of the term secularization. I myself already noticed this with annoyance upon making the 
final corrections [of the text]’44.  

 

In 1974, Blumenberg sent Schmitt the first volume of the new 1973 second edition of 

Legitimacy, which included a new chapter on Schmitt entitled ‘Political Theology I and II’. 

With the book Blumenberg enclosed a note, writing that: 
 

‘I am not sure but I hope very much that I have expressed your views on the secularization of 
concepts more effectively now than [I did] a decade ago. … I have acknowledged my 
inadequate representation and critique of your position not only in silence, by correction and 
enlargement, but also explicitly’45 

                                                             
41 Ibid., p. 66. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Schmitt (2008), p. 117. 
44 ‘Sie haben sich mit Recht gegen die »pauschale Vermischung« Ihrer Thesen mit allen möglichen 
Verwendungen des Ausdrucks Säkularisierung gewehrt. Mir selbst ist das bereits bei der letzten Korrektur 
ärgerlich aufgefallen’ 1971 letter. 
45 ‘Ich weiß nicht, hoffe es aber sehr, dass ich der Stellung des Säkularisierungsbegriffes in Ihrem Werk jetzt 
besser gerecht geworden bin als vor einem Jahrzehnt. ... Ich habe das Ungenügen meiner Darstellung und Kritik 
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This section is therefore devoted to an exposition of some of Blumenberg’s main lines 

of argument in Legitimacy which seem to have remained constant between the first edition 

and the second (on which Wallace’s translation is based), and which are relevant to 

Blumenberg’s difference with Schmitt. All of Schmitt’s criticisms of Blumenberg in his 1969 

postscript, except the one already cited, concern the younger scholar’s argument taken thus in 

its generality and not specifically his treatment of Schmitt. In the next chapter there shall be 

occasion to return to Legitimacy to examine the new full chapter on Schmitt included in the 

book’s second edition.  

 

Blumenberg’s project in Legitimacy is directed most immediately against an 

influential thesis developed by Karl Löwith in his 1949 book Meaning in History, and one 

needs to know something about this thesis to understand Blumenberg’s book. Modern belief 

in progress, Löwith held, is in fact a ‘secularization’ of Christian eschatology, and so contains 

within itself and remains dependent upon certain theological presuppositions. Blumenberg’s 

debate with Löwith is better known than his debate with Schmitt, and stands at the center of 

the German ‘secularization debate’ of the middle of the last century. Robert Wallace, in an 

essay on this debate, characterizes Löwith’s position in this way: the aim of Meaning in 

History, he writes, is to show how the modern belief in progress is ‘comprehensible only as a 

disguised version of the Hebrew and Christian focus on certain events, and on the movement 

towards them, as crucial for man’s happiness’46. The belief that we are in fact moving 

towards these events is, in Löwith’s view, wholly an article of faith and essentially reliant for 

its meaning and sense on the categories and premises of Jewish and Christian theology. To 

deny this relation of dependence, as do most philosophies of history in the modern period 

(e.g. Marx, Proudhon, Comte, Voltaire – though not Hegel) is simply, for Lowith, a form of 

false consciousness. Perhaps the most often cited lines in his book are these, which convey 

the spirit of his argument: 

 
‘The modern mind has not made up its mind whether it should be Christian or pagan. It sees 
with one eye of faith and one of reason. Hence its vision is necessarily dim in comparison 
with either Greek or biblical thinking’47.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
Ihrer Gedankengänge nicht nur stillschweigend durch Berichtigung und Erweiterung zu erkennen gegeben, 
sondern ausdrücklich gemacht.’ 1974 letter. 
46 Schmitt (2006), p. 65. 
47 Löwith (1957), p. 207. 
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This is a pessimistic conclusion, and in fact Löwith sees no way forward except that we 

should drop the linear Judeo-Christian (eschato-)logic altogether and take up again a Stoic 

vision of history as a succession of rises and falls, of growth and decline, recurring eternally 

and not aimed at any final goal. As Wallace comments, such a vision is perhaps to be 

expected from a man with  Löwith’s experience, namely, ‘a European whose youth coincided 

with World War One, young manhood with the Weimar Republic, and mature years with the 

“Third Reich”, World War Two, the “Final Solution”, and Hiroshima and Nagasaki’48. 

Indeed many of Löwith’s contemporaries seem to have felt similarly. His thesis was widely 

cited and accepted in the years following its publication, and until Blumenberg presented his 

paper in 1962 no alternative account of secularization was available.  

 Blumenberg’s main aim in Legitimacy is to cast doubt on Löwith’s thesis and in 

general to undermine the ‘secularization theorem’ according to which the modern age is in 

some sense an illegitimate progeny of the Christendom that preceded it. In this section I focus 

on just two of the ways in which he aims to do so, both relevant to his difference with 

Schmitt: (1) his new account of the nature of conceptual change as contained in his 

‘reoccupation thesis’, presented in the book’s first part; and (2) his historicist-contextualist 

story of the emergence of Enlightenment anti-contextualism and account of human ‘self-

assertion’ as a ‘legitimate’ response to the recurrent challenge of Gnosticism, presented in its 

second part.  

  

Austin Harrington has formulated correctly and succinctly the key distinction in 

Blumenberg’s conceptual critique of the secularization thesis: that between the ideas of 

‘substantial continuation’ on the one hand and ‘functional reoccupation’ on the other49. Both 

Löwith and Schmitt defend versions of the first idea. Wallace has usefully identified three 

basic assumptions underlying this kind of thinking50: 

 
1. That ‘an identifiable “common substance” underwent the transformation from 

Christian to “secularized” form.’ 
2. That ‘the “substance” belonged properly to an earlier, Christian framework.’  
3. That ‘the transformation was a “one sided” one performed not by Christianity 

(“secularizing” itself, so to speak), but by an agent outside it.’ 
 

                                                             
48 Schmitt (2006), p. 65. 
49 Harrington (2008), p. 11. 
50 Wallace (1981), p. 69. 
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We may only rarely hold these assumptions in mind when speaking, as we sometimes do, of a 

modern concept as a ‘secularized version’ of a Christian one, but Blumenberg thinks that 

something like them undergirds the ‘innocent confidence’51 with which we make such claims.  

 Blumenberg acknowledges that this idea of substantial continuation has some surface 

plausibility. After all there does appear to be some continuity between the use of certain 

older concepts (say Christian charity; Blumenberg doesn’t use the example, but could) and 

newer ones (say philanthropy). He thinks, however, that we can better understand this 

appearance of continuity by employing a distinction developed early in the last century by 

Ernst Cassirer, namely that between substance and function. There is, Blumenberg thinks, an 

overlap of functions between one ‘age’ or epoch (here, the Christian) and that which follows 

it (here, the modern), yet we have no good reason on this basis to assert a continuity of 

substances. He develops this claim in his defense of the ‘functional reoccupation’ idea, or 

what he calls his ‘recoccupation thesis’. 

 According to this thesis, the appearance of substantial continuity is a kind of optical 

illusion resulting from the ‘residual’ presence of ‘carry-over questions’ from one epoch to the 

next. Such questions were somehow important to the earlier epoch and made sense in its 

context, yet they may not make much sense in the new one. For example: ‘what events await 

us at the end of time?’. To wonder about this makes sense in a Christian context, though in 

modern, post-Christian times it may seem out of place. Yet the originators of new epochs 

may feel initially beholden to address the old questions, i.e. to demonstrate that the new ways 

of thinking can answer them, and better. Also, more tacitly, not everyone immediately 

abandons their  attachment to old questions in a period of epochal transition – in fact most 

people don’t. There remains a kind of pre-articulate desire to resolve or ‘work on’ them in 

light of the new epochal logic rather than simply leave them unanswered. Perhaps this is 

something like the debt one feels toward one’s grandparents. And so new, novel answers 

emerge: at the end of time, we learn, the dialectic will cease and the proletariat will rule 

(Marx), or the Reich will last a thousand years (Hitler), or finally we will live in a democratic 

utopia (Rorty).  

These are the kinds of new concepts that Löwith regards as ‘secularizations’ of 

Christian eschatology, i.e. ‘transfers’ of an original Christian substance. For Blumenberg they 

are just new and different ways of responding to a question inherited from an earlier epoch, 

just as Christian concepts were themselves developed in response to (or in dialogue with) 

                                                             
51 Blumenberg (1985), p. 63. 
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questions inherited from ancient Greece and Rome. New concepts, that is, sometimes 

independently serve the same ‘function’ as old ones; they are the (historical) successors but 

not the (substantial) progeny of their predecessors. Blumenberg introduces his idea of 

‘reoccupation’ to explain this. He writes: 
 
‘What mainly occurred in the process that is interpreted as secularization … should be 
described not as the transposition of authentically theological contents into secularized 
alienation from their origin but rather as the reoccupation of answer positions that had 
become vacant and whose corresponding questions could not be eliminated’52 

 

It is important to note that for Blumenberg these ‘answer positions’ are not ‘perennial’. Such 

a conception would itself be in some sense substantialist and Blumenberg’s functionalism is 

consistent. Rather, these positions present themselves explicitly only in moments of epochal 

transition when the (epochal) ‘logic’ in which they make sense is challenged by the assertion 

of a new logic. As he puts it,  
‘We are going to have to free ourselves from the idea that there is a firm canon of “great 
questions” that throughout human history and with an unchanging urgency have occupied 
human curiosity … . The problematic of carry-over questions is above all a problematic of the 
epochal thresholds, of the phases of more or less rapid change in the basic rules for the 
procurement of very general explanations. … Questions do not always precede their 
answers’53.  

 

Presented with an answer (e.g., ‘there will be a Last Judgment’), originators of the new epoch 

pose themselves a question (e.g., ‘what events do after all await us at the end of time, if not 

these?’). Nothing, on such a view, is eternal, and the very idea of a transferable substance 

looks like a wheel that doesn’t turn. Such is the central idea underlying Blumenberg’s 

recoccupation thesis and also his critiques of Löwith and Schmitt.  

  

Yet for all its historicism this thesis might seem rather ahistorical. For where do these 

new epochs come from? Do they simply emerge from the cool exercise of reason as 

Descartes’s Meditations purport to do? Any of several tired critiques of Enlightenment 

foundationalist hubris may come to mind here, and indeed Blumenberg himself is a thinker 

with strong sympathies for the ‘Enlightenment project’. He addresses this concern 

immediately however, in the second part of his book, by developing a new historical account 

of the emergence of the Enlightenment (foundationalist) project as a response to, or rather 

                                                             
52 Blumenberg (1985), p. 65. 
53 Blumenberg (1985), pp. 66-7. 
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defense against, certain theological problems inherited from the late medieval period and 

ultimately, he thinks, rooted in the recurrent absolutist temptation of Gnostic dualism. 

 Augustine the Milanese rhetorician was a Manichaean. He came to Christianity later, 

only to find that the dualistic worldview that had formerly attracted him now threatened the 

orthodoxy of his new faith in the form of Christian Gnosticism. The family resemblance 

marking all of Gnosticism’s varied forms (including Manichaeism) consists in the assertion 

of an absolute dualism between matter and spirit, or between this impure (evil) world and a 

pure (good) world beyond it. Many forms go so far as to assert the existence of two divinities: 

an evil demiurgic creator God on the one hand, master of this world, and a good redeemer 

God on the other, who can save mankind but resides far away and is most comparable to the 

Good of Plato of the One of Plotinus. The contradiction in dogmatic Christian theology 

between God’s omnipotence (God the Judge) and his absolute goodness (Christ the Savior) 

has rendered it perennially vulnerable to Gnostic exaggerations, and indeed the Trinitarian 

controversy between Arius and Athanasius (i.e., over whether Christ is of the same substance 

as the Father, homoousios, or merely of like substance and therefore ultimately distinct, 

homoiousios54) played out around this same tension between Judge and Savior, power and 

redemption, and would be resolved at the Nicene Council only under political pressure from 

the Emperor Constantine (a point relevant to Schmitt’s argument in Political Theology II). 

Augustine, of course all too aware of this dogmatic contradiction in his new faith, sought to 

‘save’ Christianity from Gnosticism’s world-negating consequences with his doctrine of 

original sin, thus laying the blame for worldly corruption squarely at the feet of man himself 

and categorically barring the way to an attainment of beatitude by one’s own efforts (contra 

Pelagius). The demiurge was no longer needed, and the good God was acquitted of blame; 

now man and only man was responsible for evil. 

    And so Augustine hoped to rescue Christianity from Gnosticism and to affirm the 

original goodness of the Creation into which Christ had (after all) deigned to be Incarnated, 

yet he paid a high price in this effort. As Blumenberg writes: 
 
‘The price of this preservation of the cosmos was not only the guilt that man was supposed to 
assign to himself for the condition in which he found the world but also the resignation that 
his responsibility for that condition imposed upon him; renunciation of any attempt to change 
for his benefit, through action, a reality for the adversity of which he had himself to blame. 
The senselessness of self-assertion was the heritage of the Gnosticism which was not 
overcome but only translated’55 

  
                                                             
54 This controversy lies at the origin of the English expression, ‘an iota of difference’. 
55 Blumenberg (1985), p. 136. 
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In the end then, Augustine’s doctrine of original sin did not achieve its aim. The first 

overcoming of Gnosticism failed; or, what’s worse, it merely ‘translated’ the problem into a 

new register. Augustine’s doctrine of original sin did much to define the horizon for 

philosophical and theological speculation in the medieval period and did so, Blumenberg 

thinks, in such a way that the Gnostic challenge, long dormant, was able eventually to rise 

again.  

This second Gnostic challenge, he suggests, arose in the late medieval period out of 

the new doctrine of divine voluntarism developed by William of Ockham and other 

nominalists. The recuperated Aristotelianism of the Scholastics (and the Stoics before them) 

had regarded the cosmos as providentially ordered and essentially rational in its structure and 

operation, yet as Ockham and others saw it this view functioned heretically to restrain God’s 

freedom and also, politically, to legitimate the material excess of the Church by portraying it 

as somehow divinely ordained when in fact it was clearly opposed to the Gospel. Thus 

Ockham asserted the absolute freedom of God to act according to his will in a manner so 

unrestrained and potentially ‘willful’ as to render ‘impotent’56 the Scholastics’ syllogistic 

method. The only restraint on this new divine voluntas would be the principle of non-

contradiction. Had God so desired he could have become incarnate even in the form of an ass 

– there is no logical contradiction in it – and no principle of reason or even scriptural 

revelation could have restrained him from doing so.  

This new doctrine, Blumenberg thinks, led to the destabilization and ultimate collapse 

of the Augustinian compromise with Gnosticism. Not even the possibility of salvation was 

any longer guaranteed, and the new potentia absoluta of the divine seemed to pose a greater 

existential danger to man than the demiurge had ever done. God became again a deus 

absconditus, a hidden God operating mysteriously behind the scenes and, so, a threat. Indeed, 

after Ockham man faced a dire and truly unprecedented ‘singular situation’: 
 
‘The God Who places no constraints on Himself, Who cannot be committed to any 
consequence following from His manifestations, makes time into a dimension of utter 
uncertainty. This affects not only the identity of the subject, the presence of which at any 
given moment does not guarantee it any future, but also the persistence of the world, whose 
radical contingency can transform it, from one moment to the next, from existence into mere 
appearance, from reality into nothingness’57. 

 

                                                             
56 Ibid., p. 162. 
57 Ibid., p. 161-2. 
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Blumenberg calls this new condition ‘theological absolutism’58, and regards it as the enabling 

historical condition for the rise of modernity. Nominalism had deprived man of both his 

‘place’ in the cosmos (which was no longer conceived as being organized around man’s 

redemptive destiny) and also of any chance of cooperating with God in the providential 

unfolding of history (by the exercise of his God-given reason). In the same gesture, humanity 

was thus disenfranchised and ‘set adrift’ in what came to be seen as a purely material world, 

and also existentially threatened by the new absolutism.  

And so humanity ‘asserted’ itself before this God. On its face this ‘self-assertion’ 

might look like a natural or instinctual mechanism of self-defense, but Blumenberg stresses 

the qualitative difference between (mere) self-preservation and (modern) self-assertion: 
 
‘[Self-assertion] does not mean the naked biological and economic preservation of the human 
organism by the means naturally available to it. It means an existential program, according to 
which man posits his existence in a historical situation and indicate to himself how he is 
going to deal with the reality surrounding him and what use he will make of the possibilities 
that are open to him’59. 

 

By pushing man from his nest, so to speak, Ockham readied the way for something utterly 

new: the self-assertive natural scientific project of Galileo, Bacon, Descartes, and others. As 

Blumenberg continues in the passage cited above, ‘[t]he philosophical penetration of these 

considerations [i.e., of the consequences of Ockham’s theological absolutism] becomes 

clearest when one perceives in them the central motivation of Descartes’s experiment in 

doubt in the Meditations’60. Faced with an utterly unpredictable and so unlivable world, 

people set about constructing a ‘counterworld of elementary rationality and manipulability’61 

– a new scientific world that was mathematicized and materialized and mechanized and so 

could be practically relied upon, unlike God. Richard Rorty offers an idiosyncratic but I think 

accurate reading of this shift in his 1983 review of Legitimacy: the threat of Ockham’s God, 

he writes, ‘left us no alternative but Baconian pragmatism: the attitude that says: ‘Who cares 

how things look to God? Let us find out how they can be made to work for us’62. This was 

new. 

 For Blumenberg this kind of self-assertion became possible only after nominalism 

and is thus uniquely modern. The ancients, he argues in a discussion of Epicurus, could never 

                                                             
58 On this see especially Brient (2002), pp. 63 f. 
59 Blumenberg (1985), p. 138. 
60 Ibid. Emphasis added. 
61 Ibid., p. 173. 
62 Rorty (1983). 
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asserted themselves as the moderns have done, for two reasons. First, if we grant that 

Epicurus had also been pushed from his nest, so to say, by Democritean atomism, he still had 

the luxury of more or less trusting the cosmos. Attainment of his ataraxia demanded only that 

he ‘exclude uncertainties’ (as Robert Pippen puts it in his discussion of this point63) not that 

he ‘create certainties’. By contrast, the defenestrated modern is constantly and actively 

threatened by a willful God; a threat tantamount, say, to that posed by Descartes’s malin 

genie. Modern man must either become the maître et possesseur of nature, or else despair. 

For him there can be no ataraxic compromise.  

A second reason for the distinctively modern character of self-assertion stems from 

nominalism’s ‘humbl[ing] of human epistemological pretension’, as Elizabeth Brient puts it 

in her commentary on Legitimacy64. She states the point concisely: the nominalists, she 

writes, 
 
‘[c]onfronted by the absolutism of divine omnipotence, [realized that] “divine reason” could 
no longer function as a meaningful measure for human knowledge of the world. … 
[Consequently,] hypothesis rather than theoria (contemplation) emerged as the appropriate 
theoretical attitude when faced with the mute facticity of nature. Since nominalist 
theoreticians still maintained the ancient and medieval cognitive ideal of truth as adequacy “to 
what is”, however, they were compelled to resign themselves to the impossibility of 
conclusive demonstration in the science of nature’65 

 

The trick worked by earlier modern scientists was, of course, to drop this requirement of truth 

as adequatio, reconceive theory as essentially a hypothetical and not contemplative 

enterprise, and get about Rorty’s business of finding out ‘how [things] can be made to work 

for us’. The ancients, not yet under threat from Ockham’s God, had no motivation to make 

such a move and so never set out on the ‘existential program’ of modern self-assertion. For 

the moderns, the curiositas which had so troubled Augustine took on new meaning – i.e. it 

became a matter of mastery, not contemplation, and thus was rendered (in a new way, 

peculiarly modern way) legitimate.  

  
 

  

                                                             
63 Pippen (2006), p. 274. 
64 Brient (2002), pp. 68 f. 
65 Ibid., p. 68. 
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CHAPTER TWO: RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DEBATE 
 

1. Introduction 

 Schmitt and Blumenberg’s debate played out most explicitly and directly in four 

sources. Schmitt initiated their exchange, as already noted, in (1) the postscript to his 1969 

Political Theology II where he mounts several scathing criticisms of Blumenberg’s project in 

Legitimacy. As also already noted, (2) Blumenberg’s 1973 second edition of Legitimacy 

includes a new chapter on Schmitt which responds to these criticisms in depth and builds a 

case against Schmitt’s own political theological project. (3) Their exchange of fifteen letters 

between 1971 and 1978 develops some themes from these texts and introduces some new 

points of contact between their work. Finally, (4) a chapter in Blumenberg’s 1979 Work on 

Myth addresses a central element of Schmitt’s 1969 postscript and contributes much to an 

understanding of Blumenberg’s own view of his difference with Schmitt.  

In what follows I present a close reading of each of these texts. Then in the chapter’s 

conclusion, I assemble several key elements from these readings to state as clearly as possible 

(so far) ‘the logic of the difference’ between these thinkers. The reasons for supplementing 

this initial reading of their debate with a consideration of their writings on myth shall become 

apparent already in the chapter’s exegetical portion, though inchoately. I make these reasons 

explicit in its conclusion.  

 

2. Schmitt’s Political Theology II and its postscript (1969) 

 Like several of Schmitt’s writings after the war, Political Theology II reworks and 

expands upon the argument of one of his earlier studies – in this case of course his Political 

Theology – to make it more responsive to contemporary circumstances66. In this sense 

Schmitt’s main aim in Political Theology II may at first seem odd: 85 of its 100 pages in 

translation are devoted to the analysis and, really, attempted destruction of the conclusion of a 

1935 monograph by Schmitt’s former friend the Catholic theologian Erik Peterson67. Schmitt 

argues that this conclusion – in which Peterson claims to have demonstrated the theological 

impossibility, for Christianity, of ‘political theology’ as a means of asserting an identity of 

                                                             
66 The editors and translators of Schmitt’s Political Theology II make this point in their very useful introduction 
to that volume: ‘At least three times during the post-war period, Schmitt deliberately returns to and recites titles 
from earlier work’ (Schmitt 2008, p. 4). 
67 Perhaps the best study of Schmitt’s relationship with Peterson has been made by György Geréby, which 
includes much on the personal relationship between the two men and also the practical consequences of their 
thought (Geréby 2008) 
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divine power (which for orthodox Christianity is ‘trinitary’) and worldly power (which in a 

monarchy or dictatorship is ‘unitary’) – had become a kind of ‘myth’; i.e., for Schmitt, a 

belief held uncritically or irrationally against the evidence. More than this, Schmitt suggests 

that Peterson’s specifically Christian and theological conclusion had often been over-

generalized and even put in the service of blanket positivist rejections of the very possibility 

of theology as a cognitively significant pursuit. The clearest example of such generalization 

in 1969 was, Schmitt thinks, Blumenberg’s Legitimacy, and in his postscript (i.e., the book’s 

last 15 pages, entitled ‘On the Current Situation of the Problem: The Legitimacy of 

Modernity’) Schmitt lays several criticisms against Blumenberg’s project in the book’s first 

edition.    

 Schmitt’s postscript can be divided more or less at its joints into three distinct 

elements: (1) his argument that Blumenberg’s project is de-theologizing for its allegedly 

illegitimate employment of the notion of ‘legitimacy’ where Schmitt thinks he should talk 

about ‘legality’; (2) his suggestion that this de-theologization is also a de-politicization since 

it denies a fundamental relation of enmity contained, Schmitt thinks, in the very constitution 

of the Trinity; and (3) Schmitt’s enumeration of seven theses which he thinks lay at the 

foundation of every ‘completely de-theologised and modern-scientific closure of any political 

theology’ such as Blumenberg’s. 

First, Schmitt argues that Blumenberg’s reference to ‘legitimacy’ in the title of his 

book ‘hoists a juridical flag’68 in a manner both misleading and unjustified.  The concept of 

legitimacy, he writes, has for centuries been employed as a means of justifying lines of 

dynastic succession; ‘it was a justification of continuity, tradition, upbringing and heritage; a 

historical justification of the past’. Blumenberg however seems only to offer ‘a justification 

... from novelty’69 or perhaps, more charitably, from ‘genuinely rational or legal knowledge’. 

Yet such justification can only be a matter of legality, Schmitt thinks; it is valid only within a 

certain immanent legal-rational framework, and at bottom reflects merely ‘the logical result 

of the function of a state bureaucracy or of any other mathematically construed apparatus’70. 

The French Revolution saw legality differently, i.e. as ‘a higher and more valid, more rational 

and new mode of legitimacy’, yet events since then, Schmitt thinks, have revealed ‘legality 

[as] nothing more than a synonym for mob rule’71. And so talk of ‘legitimacy’ has again 

become common  – as Schmitt puts it, ‘[t]oday, whoever wishes to emphasize that he is right 
                                                             
68 Schmitt (2008), p. 118. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid., p. 119. 
71 Ibid. 
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and his statements are just normally speaks of what is legitimate’ – yet such contemporary 

uses, he thinks, privatively lack reference to the kind of substantial historical continuity it 

originally implied. Such empty uses are at best rhetorical (for Schmitt a negative notion) and, 

he thinks, can only be regarded as ‘a genuine self-empowerment’72.  

Blumenberg’s ‘self-assertion’ represents, for Schmitt, the height of self-

empowerment. In support he cites from Legitimacy, where Blumenberg writes:  
 

‘Knowledge does not need any justification, it justifies itself; it is not the gift of God and is 
not bound by enlightenment or insights through grace. Rather, it rests upon its own evidence, 
which neither God nor man can ignore’73.  

 

Schmitt’s response is caustic: ‘That’s it. Autism is inherent in this argument. Its immanence, 

directed polemically against a theological transcendence, is nothing but self-empowerment’74. 

From such a ‘self-empowering’ standpoint, Schmitt acknowledges, this denial of the need for 

justification may seem ‘logical’, yet he thinks ‘the inner aporiae of the contradictions’ in 

such a standpoint will ultimately reveal the ‘immanent aggression of the unfettered new’. 

Blumenberg’s ‘curiositas’, he writes, ‘seems almost too weak’ to describe such a project as 

this; better would be ‘tolma’ – ‘audacity’75. 

 Second, Schmitt argues that such a de-theologized project as Blumenberg’s (i.e., one 

that lacks substantial reference to elements outside itself) is necessarily also de-politicizing. 

To understand this claim, one needs to know something about Schmitt’s understanding of 

‘the political’, which is perhaps the most familiar aspect of his work among English readers: 

for Schmitt, any sphere of human activity – say, the moral or aesthetic or economic76 – is 

potentially political insofar as it is able to generate relations of friend and enemy between 

groups of people. Debates about abortion then, to take an example, are ‘political’ in some 

contexts not because they are entangled with questions about the morality of certain pieces of 

legislation or judicial decisions, but because they generate groups opposed to one another in a 

relation of absolute enmity, i.e. as enemies. The political for Schmitt is a thus a quantitative 

category; a degree of intensity that some spheres reach often, others less often, but which 

remains an ever-present possibility in every sphere77. Schmitt’s book The Concept of the 

Political (1927), probably his best-known work, develops this thesis at length. 

                                                             
72 Ibid. 
73 Ibid., p. 120; cf. Blumenberg (1985), p. 395. 
74 Ibid. 
75 Ibid., p. 121. 
76 These three examples are Schmitt’s own, discussed in The Concept of the Political (Schmitt 2007). 
77 Cf. n. 5, above, for a discussion of Meier, who traces the emergence of this new concept of the political as a 
matter of intensity to Leo Strauss’s notes on the first edition of Schmitt’s text. 
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 Yet this sketch is enough to understand Schmitt’s claim against Blumenberg, and 

perhaps also to enable one to appreciate the extremity to which Schmitt carries his ‘concept 

of the political’ in this very postscript; farther, I’d suggest, than in any other of his texts 

available in English. In short, Schmitt asserts a relation of enmity within the Christian Trinity 

itself between the Persons of the Father and the Son. His case is built upon a line Erik 

Peterson cites from Gregory of Nazianzus: ‘to Hen stasiazon pros heauton’, which Schmitt 

translates: ‘the One is always in uproar against itself’. The word ‘stasis’, he suggests – 

‘[r]ight in the middle of [this] most precise formulation’78 – means on the one hand 

quiescence or tranquility, yet on the other ‘(political) unrest, movement, uproar and civil 

war’79. Schmitt seems to regard these two ‘diametrically opposed meanings’ as irreducibly 

interdependent and as thus as revealing, I would suggest, neutrality and aggression as the two 

constitutive elements of the permanently bifurcated Janus-faced essence of this single 

concept, stasis. As he writes: ‘[a]t the heart of the doctrine of the Trinity we encounter a 

genuine politico-theological stasiology. Thus the problem of enmity and of the enemy cannot 

be ignored’80; especially not in the way Schmitt thinks Blumenberg would like to ignore it. 

 And so we read: ‘de-theologisation implies de-politicisation, in the sense that the 

world has ceased to be “politomorph”’; i.e., in the sense that we have ceased to see the world 

as divided ultimately along (political) lines of absolute friend/enemy relations even though, 

Schmitt thinks, these relations remain inscribed into its very structure. Gnostic dualism seems 

to him to have portrayed clearly this ‘immanent and ineradicable … structural problem’ – 

perhaps more clearly than the doctrine of the Trinity – by facing squarely the contradiction 

between the ‘God of creation’ and the ‘God of salvation’, or between ‘the lord of this world’ 

and ‘the liberator’, Creator and Redeemer; a contradiction which, he thinks, presents itself 

always and ‘inescapably in every world in need of change and renewal’. Schmitt’s reading of 

this ‘structural problem’ of enmity explicitly into the Trinity may perhaps be regarded as an 

effort to mark the Trinity with some of the same stark clarity he discerns in these original 

Gnostic formulations. 

 In the course of these reflections Schmitt cites a phrase, taken from Goethe’s 

Dichtung und Wahrheit (it is the epigraph of Book 4), which goes to the center of his 

difference with Blumenberg and indeed captures that difference iconically: ‘nemo contra 

deum nisi deus ipse’. Schmitt’s interpretation is Christological: ‘no one is against God except 

                                                             
78 Schmitt (2008), p. 122. 
79 Ibid., p. 123. 
80 Ibid. 
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God himself’; i.e. no one is against the Father except the Son. (Blumenberg’s reading, we 

shall see, is different.) Schmitt claims to have ‘found out’ that this phrase, which he thinks 

Goethe formulated in its final form, originated in Jakob Michael Lenz’s work Catherina von 

Siena, where Lenz has Catherine say: 
 

‘“My father looks menacingly at me like a loving 
And aggrieved God. 
But would he have both hands stretched out for me –  
God against God” 
(she draws a small crucifix from her bosom and kisses it) 
“Save, save me 
My Jesus, whom I follow, from his arms! … 
Save, save me from my father 
And his love, his tyranny.”’ 

 

Clearly Schmitt regards his reading of this saying and related stasiological interpretation of 

the Trinity as evidence against the main target of his book, namely Peterson’s thesis that no 

unitary despotic power can claim the authority of a Trinitarian God. Goethe himself, he 

suggests, is recorded as having argued in 1823 that ‘the doctrine of Christ’s divinity supports 

despotism, [that] it is even its requirement’, and one may imagine that in saying so he had his 

Latin apothegm in mind (even if it remains questionable whether Goethe, the modern pagan, 

himself accepted the divinity of Christ in any orthodox sense). More relevant to our purposes 

however, Schmitt also clearly intends his stasiological point as a challenge to Blumenberg. 

For if indeed ‘the reality of an enemy’ has been ‘transposed’ from ‘the old political theology’ 

into Blumenberg’s de-theologized project – though in a way Blumenberg fails or refuses to 

see – then enmity does remain a ‘concrete possibility’ and the world is not so ‘totally new, 

purely secular and humane’ as Blumenberg seems to think it is. His project, if this is so, will 

surely falter.  

 Schmitt’s postscript closes with a presentation of seven theses or assumptions he 

thinks underlie such a project as Blumenberg’s. Two aspects of these are especially relevant. 

First, Schmitt holds that all de-theologizing projects are in fact a creation of nothingness – the 

opposite of creatio ex nihilo. The ‘old’ is denied (or, perhaps better, ‘annihilated’) and the 

‘new’, unhampered by anything prior to or over against itself, is free to pursue its own 

immanent logic:  
 

‘[t]here is no ovum in an old or renewable sense at all. There is only a novum. … The tabula 
rasa de-tabularises itself and is erased with its tabula. The new, purely human and secular 
science is a continuing and process-progress of a widening renewal of knowledge in purely 
secular human terms, driven by an ongoing human curiosity’. 
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Second, Schmitt writes about the enemy: the ‘new human being [as conceived in theories 

such as Blumenberg’s] … rejects the concept of the enemy and any secularization or 

transposition of old conceptions of the enemy’81. The old, this new man believes, ‘is not the 

enemy of the new’, but rather must be ‘resolved’ or ‘consumed’ into the ever-new 

(dialectical) ‘process-progress’ of reality. Schmitt’s final thesis consists of a four-line Latin 

epigram seemingly intended to encapsulate the essence of the project he attacks. It is as 

obscure in its origins as Goethe’s, though it seems likely that Schmitt composed it himself. Its 

final line reads: ‘Nemo contra hominem nisi homo ipse’ – ‘no one is against man except man 

himself’. Such, as the title of Schmitt’s postscript purports to discuss, would seem to be 

Schmitt’s final and iconic statement of the ‘current state of the problem’ treated in his 

Political Theology II.  
 

2. Blumenberg’s new chapter on Schmitt (1973) 

The first three pages of Blumenberg’s new chapter on Schmitt do not mention him by 

name, but rather consider a problematic closely related to his work: what Blumenberg calls 

‘the mirror-image correspondence of political to theological absolutism’. The ‘political 

effects’ of theological absolutism in the early modern period – namely, the multiplication of 

‘absolute’ religious denominations within states – had proven, he writes, ‘humanly 

unbearable’, leading first Thomas Hobbes to assert the unity of a single (‘absolute’) state 

religion as a way of ‘neutralizing’ these divisions, then later Pierre Bayle to argue that only a 

state composed wholly of atheists could be a ‘good and satisfactorily functioning’ one. In 

these ways, the category of ‘unconditional friend/enemy relation’ which had formerly applied 

to internal absolute conflicts between denominations was ‘transferred’ to external absolute 

conflicts between states, and theological absolutism became political absolutism. Yet, as 

Blumenberg writes (with, one imagines, his experience of the Second World War clearly in 

mind): 
 

‘Three centuries after the national state took on the pseudomorphic qualities of absolute 
authority, it becomes evident that the projection of the category of enmity onto the relations 
between states is no longer a viable procedure... [T]his may cause internal conflict to take on 
a new and (this time) nondivertible intensity – unless it turns out that the experiment of 
absolute authorities has been played through to its conclusion. 

 

Clearly Blumenberg hopes this ‘experiment’ has been played out, and that consequently we 

may be witnessing ‘[t]he end of the primacy of the political’. It is significant that the reasons  

 
                                                             
81 Blumenberg (1985), p. 129. 
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he cites in support of this hope directly concern ‘eschatology’ in Schmitt’s sense:   

 
‘When it is no longer possible to believe that the decision between good and evil is going to 
occur in history and is immediately impending [i.e., when eschatological thinking is no longer 
possible], the suggestiveness of the ‘state of emergency’ as the normal political state 
disappears. Expectations of unlimited self-sacrifice and of the total summoning up of strength 
and possessions lose their conjuring power to the extent that they can no longer appeal to the 
absolute character of the perils to which the state and the form of life of its citizens are 
exposed’82. 
 

Of course the obvious question presses itself: is this kind of absolute, eschatological thinking 

in fact no longer possible, and if so why not? Blumenberg’s own answer, here only implied, 

is clear already from our discussion above: namely, that once one makes a functionalist rather 

than substantialist reading of the origins of modernity and of epochal transition more 

generally, it becomes apparent that the (historical) complex of Christian eschatology – i.e., of 

belief in a battle between absolute good and evil fated to take place in history – has been 

(historically) ‘overcome’ by the project of modern self-assertion. The rest of Blumenberg’s 

chapter seems intended to show that Schmitt’s political theology is itself designed to effect 

this same sort of overcoming, though in a quite different way than Blumenberg and with quite 

different political implications. 

Blumenberg’s discussion of Schmitt begins with a citation of the central claim of his 

Political Theology: namely, that ‘all the significant concepts of the modern doctrine of the 

state are secularized theological concepts’. This is, Blumenberg writes, ‘[b]oth in the factual 

assertion that it contains and also in the deductions that it inaugurates ... the strongest version 

of the secularization theorem’ against which the whole of Legitimacy is directed. It is in fact 

‘methodologically’ remarkable, he writes, that Schmitt should have asserted this relation in 

the way he did since, given the intentions of his political theology, it would have been ‘more 

natural’ to move in the opposite direction: i.e., to assert that the ‘apparent’ theological 

derivation of concepts in fact reflects a more basic ‘absolute quality of political realities’. 

Blumenberg leaves this comment undeveloped at this point, yet his subsequent argument 

does, I think, identify Schmitt’s reasons for taking a ‘theological’ rather than a ‘political’ 

approach, and I return to this at the end of this section. 

Three strands may be discerned in Blumenberg’s argument against Schmitt in this 

chapter. I reconstruct and comment upon each. 
 

                                                             
82 Ibid., p. 91. Emphasis added. 
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The first strand concerns the ‘status’ of Schmitt’s central claim (i.e., ‘all the 

significant concepts of the modern doctrine of the state …’). For Schmitt, the claim is based 

on an ‘historical insight’ – namely, that in a certain historical moment certain concepts and 

structural relations were transferred from theology to state theory. Yet perhaps ‘what lies 

behind this proposition’, Blumenberg suggest, is in fact ‘a dualistic typology of situations’: 

namely a dualism – a false one, he thinks – between situations in which concepts are 

employed theologically and other situations in which they are employed politically or 

jurisprudentially. He cites as an illustration of this Schmitt’s major example of alleged 

substantial transfer: namely, that by which ‘the omnipotent God became the omnipotent 

lawgiver’. If this is so, Blumenberg writes, 
 

‘then [Schmitt’s] other [claim] could not also hold, according to which after the failure of the 
Enlightenment the conservative reactionary writers [Donoso, et al.] attempted “to support the 
personal sovereignty of the monarch ideologically by means of analogies drawn from a 
theistic theology.” Analogies, after all, are precisely not transfers’83. 

 

So perhaps Schmitt’s political theology is more about analogy, and less about derivation, than 

Schmitt himself is willing to admit. Blumenberg cites Schmitt’s example of De Maistre who, 

it is claimed, ‘secularized’ the theological concept of creatio ex nihilo in his ‘reduction of the 

state to the element of decision’. Blumenberg offers a different reading: why not read De 

Maistre’s ‘decision’ as ‘a metaphorical interpretation of the situation after the revolutionary 

zero point’. For, he argues, older concepts can be ‘legitimating’ in two ways: one can use 

them on the one hand ‘Romantically’ (as De Maistre uses the creatio ex nihilo) to ‘establish 

historical continuity’, or on the other hand as a kind of ‘historical mimicry in the service of 

innovation’, as when the French revolutionaries ‘performed [their] task of unchaining and 

setting up bourgeois society ... in Roman costume and with Roman phrases’. Blumenberg 

states his conclusion succinctly: 
 
‘Accordingly, what underlies the phenomena of linguistic secularization [and, thus, the 
project of political theology] cannot be an extensively demonstrable recourse to theology as 
such [as Schmitt claims]; rather it is a choice of elements from the selective point of view of 
the immediate need, in each case, for background and pathos. 

 

On such a ‘functional’ reading, no stadial account of secularization will make much sense – 

e.g., neither Comte’s law of the three stages, where one stage moves inevitably into the next, 

nor even Schmitt’s description of movement through various ‘central domains’ in his 

                                                             
83Ibid., p. 93. 
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‘Neutralizations’ essay, which Blumenberg cites here and which he seems to regard as more 

or less identical (at least in its function) to Comte’s view. 

 Blumenberg’s argument is given more weight by his citation of a footnote in 

Schmitt’s Political Theology II which he thinks demonstrates that Schmitt himself had 

eventually come around to something like this ‘analogical’ view of his political theological 

project, or perhaps rather become willing to acknowledge the analogical character that had 

marked it from the beginning. Either way, Blumenberg suggests, in 1969 Schmitt expresses 

his view differently. In the footnote near the middle of the third chapter of his book, Schmitt 

writes that: 
 
‘Everything I have said on the topic of political theology [i.e., in both Political Theology I and 
II and, presumably, elsewhere] is statements of a jurist upon the obvious theoretical and 
practical legal structural resemblance between theological and juridical concepts’84. 

 

A ‘structural resemblence’ is of course not a ‘transfer’; no more than the 

counterrevolutionary writers’ ‘analogies drawn from theistic theology’ were transfers. As 

Blumenberg writes: 
 
‘This [new] formulation [of Schmitt’s political theological project] reduces the secularization 
thesis to the concept of structural analogy. It makes something visible – and consequently is 
by no means without value – but it no longer implies any assertion about the derivation of one 
structure form the other or of both from a common prototype’85. 

 

In this light, Schmitt’s political theology appears as ‘the sum of a set of metaphors’ more 

revealing of the character of the (historical) situations in which they are employed than of the 

(substantial) origins of the metaphors themselves. Political theology thus appears no longer 

as an authentic theology ‘acting through’ politics, but rather as a politics that ‘makes use of’ 

materials developed originally by theology. 

 And Blumenberg thinks Schmitt would agree, or rather that he should agree for 

reasons of self-consistency. He supports this claim by reference to Thomas Hobbes’s 

famously minimal ‘basis for a public religion’ – namely, ‘Jesus is the Christ’. So reduced a 

theology as this, he writes, ‘corresponds functionally’ to Voltaire’s suggestion that ‘we not 

take theology in general (and thus also the differences between theological doctrines) too 

seriously’. Hobbes’s formula, he thinks, in fact ‘already meant the same thing [as Voltaire’s 

suggestion], though he did not say it’; both were intended and functioned to ‘neutralize’ 

                                                             
84 Schmitt (2008), p. 148, note 2. 
85 Blumenberg (1985), p. 94. 
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confessional conflicts. Schmitt, Blumenberg thinks, agrees with Hobbes (and, by implication, 

with Voltaire) that such conflicts ‘cannot be reduced to opposing substantial poles ... 

[because for him] [m]ilitancy is not a function of substance’. Rather, for Schmitt as for 

Hobbes, militancy and conflict is a function only of organized substances. Blumenberg cites 

from Political Theology II in support of this claim, where Schmitt writes: 
 

‘A conflict is always a struggle between organisations and institutions in the sense of concrete 
orders. It is a struggle of institutions over stances [i.e., not substances]. Substances must first 
of all have found their form; they must have been brought into a formation before they can 
actually encounter each other as contesting subjects in a conflict, that is, as parties 
belligérantes’86.  
 

For Blumenberg, this denial of the possibility of conflict among unformed substances seems 

‘fundamental to [Schmitt’s] conception of political theology’. In its light, political theology 

appears no longer as ‘a secularized theology’ (as above, ‘theology acting through politics’) 

but rather as ‘the selection from theology of what will be tolerable in the world’ – i.e., 

publically, politically tolerable – and which thus ought to ‘govern the content of what is 

decreed’ (as above, ‘politics making use of theology’). Thus the connection is severed 

between truth (substance; relevant to theology) and authority (organized substance; relevant 

to politics), and with initially felicitous consequences. Blumenberg continues: 
 
‘Conflict disappears for the almost scandalously simple reason that there cannot be two 
absolute authorities, even if, since Gnosticism, there has been the paradigm of two absolute 
substances. Truth belongs on the side of substance ... [and so] is not functionalized, but 
neither does it become a legitimating power: Auctoritas, non veritas facit legem [Authority, 
not truth, makes the law], but precisely not Auctoritas facit veritatem [Authority makes 
truth]’87. 

 

                                                             
86 Schmitt (2008), p. 114. It is useful here to recall Schmitt’s new preface to the 1933 second edition of his 
Political Theology. Whereas the body of that text, which the preface claims has remained substantially 
unaltered, clearly defends ‘decisionism’ against ‘normativism’, Schmitt’s new preface notes a modification in 
his position since the book’s first publication: 

 
‘I now distinguish not two but three types of legal thinking; in addition to the normativist and the 
decisionist types there is the institutional one. ... Whereas the pure normativist thinks in terms of 
impersonal rules, and the decisionist implements the good law of the correctly recognized political 
situation by means of a personal decision, institutional legal thinking unfolds in institutions and 
organizations that transcend the personal sphere’86.  

 
Pure decisionism, he suggests, by ‘focusing on the moment, runs the risk of missing the stable content inherent 
in every great political movement’86 – a claim which reads rather differently when one recalls that Schmitt wrote 
these words in November 1933, after having joined the Nazi party earlier that year and assumed several 
prominent posts in that ‘great political movement’ of his time. Yet one may also find presages of this new 
institutionalist ‘juristic sphere’ in the text of Political Theology itself, for example in its discussion of ‘legal 
form’ outlined above, and it would certainly be premature in the context of these pages to suggest that this 
development in Schmitt’s thinking was entirely opportunistic on his part. 
87 96 
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Thus, even though Schmitt portrays political theology as being concerned primarily with 

tracing the derivation of substances, it seems that he should, to the contrary and on the basis 

of his own assertions, acknowledge its primary concern as the political regulation (even 

‘management’), by authority, of ‘organized’ substances; i.e. it is concerned to select 

theological formulations that support the unity of the state (since such formulations are just 

different ways of organizing substances), and to repress those that threaten it. Truth – which 

is ‘on the side of substance’ – would therefore remain untouched by political theology, and 

yet the quasi-Gnostic conflict Schmitt affirms between ‘two absolute substances’ – good and 

evil, or Saviour and Creator – would nonetheless be bound and restrained in the context of 

political life. In this sense, on the basis of Blumenberg’s reading here (which seems sound), 

one may regard political theology as Schmitt’s own attempt to ‘overcome’ Gnosticism – in 

the sense of ‘binding the strong man’ of absolute political conflict by more or less 

strategically ‘selecting’ and establishing elements (theological, metaphysical, or, we shall see, 

mythical) conducive to order and unity. This suggestion is fortified, I suggest below, in 

Schmitt’s work on the figure of the Katechon.   
  

The second strand in Blumenberg’s argument is mounted as a response to the main 

point of contention in Schmitt’s postscript: namely, his charge that Blumenberg speaks of 

‘legitimacy’ when in fact he should speak of ‘legality’. For Schmitt, Blumenberg writes, 

legitimacy is ‘a diachronic – historical or horizontal – relation of foundation, producing the 

inviolability of systems out of the depths of time’, whereas legality is ‘a synchronic structure, 

read vertically, which supports a finding by its relation to a norm, a norm by its relation to a 

higher-level norm’. ‘By this logic’, he suggests memorably, ‘the modern age would be 

legitimate if it was still the Middle Ages, though of course continued “by other means”’; and 

also by this logic, Blumenberg’s defence of modernity’s ‘legitimacy’, based on his account of 

modern ‘self-assertion’ as ‘discontinuous’ with theological absolutism, could be only what 

Schmitt says it is: ‘a genuine self-empowerment’88 lacking historical roots89.  

 Blumenberg concentrates his response into two sentences, which he will unpack 

throughout the remainder of his chapter: 
 
‘But the legitimacy of the modern age that I intended is a historical category. It is precisely 
for that reason that the rationality of the epoch is conceived as self-assertion, not as self-
empowerment’90. 

 
                                                             
88 Schmitt (2008), p. 120. 
89 Blumenberg (1985), p. 97. 
90 Ibid. Emphasis added. 
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First, a word on self-assertion and self-empowerment: Had Blumenberg described the modern 

‘existential program’ as self-empowerment, he would have been claiming that rationality has 

in fact succeeded in ‘substitut[ing] a standardized process for the contingency of history’; i.e., 

he would have aligned himself with the Enlightenment rationalists against Schmitt’s counter-

revolutionary writers and all they represent, and Schmitt’s critique of him would have been 

justified. His project would have been positivistic. But he never makes this ‘doubtful and in 

fact disputed’ claim. Rather, he asserts ‘a modest finding’91: namely, that such a claim (be it 

true or false) has served the ‘specific historical function of self-assertion’. Rationality, he 

writes, is for him neither ‘an agency of salvation nor that of a creative originality’, but rather 

just a ‘sufficient rationality’ (a notion he models on Leibniz’s ‘sufficient reason’): it is ‘just 

enough’, that is, ‘to accomplish the postmedieval self-assertion and to bear the consequences 

of this emergency self-consolidation’92. Despite his sympathy for the ‘Enlightenment project’ 

broadly conceived, Blumenberg is nearly as sceptical of many forms of ‘Enlightenment 

rationalism’ as Schmitt is, and has no desire to ascribe exorbitant powers to either rationality 

or the self-assertion it enables. 

This (merely) sufficient rationality is indeed ‘new’ and does assert a self-foundation 

that ‘emerges from nothing’93, yet self-foundation, Blumenberg writes, ‘is simply not ... self-

empowerment’; and in any case, Blumenberg’s defence of the ‘legitimacy’ of modernity 

(rather than its ‘legality’) does not in fact depend on either the successful ‘accomplishment’ 

of this self-foundation or on its ‘newness’ as such. As he writes: 
 
‘The concept of the legitimacy of the modern age is not derived from the accomplishments of 
reason but rather from the necessity of those accomplishments. ... [T]hus the legitimacy of the 
modern age is not shown as a result of its “newness” – the claim to be a modern age [i.e., a 
‘new age’, Neuzeit] does not as such justify it’94. 

 

The account of the emergence of self-assertion in Part Two of Legitimacy is intended 

precisely as an ‘historical’ demonstration of the legitimacy of modernity – i.e. Blumenberg 

does not, as Schmitt alleges, offer ‘a justification based on newness [as such]’ – yet its 

historical character is also not ‘diachronic’ in Schmitt’s sense; i.e. it is not ‘a justification 

based on duration, antiquity, historical extraction, and tradition’. Rather, Blumenberg’s story 

in Part Two presents ‘a “historical” justification ... by other means than appeal to quantity of 

                                                             
91 Ibid., p. 99. 
92 Ibid. 
93 Ibid., p. 97. 
94 Ibid., p. 99. 
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time and to continuity’95; namely, by showing how the threat of theological absolutism made 

the modern project of self-assertion (and its self-foundation) necessary and so, consequently, 

legitimate. Schmitt’s narrow and polemical conceptions of legality and legitimacy and of the 

nature of historical explanation prevent him from acknowledging the ‘legitimacy’ of 

Blumenberg’s talk of legitimacy, yet Blumenberg sees no reason why these conceptions 

could not be modified and enlarged, and thinks they should be. 
  

The third and final strand in Blumenberg’s argument concerns ‘the heart of the 

difference’96 between himself and Schmitt. This ‘heart’, Blumenberg thinks, may be 

expressed in a single claim: 
 
‘For Carl Schmitt, the political theorist, secularization is a category of legitimacy. It gives 
access to the depth dimension of history for the benefit of present moments endangered by 
their contingency. It produces historical identity, and here it matters little that this occurs 
precisely ‘by other means’97. 

 

Blumenberg develops this claim by locating Schmitt’s decisionism in relation to voluntarism 

and in relation to rationalism. His description of the first relation, between decisionism and 

voluntarism, lends support to my claim above that Schmitt’s political theology may itself be 

regarded as a kind of (merely political) ‘overcoming’ of Gnosticism. As Blumenberg argues,  
 
‘decisionism derives its relation to legitimacy from the negation of voluntarism – because 
voluntarism is, as it were, the institutionalized instability of absolute power, while 
decisionism ‘lives’ from the fact that the ‘decisions’ have always already been made, that they 
appear in the form of historical authorities [or institutions], just as for Hobbes the contract of 
subjection can never be one that is yet to be sealed but is only one that is inferred to have 
gone before’98. 

 

Thus, like positivism (as, say, a hyperbolic form of Enlightenment rationalism), Schmitt’s 

decisionism pretends to provide a ‘ground that is without question’ (i.e., the sovereign’s 

decision) and thus to overcome voluntarism. Yet unlike positivism (with its ahistorical 

pretensions) decisionism wants to go further, by appeal to the secularization theorem, and 

‘produce’ the legitimacy of this ground by asserting a substantial (non-analogical) relation to 

what has ‘gone before’. Thus, I would suggest on this basis: although a decisionism armed 

with the secularization theorem can appear to ‘overcome’ Gnosticism (and the divine 

voluntarism and theological absolutism which are its modern manifestations) – and can 

                                                             
95 Ibid., p. 99. 
96 Ibid., p. 97. 
97 Ibid. Emphasis added. 
98 Ibid., p. 98. 
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appear to do so in a way that positivism and rationalism cannot – in fact this apparent 

overcoming is merely a ‘production’ of its negation; i.e., not an ‘overcoming’ at all, but 

merely its repression.  

 Voluntarism and rationalism are, Blumenberg writes, ‘historical correlates’99; i.e., a 

historical situation marked by belief in (divine) voluntarism will produce (or, at least, has 

always so far produced) some kind of rationalism as a defensive reaction. Rationalism 

‘overcomes’ (or better: denies) the threat of voluntarism by eliminating the personal element 

altogether, i.e. by eliminating the absolute voluntas at the root of the historical situation’s 

instability and erecting an impersonal, more reliable system in its place. By contrast however 

decisionism, one might say, remains in the same ‘dialectical universe’ as voluntarism; it aims 

to negate the absolute voluntas, not to eliminate it, by reconceiving it as something always 

already determined rather than something utterly indeterminable. Therefore decisionism, like 

voluntarism, remains structured around some form of singular personal agency, or rather 

around the (organized, institutionalized) substantial figure of such an agency in its person as 

representative of a given order. Blumenberg writes: 
 
‘Decisionism cannot function without a ‘sovereign,’ be it only a metaphorical one. Thus this 
position in political theory has a need for metaphor, and it connects that metaphor to its 
problematic of legitimacy by means of the assertion of secularization’.  

 

In fact then, despite the impression one may derive from Schmitt’s Political Theology that 

theology and jurisprudence correspond in a myriad of ways (i.e., ‘all significant concepts of 

the modern theory of the state’), Schmitt’s decisionistic political theology requires the 

‘transfer’ of only ‘a single element’: ‘that of the absolutely sovereign God-person’. This 

example of conceptual transfer is after all one of only two that Schmitt identifies explicitly in 

his text: the other is the exception (‘analogous [!]’, he says, ‘to the miracle in theology’), yet 

the exception is so bound up with Schmitt’s notion of the sovereign (i.e.,  ‘he who decides on 

the exception’) as to be virtually indistinct from it. In this way – armed with this single 

element (the sovereign) and its corollary (the exception) – political theology ‘takes its stand’, 

Blumenberg writes, ‘against every form of deism and pantheism’100 and, one may add, every 

(purely immanent) rationalism and positivism and normativism.  

                                                             
99 Ibid., p. 99. 
100 Ibid., p. 100. 
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 And so, Blumenberg concludes, political theology is a ‘metaphorical theology’, 

structured around and legitimated by the figure (or metaphor, or person) of the sovereign 

who is after all, qua sovereign, legitimate in himself: 
 
‘the quasi-divine person of the sovereign possesses legitimacy, and has to possess it, because 
for him there is no longer legality, or not yet, since he has first to constitute or to reconstitute 
it. The enviable position in which the ‘political theologian’ places himself by means of his 
assertion of secularization consists in the fact that he finds his stock of images [i.e., 
metaphors] ready to hand and thus avoids the cynicism of an open ‘theological politics’. ... [In 
other words,] the political theologian [finds] ready for use what he would otherwise have had 
to invent, once it turned out after all to be something whose existence could not be 
deduced’101. 

 

Yet of course, on Blumenberg’s view, the political theologian does in fact ‘invent’ those 

elements ‘whose existence [can] not be deduced’ – i.e., the sovereign, decision, and exception 

– which he then ‘legitimates’ by asserting (falsely, Blumenberg thinks) their substantial 

derivation from an older, theological ‘stock of images’ or metaphors. Secularization is thus 

the engine driving political theology; it does all the work, so to say, and Schmitt – the 

political theologian – can’t do without it. In this light one can understand Schmitt’s decision, 

noted above, to move from (an originary) theology to (a derivative) politics rather than in the 

opposite, ‘more natural’ direction from (an originary) politics to (a derivative) theology. 

Theology provides more powerful and self-legitimating images than any (merely immanent, 

or even ‘existential’) politics ever could. Also in this light, one can understand the ‘heart’ of 

Schmitt’s difference with Blumenberg: namely that for Schmitt secularization ‘legitimizes’ 

modern political arrangements by linking them with a substantial past, whereas for 

Blumenberg it precisely ‘de-legitimizes’ these arrangements – already perfectly legitimate in 

their own right as elements of the ‘necessary’ modern project of self-assertion – by 

pretending that such a substantial link is needed at all and, even more wrongly, by pretending 

that it, secularization, can provide it.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
101 Ibid., p. 101. 
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3. The Schmitt-Blumenberg correspondence (1971-78) 

 Between 1971 and 1978 Schmitt and Blumenberg engaged in a correspondence of 

fifteen letters102. This was collected and published in German in 2007 though no English 

translation has yet been published103. I have included my own translation in this paper’s 

appendix. In what follows I make a survey of this correspondence intended to convey its 

overall spirit and form and to draw attention to several themes running through it which are 

relevant to the ‘logic of their difference’ and which, for the most part, are developed at 

greater length in their other writings available in translation. 
 

 Blumenberg initiated his correspondence with Schmitt in a letter dated 24 March 

1971. Its tone is friendly (it is the only letter to punctuate the salutation with an exclamation 

point) though also formal and polite. Substantially, Blumenberg acknowledges his 

‘generalizing mixture’ of Schmitt’s political theological thesis in the first edition of 

Legitimacy (quoted above), and also makes an initial attempt at ‘formulating’ their 

difference:  
 
‘If I were to simplify the difference of our positions into a formula I should say ... that my 
findings clearly reveal for me the question “How can this be preserved?” [i.e., it seems, how 
can the modern project of self-assertion be preserved] yet reveals to you the question “Where 
is the extreme condition?”’104. 

 

Also significantly, Blumenberg comments with excitement on Schmitt’s discussion of 

Goethe’s saying in his postscript. It seems he had come to this independently although, as he 

writes, he had also ‘gone a step further’ than Schmitt’s Christological reading ‘toward a 

                                                             
102 It is, in fact, remarkable that this exchange occurred at all – and that Blumenberg initiated it – given 
Schmitt’s and Blumenberg’s very different experiences of the wartime years. During his period of active 
involvement with the Nazis Schmitt had energetically defended the Nuremberg laws and even at one point 
(under pressure from the SS) convened a conference intended to ‘cleanse’ German jurisprudence of Jews. 
Blumenberg, who was officially a ‘half Jew’ (he was raised Catholic, but his mother was Jewish), suffered much 
under the Nazi’s antisemitic policies. Although taking the highest mark in his university entrance exam in 1939, 
Blumenberg was barred from entering a state university. For two years he studied Scholastic and neo-Thomistic 
philosophy at various Catholic institutions until in 1941 he was expelled even from these. After working for a 
time for an industrial company in his hometown of Lübeck, in 1944 Blumenberg was detained in a 
concentration camp. He gained release only when his former employer interceded on his behalf. From then on 
he remained in hiding in the home of a family hostile to the regime, and would resume his studies only after the 
war. (Remarkably, for the rest of his life he would sleep only six nights a week, spending the seventh in study to 
‘make up’ for what he regarded as this lost time between 1939 and 1945.) 
103 Peter Hohendal has made a study of these letters as part of a larger ‘assessment’ of Schmitt’s post-war work 
(Hohendal 2008). His citations from the letters are given in the original German. 
104 ‘Wenn ich die Differenz unserer Positionen auf eine For¬mel vereinfachen sollte, so würde ich sagen … daß 
sich die Deutlichkeit eines Befundes für mich auf die Frage »Wie kann dies sich erhalten?« ergibt, für Sie 
dagegen auf die Frage »Wo liegt der extreme Zustand?«.’ 
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polytheistic interpretation, which has its schema in the Prometheus situation’105. His brief 

discussion of the saying here is significant since it seems to be his first acknowledgement to 

Schmitt of the importance he attributes to it in relation to the logic of their difference. The 

saying is not mentioned in his new chapter on Schmitt in the 1973 edition of Legitimacy, and 

he would treat it at length (and consider Schmitt’s reading of it) only in a chapter of his Work 

on Myth (1979) – the subject of our next section.   

 Schmitt replied immediately in a letter dated 31 March, thanking Blumenberg for his 

‘content-rich reply’ [inhaltreiche Antwort] and reiterating his claim, as stated in his 

postscript, that Blumenberg’s (exaggerated) manner of treating of his thesis had nonetheless 

helped him, Schmitt, to ‘understand [his] own position more sharply’106. Blumenberg’s 

reading of Goethe’s saying, he writes, seems to him ‘new and striking’ [neu und frappant], 

and he comments in response to Blumenberg’s Promethean reading: ‘only now that I have 

aged have I recognized the strong Epimethean element in Goethe, which holds the 

Promethean in balance’107. This relation between Epimetheus and Prometheus, as we shall 

see in this chapter’s conclusion, proves important to their difference. 

 With his next letter, dated 9 October 1974, Blumenberg enclosed a copy of the first 

volume of the new edition of Legitimacy. The letter is really a short note, and I have referred 

to it already above. Schmitt’s very personal reply is dated 20 October: he thanks Blumenberg 

for ‘in such a pleasant and noble way [having] made it easier for me to write to you’108. 

Calling himself and ‘old, isolated man’ [ein alter, isolierter Mann], he writes that the 

‘increasing darkness’ and ‘pessimism of old age’109 had restrained him from commenting 

publically on Blumenberg’s recent work out of a ‘fear of becoming ridiculous’110 by making 

‘all sorts of … mistakes in speech and spelling’, yet he promises Blumenberg to ‘push aside 

[this fear] in a decisionistic manner’111 whenever the next opportunity arises to produce ‘a 

longer transcript’ [einer längeren Niederschrift] of his ‘spontaneous reactions’ [die spontanen 

Reaktionen] to the younger scholar’s work.  

                                                             
105 ‘Ich bin allerdings über den christologischen Befund hinaus noch einen Schritt weiter gegangen auf eine 
polytheistische Interpretation hin, die ihr Schema in der Prometheus-Situation hat.’ 
106 Schmitt (2008), p. 127. 
107 ‘dass ich im Alter nur noch an das starke epimetheische Element in Goethe gedacht habe, das dem 
prometheischen die Waage hält.’ 
108 ‘dass Sie es mir auf eine so wohltuende und noble Art erleichtern, Ihnen zu schreiben.’ 
109 ‘der zunehmenden Verdunklung‘ and  ‚Alterspessimismus‘.’ 
110 ‘die Furcht vor dem Lächerlich-Werden’ 
111 ‘werde ich dem Impuls ... dezisionistisch beiseite stossen’ 
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Schmitt closes his letter with ‘two brief comments about the themes’112 in 

Blumenberg’s new edition of Legitimacy. The first concerns Blumenberg’s question, posed 

on page 94 of Wallace’s translation and discussed above: If Schmitt’s conception of political 

theology did indeed change between 1922 and 1969, and become an assertion of ‘structural 

analogy’ rather than ‘a derivation of one structure from another or of both from a common 

prototype’113, then ‘is this [new analogical thesis] already sufficient to justify talk, on the side 

of political theory, of a “political theology”?’114. Blumenberg’s implied answer to this ‘clear 

question’ is of course ‘no’ – a ‘metaphorical theology’ cannot be, in the way Schmitt would 

like, a ‘political theology’. Yet Schmitt writes in his letter: ‘[In your new edition] you pose 

me a clear question. ... My clear answer (the explication and articulation would be a great joy 

to me): Yes’115. Unfortunately it seems that Schmitt never undertook this explication, at least 

not in his letters to Blumenberg. Schmitt’s second comment raises the issue of the Katechon, 

a notion he borrows from Paul’s Second Letter to the Thessalonians and which represents for 

him a sovereign figure who ‘holds back’ the coming of the apocalypse. For over forty years, 

he writes, he has ‘been collecting material on the problem’ and ‘for just as long [has] been 

looking for a human ear that hears this question’116. Karl Löwith, he suggests, does seem to 

have a ‘sense’ [Sinn] for it, though Schmitt leaves this point undeveloped. 

Schmitt wrote again to Blumenberg on 24 November to apologize for this 

‘unsuccessful letter’ [misslungenen Brief] of 20 October. He had ‘tried to make it too good’, 

he writes, and so ‘it had to fail’117. Returning to Blumenberg’s claim that his conception of 

political theology had changed, Schmitt offers some ‘Epimethean (i.e., trailing [or ‘looking-

back’])’118 lines that seem intended to defuse Blumenberg’s suggestion that a merely 

analogical secularization thesis cannot justify talk of ‘political theology’: ‘[in speaking of] 

identity and continuity’, he writes, ‘we find ourselves in specifically legal structures of 

thought. Continuity, succession, inheritance; be it testamentary or "statutory" (!) (i.e. lawful), 

it is still inheritance’119. Perhaps the difference between analogy and derivation is not so great 

                                                             
112 ‘zwei kurze Bemerkungen zum Thema’ 
113 Blumenberg (1985), p. 94. Emphasis added. 
114 Ibid. 
115 ‘stellen Sie mir ein klare Frage. ... Meine klare Antwort (deren Explizierung und Artikulierung mir eine 
grosse Freude sein würde): Ja.’ Emphasis in original. 
116 ‘Seit über 40 Jahren sammle ich Material zu dem Problem »Κατέχων« bzw. »Κατέχον« (Thess. 2,2,6); eben-
solange suche ich ein Menschenohr, das diese Frage’ 
117 ‘Er musste misslingen, weil ich es zu gut machen wollte.’ 
118 ‘diesen epimetheisch = nachlaufenden Zeilen’ 
119 ‘Identität und Kontinuität, und damit befinden wir uns in spezifisch juristischen Gedanken-Strukturen. 
Kontinuität, Sukzession, Nachfolge, Erbe; ob das nun testamentarische oder »gesetzliche« (!) (d. h. legale) 
Erbfolge ist.’ 
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– i.e., one might even say, not so great in a functional sense – as Blumenberg thinks it is. The 

crucial (legal, practical) relation of dependence may be present in both.  

Blumenberg responded days later with a note, dated 28 November, apologizing for 

not having written sooner due to the busyness of the semester and promising to compose a 

thorough reply soon, probably over the Christmas break. In fact his reply came the following 

year in a letter dated 7 August 1975; the seventh letter in their correspondence and by far the 

longest and most substantive.  

In that letter, Blumenberg writes that work on his new book, The Genesis of the 

Copernican World, had made an earlier reply impossible, but that his correspondence with 

Schmitt had crucially ‘influenced’ certain parts of this work. As he puts it: 
 

‘A book like this is  never written for a specific reader, but nevertheless has in mind a 
particular reader in one or the other chapter. Since you have opened a dialogue between us in 
Political Theology II, I cannot write in the way I had previously written – you certainly 
noticed this in the new version of the book on secularization, and will see this again in several 
places of my new book. … This kind of "influence" is more energetic than anything that 
could be proved by citations, and defuses [any possibility of] proof’120. 
 

Perhaps in order better to understand the nature of this ‘influence’ Blumenberg writes that, if 

he had not already done so, he would ‘be very keen to get at the core of [the] differences’ 

between himself and Schmitt121. His letter approaches this task in two ways. 

 First, Blumenberg cites a question posed initially by Schmitt in an essay he sent to 

Blumenberg, namely ‘whether eschatological faith and historical awareness are possible 

simultaneously’122 or, one might say, whether can they can ‘hang together’. Lowith, he 

writes, says ‘no’, and so councils an abandonment of eschatological faith in favour of a Stoic 

resignation. Blumenberg also says ‘no’ even if, as he writes, ‘[his own] denial is quite 

different from Löwith’s’123. Schmitt, Blumenberg thinks, sees ‘“the possibility of a 

connection [Brucke]” [between the two] lying in the idea of a force or strength who holds 

                                                             
120‘ Ein solches Buch, wie das kommende, ist zwar nie im ganzen für einen bestimmten Leser geschrieben, aber 
doch auch nicht, ohne dabei in diesem oder jenem Kapitel einen bestimmten Leser im Auge zu haben. Seit Sie in 
»Politische Theologie П« einen Dialog zwischen uns eröffnet haben, lässt sich für mich manches nicht mehr so 
schreiben, wie ich es zuvor geschrieben hätte - das haben Sie sicher bei der Neufassung des Buches über 
Säkularisierung bemerkt, und das werden Sie erneut an verschiedenen Stellen meines neuen Buches nicht 
übersehen. ... Diese Art von >Einfluß< ist energiereicher als alles, was sich durch Zitierungen und vermerkte  
Rezeptionen sowohl nachweisen als auch entschärfen ließe.’ 
121 ‘Ich weiß nicht, ob es mir schon gelungen ist, aber es läge mir sehr viel daran, an den Kernbestand unserer 
Differenzen heranzukommen.’ 
122 I.e., ‘der Frage, »ob eschatologischer Glaube und Geschichtsbewußtsein miteinander möglich sind«.’ 
123 ‘meine Verneinung ist eine ganz andere als die Löwiths’ 
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back the evil power’124, namely in the Katechon, yet Blumenberg wonders whether the figure 

of the Katechon is in fact an ‘eschatological’ idea at all. For although the earliest Christians 

prayed for the End to come, this was soon supplanted by a desire that the End not come, i.e. 

that is be postponed. When God’s power became identified with imperial Roman power, it 

was only natural that Rome should come to be regarded as representing the Katechon in the 

manner Schmitt suggests, i.e. as the agency that enabled this postponement. But, as 

Blumenberg writes: 

 
‘all these are forms not of the simultaneity of history with eschatology, but of the reversal of 
the eschatological promise in the new promise of a deferral of the Eschaton. … [T]his 
belongs to the overcoming of the eschatological paralysis … only and precisely by the fact 
that all these ideas themselves are not eschatological, not transformations of eschatology, but 
their mere negation, contradiction, inversion’125 

 

This points to a distinction developed in Blumenberg’s Legitimacy: namely, the difference 

between regarding modernity as a secularization of eschatology – i.e., like Lowith and 

Schmitt, asserting a substantial conceptual transfer – and regarding it as a ‘secularization’ by 

eschatology – i.e., regarding modern self-assertion as a reaction to the danger of an imminent 

and unpredictable ‘End’. Blumenberg, of course, prefers the latter account, and in this letter 

he seems to suggest that the development (by Paul) of Schmitt’s figure of the Katechon may 

have itself been such a reaction – i.e., an effort by Paul to ‘express theologically the absence 

of such an end’126 – and that therefore the Katechon, far from being an eschatological element 

coexisting over against or alongside historical awareness, is itself an example of that 

awareness and even (historically) one of its key enabling conditions. Any eschatology, 

Blumenberg suggests,  
 
‘is Gnostic in its very nature, because it presupposes a dualism between the Creator and the 
Judge – there can, as Marcion saw, be no identity between the God of the Old Testament and 
of the New, because the horrors of the end imply a discrimination against the beginning’127. 

                                                             
124 ‘Sie sehen jedoch die »Möglichkeit einer Brükke«, die in der Vorstellung einer Kraft liege, die das Ende und 
die ihm vorgelagerte böse Macht niederhalte.’ 
125 ‘alles dies sind Formen nicht der Gleichzeitigkeit von Geschichte und Eschatologie, sondern der Umkehrung 
der eschatologischen Verheißung in die Verheißung des Aufschubs der Eschata. ... Natürlich gehört das zur 
Überwindung der eschatologischen Lähmung... aber nur und gerade dadurch, dass all diese Vorstellungen selbst 
nicht mehr eschatologisch sind, auch nicht Umformungen der Eschatologie, sondern deren reine Negation, 
Widerlegung, Umkehrung.’ 
126 ‘Blumenberg: ‘Ich habe wiederholt darauf hingewiesen, dass sowohl die Theologie des Paulus als auch die 
des Johannes in verschiedener Weise das Ausbleiben des Endes theologisch auffangen‘.’ 
127 ‘dass jede Eschatologie ihrem Wesen nach gnostisch ist, denn sie setzt einen Dualismus zwischen dem 
Schöpfer und dem Richter voraus – es kann, wie Marcion gesehen hat, keine Identität zwischen dem Gott des 
Alten Testaments und dem des Neuen Testaments geben, weil die Schrecken des Endes die Diskriminierung des 
Anfangs implizieren.’ 
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If this is right, and if indeed eschatology cannot coexist with modern historical awareness, it 

is not (as Löwith held) because the Eschaton is a Christian theological idea grounded in a 

faith we no longer possess, but rather because that which is essentially Gnostic (eschatology) 

cannot abide alongside a successful overcoming of Gnosticism (modern historical 

awareness). If Schmitt’s Katechon can itself be identified as a part of this movement of 

‘secularization by eschatology’, this would challenge his assertion of the possible coexistence 

of eschatological faith and historical awareness as distinct horizons of thought, and 

consequently the sense of his political theological project. 

 Blumenberg’s second approach to his difference with Schmitt makes reference to 

Goethe’s cryptic saying: nemo contra deum nisi deus ipse. Schmitt’s ‘wonderful find’ 

[wunderbaren Fund] concerning this saying in the work of Lenz, Blumenberg writes, has 

allowed Schmitt to interpret it monotheistically (i.e., Christologically), yet Blumenberg has 

‘[brought] the motto into the context of the Prometheus Syndrome’ by reading it 

polytheistically. This difference ‘goes to the marrow’, he says – i.e., to the very center of the 

meaning of the saying and also to the center of the question of suffering ‘at the hand of God 

or of gods’128. It also goes to the center of the difference between himself and Schmitt. For as 

Blumenberg writes: 
 
Goethe’s apothegm locates the essential significance of polytheism in its separation of 
powers, its warding off of every absolute power, and its prevention of any religion from 
creating a feeling of absolute dependence on itself. Gods, when there are many, stand always 
against one another. When limited, a God can always turn against a God. That is the point of 
the Prometheus mythologem, which is expressed in the apothegm.’129 
 

Löwith, Blumenberg says, sees in the Prometheus myth only ‘the suffering of Prometheus, 

[which is for him] a just punishment for mankind’s rebellious usurpation of technology’130. It 

is reasonable to suspect that Schmitt himself held a similar view, though this cannot be 

determined from these letters. But Blumenberg goes farther: 
 
‘the suffering Prometheus is not the last word of the myth, because Prometheus knows the 
secret of Zeus and of his possible fall. … The gods are indeed immortal, but their power is not 
permanent. Man is certainly not able to stand against a god, as Goethe had recently learned 

                                                             
128 ‘Da geht es ans Mark, auch des Leidens durch Gott und Götter.’ 
129 ‘Goethes Apophthegma ergreift die Allgemeinheit der Bedeutung des Polytheismus als seine 
Gewaltenteilung, seine Verhinderung der absoluten Macht und jeder Religion als eines Gefühls der 
schlechthinnigen Abhängigkeit von ihr. Götter, indem es viele sind, stehen immer schon einer gegen den 
anderen. Begrenzen kann einen Gott immer nur wiederum ein Gott. Das ist die Pointe des Prometheus-
Mythologems, die im Apophthegma ausgesprochen ist.’ 
130 ‘er im Leiden des Prometheus die gerechte Strafe sieht für die den Menschen aufsässig übergebene 
Technologie’ 
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from Napoleon who was, not only for him but also in the iconography of the time, a 
Promethean figure’131 

 

So even if man cannot stand against a god, he knows the gods’ ‘secret’ – that their power is 

not permanent – and therefore can ‘separate’ the gods’ power by setting them against 

themselves, i.e. by conceiving the divine polytheistically. This is the essence of 

Blumenberg’s reading of Goethe’s saying, as we shall see more clearly in the next section, 

and, as will become apparent in the next chapter, forms the foundation both of his project in 

Work on Myth and is important also in his political thought.  

 Schmitt sent a brief response to Blumenberg on 19 September 1975 thanking him for 

his ‘content-rich letter’ [inhaltreiches Schreiben] and making two brief points: he 

acknowledges his struggles with the notion of the Katechon – ‘[t]he topic of the Katechon 

slays me’ – and recommends to Blumenberg’s attention the work of Erik Peterson, whom he 

describes as an ‘inconspicuous participant’ [unauffälligen Beteiligten] in Blumenberg’s 

debate with Löwith.  

On 9 December he wrote to Blumenberg again. Having just finished his ‘first, urgent, 

unstoppable, but in no way superficial reading of [Blumenberg’s] ravishing work on the 

“Genesis of the Copernican world”’, he writes, he should like to send Blumenberg a copy of 

Theodor Daubler’s 1910 epic poem Nordlicht (‘Northern Lights’) but finds it impossible to 

locate a copy in his ‘present isolation’ [meine heutige Isolierung]. Many verses in that text, 

he writes, would ‘confirm each of the readers of [Blumenberg’s] book in his enthusiasm and 

elation about the true mythos, which still exists’132. This reference to ‘the true mythos’ is left 

cryptic in the letter, but can be understood by unpacking Schmitt’s significant reference to 

Daubler.  

In 1916 Schmitt published a monograph on Daubler’s Nordlicht which, according to 

one commentator on Schmitt’s Weimar work, Ellen Kennedy, ‘remains the most influential 

study of the poem’133. In it, Kennedy writes, Schmitt draws attention to a section of the poem 

                                                             
131 ‘der leidende Prometheus ist eben nicht das letzte Wort des Mythos, denn Prometheus kennt das Geheimnis 
des Zeus und seines möglichen Sturzes. ... Die Götter sind zwar unsterblich, aber ihre Macht ist nicht 
unvergänglich. Der Mensch freilich gehört nicht zu dem, was gegen einen Gott stehen kann; das hatte Goethe 
zuletzt an Napoleon gelernt, der ja nicht nur für ihn, sondern in der Ikonographie der Zeit eine Prometheus-Figur 
war.’ 
 
132 ‘Ich ... könnte, nach der Lektüre Ihres magnum opus, nicht aufhören, Verse zu zitieren, die jeden 
verständnisvollen Leser Ihres Buches in seiner Begeisterung bestätigen und beschwingen würden, und zwar 
vom wahren Mythos her, den es noch gibt.’ 
133 Kennedy (2004), p. 46. 
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called the ‘Iranian Rhapsody’ where he finds ‘a construction similar to the “state of nature” in 

the works of Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau.’ Kennedy continues: 
 
‘[This section] is an account of the first state, told in the building of Perserberg [Gk., 
Persepolis134]. Fear of the Other and distrust lead the peasants to conclude a pact with their 
neighbors and enter into a political relationship in which the paradox of law and right and 
power reveals itself. … [T]he first state comes from distrust, not just as the striving for power 
but from a fundamental dualism. This, Schmitt remarks, is the soul of the Occident. In the 
Orient, man is outside the world as a metaphysical being. In the West he belongs to it and 
must be in it. This is what Daubler understood, and it is the essence of the age’135. 
 

Man, as a being very much ‘in the world’ (even, Gnostically, ‘trapped’ in the world), works 

to organize and control his environment and in this way brings about, as Schmitt puts it in 

this letter to Blumenberg, a ‘linearization of the earth’. In his 1916 monograph Schmitt had 

characterized this sort of ‘linearization’ as an ‘eschatological outrage’ – i.e., an outrage 

against the fact of man’s eschatological situation – for even the best organization cannot 

include ‘the only case that matters’136.  

 Schmitt’s comment about ‘the true mythos’ may appear less cryptic in light of this 

reading of Daubler’s poem. For perhaps this mythos, for Schmitt, may be identified with ‘the 

only case that matters’; i.e. with that which can never be conceptualized in a rational 

framework or, what is the same, with those constitutive elements which can never be 

included wholly within an order of norms: i.e. the sovereign (who becomes for him, later, the 

Katechon) and the exception on which he decides. This sovereign-Katechon is indeed a 

‘myth’ insofar as he is a ‘figure’ – i.e., not merely an empirically individual person but rather 

representative of an order ‘in his person’, just as the Pope is representative of the Church – 

and we may recall Blumenberg’s claim in his chapter on Schmitt that Schmitt’s sovereign can 

only be a metaphor.  

 As one commentator (David Ingram) has put it, Blumenberg in his The Genesis of the 

Copernican World identifies ‘the real beginning of [the] revolutionary history’ of 

Copernicus’s theory in the latter’s ‘transformation of astronomy from an art, dealing with 

mere hypotheses concerned with the predication of appearances, into a science, dealing with 

truths concerned with a unified, homogeneous reality’137. In other words, one may say, 

Copernicus’s theory is ‘revolutionary’ insofar as it inaugurated the modern process of world-

‘linearization’. On such a reading of Blumenberg’s project in his Copernicus book, one can 

                                                             
134 A traditional symbol of despotism and tyranny 
135 Kennedy (2004), p. 46. 
136 Ibid. 
137 Ingram (1990), p. 27. 
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understand Schmitt’s claim in this letter to be ‘the predestined reader of such a work’138, and 

also his desire to supplement Blumenberg’s book with Daubler’s poem and its assertion, on 

Schmitt’s reading, of the non-linearizability of ‘the true mythos, which still exists’: i.e., the 

sovereign, decision, and exception.  

 Schmitt closes his short letter with a Latin quotation of the concluding Chorus of 

Seneca’s Hercules Oetaeus. Rendered in English, it reads: 
 

‘Never to Stygian shades  
is glorious valour borne. The brave live on,  
nor shall the cruel fates bear you o’er Lethe’s waters;  
but when the last day shall bring the final hour,  
glory will open wide the path to heaven. 
 
But do thou, O mighty conqueror of beasts,  
peace-bringer to the world, be with us yet;  
still as of old regard this earth of ours;  
and if some strange-visaged monster  
cause us with dire fear to tremble,  
do thou o’ercome him with the forked thunderbolts –  
yea, more mightily than thy father’s self  
the thunders hurl.’ 

 

All the core elements of Schmitt’s political theology are apparent here. There shall indeed be 

a ‘last day’ and a ‘final hour’, i.e. an eschatological End of history in history139, and as stated 

here by a pagan poet such claims may be regarded as expressive of the ‘deep’ metaphysical 

structure of the world and not just the ‘faith-based’ presuppositions of a specifically Christian 

theology. And too Seneca expresses the ‘uproar’, the stasis, of this structure against itself: the 

‘peace-bringer to the world’ confronts ‘some strange-visaged monster’ and triumphs in a 

show of power.  

 Blumenberg replied to Schmitt in a brief and, as he puts it at its end, ‘volatile’140 letter 

dated 17 April 1976. Commenting on his reading of Schmitt’s 1950 book Ex Captivitate 

Salus141 he writes: ‘There is an eschatological train of thought running through these writings, 

and one finds himself in amazement at the idea that the one who has written it can be reached 

by letter’142. Citing Schmitt’s discussion in that book of Max Stirner, Blumenberg writes that  

                                                             
138 ‘der prädestinierte Leser eines solchen Werkes’ 
139 For an interesting treatment of the eschatological dimension of Schmitt’s thought see Ostovich (2007).  
140 ‘Es war, unmittelbar vor dem Beginn des Sommersemesters, die letzte Chance, diesen Brief noch zu 
schreiben; das entschuldigt seine Flüchtigkeit nicht.’ 
141 ‘Salvation comes from Captivity: Experiences of the years 1945-47’;  Schmitt had sent it to him in December 
1975. 
142 ‘Es geht ein eschatologischer Zug durch diese Aufzeichnungen, und man ertappt sich bei der Verwunderung 
über den Gedanken, dass der, der das geschrieben hat, noch durch einen Brief erreicht werden kann.’ 
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‘there are only two types of eschatological ideas of happiness: that of retrieving a lost ancient 
heavenly bliss, and that of the jump into the never-sensed and entirely new, perceived with 
the means of present imagination as an indescribable happiness.’ 

 

The former of these he suggests has ‘become an anachronism … [Its] representatives could 

be counted on one’s fingers’143. The latter he thinks is far more common today, and 

especially characteristic of ‘the irrealists among whom one is nowadays condemned to live 

by the academic profession’144. Clearly Blumenberg has little taste for such ‘irrealism’ and its 

confidence in what he calls ‘the luck of the negative dialectic’145. (In a later letter to Schmitt 

he writes, in reference to the work published by a certain academic journal, that his ‘distaste’ 

for the ‘the disasterous metaphors of the cunning of reason and the unfolding of Geist … is 

insurmountable’146.) In fact, of course, Blumenberg’s confidence in the modern overcoming 

of eschatology in all its forms leaves him skeptical of both options. Yet Schmitt, even if he 

may harbor sympathy for the first ‘anachronistic’ option (stated here by Blumenberg 

somewhat hyperbolically) would, like Blumenberg, look with disdain upon such 

contemporary dialectical ‘irrealism’.  There is thus some similarity between their positions 

here, as Blumenberg acknowledges in his letter’s conclusion: 
 
In the adaptation of the first part of my Legitimacy and especially in my letter of August last 
year I have tried to come closer to the logic of our differences. The little book you sent me 
recently has led me to track down more of our commonalities. 

 

 The remaining five letters are short, little more than notes, and contain little of direct 

relevance to the logic of their difference – or for that matter the logic of their commonalities. 

Also, they follow a gap in the correspondence: Schmitt writes to Blumenberg again nearly a 

year later in a note dated 15 February 1977, where he comments approvingly on 

Blumenberg’s recently published reading of the story of the Thracian maid. Blumenberg 

writes again on 28 November 1977, without mentioning Schmitt’s note from February, to 

clear up a confusion regarding his alleged affiliation with the academic journal Kassiber 

(mentioned above) with which Schmitt himself seems to have had some connection. This was 

Blumenberg’s last letter to Schmitt, though Schmitt would send three more to Blumenberg: in 

November 1977, and January and July 1978. His final letter concludes with a quotation of 

                                                             
143 ‘die bloße Wiederholung des archaischen Glücks ein Anachronismus geworden, dessen Vertretern man viel 
zu leicht auf die Finger sehen könnte, als dass sie das überstehen würden.’ 
144 ‘den Irrealisten umsehe, unter denen zu leben der akademische Beruf heutzutage verurteilt’ 
145 ‘Das Glück der negativen Dialektik’ 
146 In reference to the journal ‘Kassiber’: ‘Er setzt die Gedankenspiele fort, die sich um die verhängnisvolle 
Metapher von den Listen der Vernunft und des Weltgeistes drehen. Meine Abneigung gegen dieses Denkmuster 
ist unüberwindlich.’ 
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‘the hexameter of the old Thomas Hobbes: Acta est vitae fabula longa Paen meae’ – ‘The 

long story of my life is nearly finished’. 

  

5. Blumenberg on Goethe’s “extraordinary saying”(1979) 

 Chapter four of Part Four of Blumenberg’s 1979 Work on Myth is entitled ‘Ways of 

Reading the “Extraordinary Saying”’ – namely the ‘extraordinary’ Latin apothegm which 

Schmitt and Blumenberg agree was most likely coined by Goethe: ‘nemo contra deum nisi 

deus ipse’. The whole fourth part, in fact, deals with this saying to some degree – it is titled 

‘Against a God, Only a God’ – but only chapter four addresses Schmitt’s reading. In its more 

than thirty pages, this chapter unfolds a close study of the origins of the saying and the 

various ways in with Goethe himself understood it over the course of his life, and presents 

Blumenberg’s own reading of its meaning. The only other contemporary reading of the 

saying cited explicitly in the chapter is Schmitt’s. Blumenberg discusses it twice, near the 

middle of the chapter and then again in its concluding paragraphs. In what follows here, I first 

outline some relevant points concerning Blumenberg’s own reading of the saying, which is 

closely bound up with his interpretation of its significance for Goethe, then examine his 

treatment of Schmitt’s Christological interpretation.  
 

 The ‘extraordinary saying’ is not so obscure as it may initially seem to the 

contemporary English reader. During and after the Second World War, as Schmitt puts it (and 

Blumenberg cites him approvingly) it ‘was quoted and interpreted, by people who were 

familiar with Goethe, in countless nonpublic conversations’147. The reasons for this interest 

are perhaps obvious: as Blumenberg writes, ‘[t]he admiration for the apothegm was almost 

inevitably fixed on the implication, unmistakable in the circumstances of the time, that what 

was meant [by it] was the blasphemy of the pretension to measure oneself against God’148. 

Indeed however one reads it, the saying seems to contain unmistakably, though cryptically, 

some profound lesson about power – that of man, of God or gods, or of ‘the whole’ – and 

about the conflict among powers. It seems to admit of ‘boundless applications’, as Goethe’s 

friend Friedrich Riemer put it, and even to have attained the status of an oracular 

pronouncement though in all likelihood it originated in the nineteenth century. As Goethe 

advised modern authors, one should write in Latin whenever one ‘has to make something out 

of nothing’. Goethe himself has certainly done so here.  

                                                             
147 Cited in Blumemberg (1988), p. 532; cf. Schmitt (2008), p. 126. 
148 Ibid. 
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 As indicated in his letter to Schmitt, Blumenberg’s reading of the saying centers on 

Goethe’s ‘incomparable relationship’149 to Napoleon and the way in which Goethe himself 

understood this in terms of the ‘Prometheus schema’ – i.e. his understanding of the 

significance of, and in places identification with, the figure of Prometheus. The saying, 

included as the epigram of the fourth and final part of Goethe’s Dichtung und Wahrheit 

[Poetry and Truth], stands, Blumenberg suggests, as ‘the culminating point and the final 

proposition’ in the development of a central theme of that work, namely ‘the category of the 

demonic’150. For Goethe, Prometheus epitomized this category: he had stood against Zeus, 

against the divine, and audaciously – ‘demonically’ – presumed ‘to make a world, even 

though a world already existed’151. And Napoleon himself, by 1815, ‘had … really become 

Prometheus, right down to being chained to the rock of Saint Helena’. Yet even before 1815, 

in 1807 when the saying probably reached its final form and Napoleon stood at the height of 

his powers Goethe regarded Napoleon as ‘the demonic in nature, to the highest degree, so 

that scarcely anyone else can be compared to him’152.  

 Three stages in Goethe’s own understanding of the saying, each connected to his 

relationship with Napoleon and Prometheus and all either pan- or polytheistic, are discernible 

in Blumenberg’s intricate discussion. The first corresponds to Goethe’s youth, in the period 

preceding 1807, when Goethe was wont to portray himself as Prometheus – as himself a god. 

(Despite Prometheus’s identity as a Titan in the traditional story, Blumenberg cites Goethe’s 

‘ignorance of the myth’ as the cause of his, Goethe’s, belief that Prometheus was in fact the 

son of Zeus, and so divine.) This self-deification – Blumenberg calls it an ‘aesthetic self-

empowerment’ – was possible for Goethe on the basis of two convictions: first, his sense, 

common at the time, that artistic ‘genius’ rendered one in some meaningful sense ‘divine’, 

and second, his early Spinozism, according to which each individual contains within himself 

(and is ultimately identical with) the whole. In this period the saying, which on Blumenberg’s 

account was present in Goethe’s thinking somewhat before 1807 though coined in Latin only 

in that year, would have been read by Goethe to mean ‘No one (can stand) against a god 

unless he is himself a god [a genius, a Spinozistic individual]’.  

 This early period ended in a period of ‘depression’ and ‘flagging energy’ for Goethe 

in the years immediately preceding 1807, and Blumenberg suggests that his Latin rendering 

of the saying in that year – after a day (16 May) surveying the recent destruction on the 
                                                             
149 Ibid., p. 523. 
150 Ibid., p. 524. 
151 Ibid., p. 523. 
152 Ibid., p. 524. 
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battlefield at Jena153 – ‘marks the solution of a life crisis’154. As he continues, this solution 

enabled Goethe  
‘to renounce the Promethean status in favor of the idea of balance. ... The Titans in Pandora 
[a work composed by Goethe between October 1807 and June 1808] represent [this] new 
principle of ‘balance’, the deeply polytheistic fundamental idea that the restricting 
counteraction must always be a different power. It is the mythical principle of the separation 
of powers. But it is also the pantheistic possibility of reconciliation, which sees everything 
individual and each particular power as, in its turn, a specification of the whole, which 
restricts itself in the process of realizing itself. Spinozism is not replaced by polytheism, but 
tied to it as its manner of both aesthetic and historical self-presentation’155. 

 
Blumenberg cites from Pandora the (noticeably Fichtean) line which he thinks captures this 

shift most clearly: ‘Nothing in the world outmatches me, / Because God is God, and I am 

I’156. And yet, Blumenberg suggests, this new principle of balance which enabled Goethe to 

‘resign’ his ‘Promethean claims’ was somehow ‘contrary-to-fact’ (Irrealität). Although his 

early Spinozism did remain present somehow alongside this new polytheistic ‘balance’, the 

two – i.e. pan- and polytheism – were not entirely harmonized. As he puts it later in the 

chapter, where he discusses this point more fully: 
 

‘The secret potential of Spinozism ... is that it permits talk of gods insofar as they are 
“appearances”, as everything else is in relation to the identity of the ultimate substance. 
Polytheism would then be a perspectival anthropocentric way of expressing pantheism, and 
would still be possible as the ‘rhetoric’ of the latter’157. 

 

‘But this,’ he continues, ‘is not enough’. One final stage remained in Goethe’s engagement 

with the extraordinary saying. 

 This third and final stage in Goethe’s reading of the saying consists in his recognition 

of ‘the reality of an equilibrium’. The more abstract principle of ‘balance’ that had emerged 

from his indirect encounter with Napoleon at Jena – i.e., with the devastating effects of the 

Corsican’s ‘demonic’ power – entered, in his direct encounter with the man at the 1808 

Congress of Erfurt, into ‘an unexpected constellation with the “demonic”’, Blumenberg 

suggests. 
 

‘Goethe’s personal experience with Napoleon [became] a specification, an application, a 
manner of appearance of the universal world principle: [as Goethe writes] “So divinely is the 
world arranged that each in his position, in his place and at his time, balances everything 
else”’158. 

 
                                                             
153 Ibid., p. 526. 
154 Ibid., p. 529. 
155 Ibid., p. 530. 
156 Ibid., p. 529. 
157 Ibid., p. 550. 
158 Ibid., p. 530. 
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This new conception of ‘balance’ differs from Goethe’s earlier conception in a way that 

becomes apparent, again, later in Blumenberg’s chapter, where he writes that, more than a 

Spinozistic polytheism which regards the gods’s separation of power as harmonious (at least 

in the final instance), Goethe now sees that although the gods 
 
‘suffer from the fact that they cannot conquer one another, [they] also cannot do without one 
another, because each is the condition of the possibility of the other. As applied to Goethe’s 
youthful experience, this means that aesthetic genius is not absolute, having to resort to 
defiance only in opposition to those who impeded and restrict it; on the contrary, [aesthetic 
genius] has an entirely intrinsic need for rebellion, because its originality can only be a 
counterposition’.  

 

This new principle of balance as equilibrium, then, is no longer ‘contrary-to-fact’; it is a ‘new 

self-consciousness’ which recognizes the constitutive possibility of ‘uproar’, say – or of the 

‘demonic’ – in the structure of reality itself, and does so in a way Spinoza would never have 

sanctioned. Blumenberg describes as ‘the limiting case of this equilibrium’, ‘the fact that the 

demonic can only be overcome by the universe itself’159. This case, he writes, is ‘the final 

balance that only Napoleon’s fate made it possible for [Goethe] to draw up – the demon’s 

end, brought about by the whole’160. And so: ‘no one (can stand) against a god (the demonic) 

except a god (the whole)’.  

 One finds then that Goethe himself moved between pantheistic and polytheistic 

readings of the saying, although in most modern conversations (and on Schmitt’s reading) 

one encounters a preference for a monotheistic interpretation. Blumenberg notes that 

Goethe’s friend ‘the pedant Riemer’, a keen Latinist and (he thinks) probably responsible for 

the Latin formulation of the saying, invariably avoids the polytheistic formulation in his own 

notebooks and diaries, preferring to force either a monotheistic reading (by capitalizing 

‘deum’ and ‘deus’) or else a pantheistic one, though in a way different from Goethe (by 

writing ‘Nihil contra Deum...’ – ‘Nothing can stand against God...’). Yet on Blumenberg’s 

reading, one does well to read the saying in the context of ‘a comprehensive reference 

system’ that includes all three possibilities: the mono-, pan-, and polytheistic. Only then, he 

suggests, does the saying ‘become fertile’161. Indeed he suggests that even Goethe himself, 

although the pan- and polytheistic readings dominated his thinking, recognized that the 

saying ‘analyses itself’ into all three of these, which he seems to have seen as hanging 

together with a ‘peculiar nonexclusivity’. As Goethe was once able to write, after all: we are 

                                                             
159 Ibid., p. 538. 
160 Ibid., p. 539. 
161 Ibid., p. 531. 
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‘pantheists in the investigation of nature, polytheists in poetry, monotheists in ethics’, and he 

seems to have seen no need that these three should be reducible to one in the last instance – 

neither in general nor with regard the saying. Blumenberg writes: ‘there is no “correct 

understanding of the saying,” but only the question [note: the functional question] which of 

its ambiguous meanings could satisfactorily epitomize Goethe’s self-experience in each 

case’162. This may come as a ‘disappointing realization’, as he says later – the saying 

promises ‘no single meaning that could be inferred from a distant source or from a unique 

instance in which it was put forward’163 as we may wish it did – yet even though the saying in 

this sense ‘does not have a context’, he writes, ‘it acquires one by seizing it’164.  

 Blumenberg and Schmitt ‘seize’ different contexts in their readings of the saying. 

Blumenberg, through his account of Goethe’s own changing readings, concludes by singling 

out the third, ‘equilibrium’ reading – in its polytheistic overcoming of pantheism – as 

significant for his own project in Work on Myth. As he puts it strikingly: if the saying ‘can no 

longer be read Spinozistically, as a “contrary-to-fact” construction, it is now the fundamental 

formula of myth in all its figurations’165. He continues by contrasting this polytheistic reading 

(his own preference) with mono- and pantheistic possibilities (of which Schmitt’s reading is a 

variant): 
 
‘It is not God’s dissension with himself that is conceived as the limiting case of the absolute 
... but rather the original schema of man’s liberation from anxiety in the face of all the powers 
that he cannot comprehend, insofar as these seem to stand only against man, and must 
consequently be thought of as being turned aside by opposition to one another ... [for] a god is 
never curbed except by another god’166. 

 

For Blumenberg, this project of ‘turning aside’ the gods by sowing inter-divine dissension is 

the basic function of myth, and he sees this clearly formulated in Goethe’s saying. 

 

 Of course Schmitt’s chosen ‘context’ for the saying is different. Unlike Blumenberg 

he does claim to have ‘found out’ the source of the saying (in what Blumenberg calls ‘an 

entirely conventional philological manner’167) in Lenz’s ‘sketch of a drama’ Catherina von 

Siena (in fact the work was never finished). Blumenberg’s first discussion of Schmitt’s 

reading near the middle of the chapter examines Lenz’s work and its historical context more 

                                                             
162 Ibid.  
163 Ibid., p. 556. 
164 Ibid., p. 533. 
165 Ibid., p. 550. 
166 Ibid., p. 550. 
167 Ibid., p. 533. 
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closely than Schmitt does in his postscript, and in so doing casts some initial doubt on the 

adequacy of a straightforwardly Christological reading. In this Sturm und Drang drama, 

Catherina flees to Christ, her ‘heavenly beloved’, once her father prohibits her to marry her 

earthly beloved, the artist Corregio. As Blumenberg writes: 
 
‘So the god who stands against the father-god here is the Son of God. When Catherina 
protects herself against the merely imagined temptation of the outstretched hands of her 
father168 by the ‘apotropaic’ [ill-averting] grasping of the crucifix, then this, in an exaggerated 
theological metaphor, is itself the conflict of gods as a monologic expression of the 
impossibility of the embrace [with her father]: It [i.e. the real temptation of such an embrace] 
would be the unthinkable disaster of a confrontation of god against god’169. 

 

Catherina thus seems to express (in her monologue, i.e. ‘monologically’) the impossibility of 

choosing her tyrannical earthly father (i.e., embracing him). Such a choice would 

‘unthinkably’ make a ‘god’ of her father and set god (her father, analogically her ‘Creator’) 

against god (the Son of God, theologically her Redeemer). According to Blumenberg 

however, Lenz’s meaning is not so much theological as aesthetic; Lenz himself, he claims, 

saw in this monologue ‘the secularized form of the absolute claim of grace, of inspiration, 

contempt for the world, holiness’170. Catherina’s desire to flee to her beloved, either earthly 

(Corregio) or heavenly (Christ), is ‘absolute’, and in both cases this absolute character is 

underwritten by the same (theo-)logic. On such a reading, Schmitt’s Christological reading 

would seem vindicated.  

 Yet Blumenberg doubts that such Christological ‘embedding’ would have been 

palatable to Goethe, which is a relevant point against Schmitt’s straightforwardly philological 

assertion. He concedes that Goethe may have known the dramatic fragment – it was 

composed in Weimar in 1776 when Goethe was also in that city, and ‘there is evidence’ that 

Lenz had intended to dedicate the finished work to Goethe – but he suggests that Goethe 

would have known that Lenz was ‘probably only bringing forward [the pagan] Aeschylus’s 

“deus contra deum”’ and, also, he refers to one of Goethe’s ‘Venetian Epigrams’ (composed 

in 1790), where it is suggested that  
 
‘the god with the indefinite article gives what the poet can endure, but the God who is 
represented by a cross, and who is given his proper name only in the autograph manuscript, is 
as repugnant to him as poison or a snake’171.  

 

                                                             
168 Recall that Lenz writes ‘if he had reached out both his hands’; the meaning is counterfactual. 
169 Ibid., p. 534. 
170 Ibid. 
171 Ibid., p. 535. 
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And so an orthodox Trinitarian Christological reading would seem to have been impossible 

for Goethe – as it is also impossible, Blumenberg suggests, for Lenz and Schmitt, though they 

do not acknowledge this. For neither Lenz nor Schmitt are concerned with ‘the one God and 

his possible self-estrangement’, but rather with an estrangement between ‘two gods … [or 

with] the dualism … of the Creator and the Redeemer, the demiurge and the man-god, the 

constraining Father and the liberating Son’. In this not-quite orthodox Christological or 

monotheistic sense, Blumenberg does not hesitate to affirm that ‘Carl Schmitt … will be 

found to be right in the end’172.  

 Schmitt appears again in the chapter’s final pages where, at its end, the reasons for the 

‘rightness’ of his quasi-Christological reading are identified. Blumenberg begins his 

discussion by asserting, on the basis of his discussion of Goethe, that the saying was clearly 

understood by its author as ‘pagan’ – a point so clear as to need no emphasis, he says, were it 

‘not for the fact that Carl Schmitt has introduced and argued for a Christological reading’173. 

Such a reading ‘evokes a Trinitarian frame of reference’, and launches Blumenberg into a 

discussion of the Trinity. By evoking this Trinitarian frame, the Christological reading 

‘excludes metaphysical dualism, whether of a Gnostic or a Neo-Platonic derivation’ since 

such exclusion was after all, he suggests, the original function of the Trinitarian dogma. In 

two ways, the dogma softens ‘the impact of the bifurcation of the divinity that the production 

of the Son brings with it’: first, by reconceiving the Creator/Redeemer dualism as one 

between two Persons of the same Substance and, second, by positing the Spirit as ‘a third 

agency that the two cooperate in generating’. This divine bifurcation has dogged the Western 

tradition since its beginnings, yet before the elaboration of the Trinity no way of conceiving it 

had succeeded in satisfactorily overcoming it: Gnosticism had produced an untenable hatred 

of the material world, and emanantist neo-Platonism – where the One ‘overflows’ or 

‘emanates’ from its source, fountain-like, to produce the Many – preserved a constant sense 

that the Many must ultimately return to its origin in the One; i.e. that somehow the Many was 

‘fallen’ or had ‘forgotten’ its roots (cf., more recently, Heidegger). The Trinity succeeded 

where these other efforts failed because it ‘bound’ the bifurcation between Creator/Redeemer 

‘to the origin’ by postulating three ‘irreversible hypostases, which did not need to be 

“reduced”’ to one in the final instance. The bifurcation was thus inscribed into the structure 

of things, and no longer conceived as the result of a cosmic falling-away (such ‘fallenness’ 

was resituated in the human will, as we saw in Augustine). Yet despite this apparent success, 
                                                             
172 Ibid. 
173 Ibid., p. 552. 
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early Christian heresies such as Marcionism, which affirmed the New Testament Christ but 

rejected the ‘wrathful’ Old Testament Yahweh, make clear that a tension was still present. As 

Blumenberg writes: 
 
‘[T]races of the old dualistic temptations have remained ineffaceable. Especially in the 
distribution of roles: of creation to the Father, and redemption to the Son, as well as the 
posteschatological (even antieschatological) institutionalization of the store of grace, which is 
assigned to the Spirit – the Spirit of Disappointment. Thus when, rather than looking at the 
conciliatory formulas, one analyzes what is implicit, an element of opposition always remains 
– always something of Prometheus in the way the Son acts in solidarity with mankind, who 
have fallen from Paradise’174.  

 

With this Blumenberg returns to Schmitt, writing that although ‘[i]t is easy to smile at 

the zeal of the “political theologian” … there are unmistakable connections between the 

possible source that he has introduced into the discussion [i.e. Lenz] and Goethe’s mythical 

thematics’. Goethe did after all regard Prometheus as the son of Zeus and, also, to a large 

extent defined his own ‘life program … in opposition to the sober skepticism off his 

[Goethe’s own] father’. For these reasons Schmitt’s reading of the saying as having originally 

concerned a father/son conflict may not be unfounded. What may be less well-founded, 

however, is Schmitt’s ‘certainty’ that ‘the much-discussed riddle of Goethe’s saying has been 

deciphered’ with his finding in the Lenz fragment. Blumenberg doubts this. If one really must 

read the saying through Goethe’s work on the ‘Prometheus schema’, and Blumenberg has 

tried to demonstrate that this is so, then the saying becomes a kind of ‘“mythogram,” reduced 

to abstraction’, and closes the way to a ‘Christological hermeneutics’. Even Catharina’s 

monologue itself seems to prelude such a hermeneutics: for, if Catherina’s father had in fact 

embraced her, then  
 
‘the Son of God … would have become a deadly enemy in the bosom of the father-god. A 
scene in which the Son is invoked as spiritual authority for the final break with the sacredness 
of the father cannot be Christological’175.  

 

Blumenberg closes his discussion of Schmitt’s reading by locating it ‘in the 

neighborhood of Schelling’s analysis of the Prometheus myth’. On Schelling’s account of 

myth, ‘what is also divine can only develop into something anti-divine’, since according to 

the Idealist postulate of autonomy ‘being a son inevitably turns into being an enemy’176. Yet 

                                                             
174 Ibid., p. 553. 
175 Ibid.,  p.  554. 
176 Ibid. 
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Schelling seeks to escape from this consequence, Blumenberg writes, by affirming the 

principle that  

 
‘[w]hat is also divine does not fall into rivalry if it satisfies the Trinitarian conditions: 
mythical multiplicity is confined by means of dogmatic unity. … [T]he conflict of gods can be 
avoided on the assumption that the (episodically) hostile will is, in its innate logic, identical 
with the will to which it is antagonistic’177. 

 

And so for Schelling, on Blumenberg’s reading, Prometheus ‘becomes one of the hypostases 

of Zeus, the implication of his desire for a world’; he is ‘the secret son [of Zeus] … still 

unknown to his father’, and by means of this identity he, Prometheus – who is ‘the demiurgic 

species’ – is integrated into ‘a reconciled universe’. Blumenberg’s conclusion is striking: 
 
‘Polytheism is [therefore] not obliterated or even just corrected by Trinitarian monotheism, 
but is decoded by it. … [This] Trinitarian suspension and continuation [Aufhebung] [of the 
Prometheus myth] merely reveals its [i.e. the myth’s] hidden logic’178. 

 

Unlike Schelling however, for the young Goethe who coined the saying ‘there is no refuge 

whatever … [for belief in such a] secret understanding between the son and the father’179.  

Schmitt’s reading of the saying is thus ‘right in the end’ insofar as it ‘touches on 

elementary tensions in the structure of our tradition’180, but wrong insofar as it claims to have 

‘deciphered’ the final meaning of the saying. Indeed Schmitt’s philological claim here may 

be compared to his similar claim, concerning the category of secularization, to have ‘found 

out’ the original theological ‘sources’ from which allegedly secularized modern legal 

concepts are ‘derived’; in both cases, Schmitt aims to stop ‘conversation’ (in Oakeshott’s 

sense, or Rorty’s181), and to confine (‘mythical’) multiplicity by means of (‘dogmatic’) unity. 

Yet it seems likely that such philologically fixed relations of derivation are not so ready-to-

hand as Schmitt imagines. Blumenberg closes his chapter by citing a comment made by 

Charlotte von Schiller upon seeing Goethe in July 1814: ‘“[H]e spoke only in sentences that 

contained a contradiction, so that one could interpret everything however he wanted to”’; 

‘Could not one of these sentences’, Blumenberg asks, ‘have been the “extraordinary 

saying”?’182 

                                                             
177 Ibid., p. 555. Emphasis added. 
178 Ibid., pp. 555-6. 
179 Ibid., p. 556. 
180 Ibid., p. 553. 
181 The reference to Rorty has some substance; like Blumenberg he seems to have been a somewhat ironic 
‘polytheist’. In a late essay he redescribed his own pragmatism  as a kind of ‘romantic polytheism’. See Rorty 
(1998). 
182 Ibid., p. 556. 
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6. Conclusion: ‘the logic of their difference’  

 It is perhaps by now apparent that the ‘difference’ between Schmitt and Blumenberg 

extends beyond their relatively technical debate over the status of the category of 

secularization; or rather that this seemingly technical difference, as stated in the introduction 

to this paper, is rooted in other more fundamental differences elsewhere in their thinking. 

Especially following the above discussion of Blumenberg’s reading of Goethe’s saying, it 

will perhaps no longer surprise the reader that I have located these other ‘deeper’ areas of 

difference in their writings on myth and in the political implications of these. Before 

examining these writings in the next, final chapter, it will be useful to state as clearly as 

possible the ‘logic’ of Schmitt and Blumenberg’s difference on the basis of the preceding 

considerations. I begin by assembling several elements of first Schmitt’s, then Blumenberg’s 

thinking relevant to their difference, then attempt such an explicit statement of its logic.  

 Schmitt sees an essentially Gnostic bifurcation of reality between two principles – not 

so much between good and evil however (though his rhetoric is cast in these terms) as 

between order and chaos, or unity and unbridled multiplicity, or form and formlessness. The 

liberal as well as the anarchist or Marxist or positivist he thinks all fail to acknowledge this 

obvious (qualitative) difference, and imagine that order and unity and form simply ‘emerge’ 

out of discussion or nature or science. His view is eschatological: not so much in an orthodox 

Catholic or Christian sense as in a sense motivated by a (perhaps too) sober pessimism and 

political realism. The battle between absolute order and absolute chaos – say, between De 

Maistre and Bakunin – plays out in every moment of history, he thinks, and it is precisely the 

task of the modern state, as previously of the Catholic Church, to hold at bay the forces of 

chaos by preserving order and unity and form by whatever means necessary. (Liberals and his 

other personae non gratae do this anyway, he thinks, despite their rhetorical denials.) Such a 

view brings him close to Charles Maurras, the ‘atheist Catholic’ founder of L’Action 

Française for whom Catholic identity served primarily the purpose of establishing national 

unity.  

 For Schmitt the order of things – and for him there certainly is such a given 

metaphysical order – structurally necessitates the continuous intervention of a sovereign 

figure; a figure he regards as necessarily personal (though not necessarily an empirically 

distinct individual) and as qualitatively distinct from the order into which he intervenes. Even 

popular sovereignty, he seems to think, depends on a sovereign ‘figure’ of this kind, i.e. ‘the 

people’, which despite its seeming inclusion of the Many necessarily functions in ‘concrete 

situations’ as a One. In his later writings, this sovereign figure becomes the Katechon. 
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Schmitt seems to regard this Pauline figure as more potentially persuasive than the (merely 

formal) figure of the sovereign (as described in Political Theology) for its more explicit 

substantial continuity with Christian tradition and the transcendent sources that tradition 

purports to evoke. The sovereign restrains chaos and multiplicity and formlessness, while the 

Katechon restrains evil; Schmitt seems to see these as redescriptions of the same restraining 

function, and to regard the second, metaphysical or theological description as more able to 

serve this function since it better conduces to the formation of political groupings of friend 

and enemy.  

 So, as already suggested, Schmitt’s political theology seems intended as his own way 

of ‘overcoming’ Gnosticism – not in the sense of ‘suspending and carrying forward’ 

(Aufhebung) the Gnostic problematic, but in the sense of politically inhibiting an explosion of 

the conflict it anticipates (i.e. between good and evil, order and chaos). Such conflict is, for 

him, a permanent and constitutive historical possibility. He sees but one absolute, and only 

itself can stand against itself – i.e. only God, the ultimate figure of the absolute, can stand 

against God’s-self, and can do so precisely thanks to his internally bifurcated identity 

(formulated in the dogma of the Trinity) as both Creator and Redeemer. The only alternative 

he sees to this single bifurcation of the (transcendent) absolute is a chaos of multiple 

bifurcations of the (immanent) relative, i.e. of man against man, hominem contra homo ipse. 

Since empirically such relative conflicts are all we can perceive it is easy (all too easy, 

Schmitt thinks) to deny their identity as manifestations of a more ultimate absolute conflict.  

Schmitt’s political theology means to expose this identity by asserting a substantial 

relation between the new and the old and so also, one step further, a substantial dependence 

of the new (which he thinks regards itself as wholly immanent) on the ‘absolutes’ (good/evil, 

order/chaos) that the old theological concepts took explicitly as their referents. In this sense 

Schmitt’s method is not mystical or pejoratively metaphysical; it is rather historical or, better, 

Epimethean. Whereas modern positivists and Blumenberg (in different ways) take as their 

model Prometheus (i.e. Pro-metheus; semantically ‘fore-knowledge’, looking ahead and up), 

Schmitt takes as his model the Titan’s oft-forgotten Janus-faced twin, Epimetheus (i.e. Epi-

metheus; semantically ‘after-thought’, looking back and down)183; whereas Blumenberg et al. 

see legitimacy as proceeding from the optimistic ‘self-assertion’ or (even sometimes) ‘self-

empowerment’ of Prometheus, for Schmitt legitimacy can proceed only from the more 

pessimistic ‘looking-back’ of reference to history. Such ‘looking-back’ is precisely the self-

                                                             
183 See’s Kelley’s short study of the history of the Promeathean/Epimethean relationship in Kelley 1993, p. 100. 
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conceived task of his political theology, and indeed Schmitt did not hesitate to describe 

himself as an Epimethean thinker.  

Blumenberg does not ‘solve’ Schmitt’s permanent quasi-Gnostic problematic (as 

Schmitt’s political theology purports to do) yet neither does he ignore it (as Schmitt charges 

Kelsen and the positivists with doing). Recognition of this is key to understanding his 

difference with Schmitt. For Blumenberg does acknowledge the inevitability of ‘uproar’ 

within the absolute itself (‘god against god’, not merely ‘man against man’), yet unlike 

Schmitt he regards this intra-absolute division as a separation or articulation – effected by 

human beings – of multiple ‘absolute’ (though not permanent) powers each against every 

other, and not as a constitutive bifurcation of one absolute power against itself, by itself. We 

sow the uproar. The multiple powers we envisage in this effort are ‘absolute’ only in the 

sense that they are to some extent ‘given’; humanity faces an ‘absolutism of reality’ (a notion 

crucial to Blumenberg’s thinking on myth) and divides this absolutism by positing numerous 

principles or gods or ‘givens’ (i.e. myths, images, metaphors and other non-conceptual 

materials tacitly implanted in the thought of an epoch). The conflicts posited among these 

open up a space where culture is safe to develop. This division of the absolute for 

Blumenberg comes about, again, by us, through human ‘work’ (cf. Arendt) in numerous 

senses: most prominently, and equally, through the (rhetorical) employment of logos, mythos, 

and metaphor. Thus the division takes place wholly on the level of human ‘construction’ – it 

is we who employ these means and ‘make’ the lines of division – and yet that which we 

divide and articulate is something given or ‘found’, i.e. the absolute. And so rather than 

solving or ignoring Schmitt’s quasi-Gnostic conflict, Blumenberg ‘dissolves’ it in something 

like Wittgenstein’s sense; or rather he shows how the modern ‘existential program’ of self-

assertion reveals, historically, the possibility of its ‘overcoming’. Or rather again: 

Blumenberg shows how ‘an awareness of history’ supersedes the possibility of belief in an 

ultimate eschatological battle in history between good and evil (or, between absolute order 

and absolute chaos, etc.). There is no such battle, neither at history’s end and culmination (the 

orthodox Christian confession) nor in each of its ‘decisive’ moments (Schmitt’s claim); such 

is the lesson of history itself. Eschatological faith and historical awareness, as he writes in a 

letter to Schmitt, cannot hang together.  

In this light one can understand why Blumenberg affirms in that same letter the 

‘urgency’ of Schmitt’s ‘interpretation and promotion of the Katechon’. He sees clearly that 

the notion is essential to the coherence of Schmitt’s political theological project, regardless of 

his own skepticism about that project’s motivations and political consequences. For Schmitt’s 
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assertion of the role of the sovereign, while perhaps sufficient to support a jurisprudential 

point about modern state theory or to expose the deficiencies of legal positivism, is not 

enough to support his political theological assertion of a derivative relation between the new 

and the old which points ultimately to a substantial, ‘transcendent’, and thus legitimating 

referent. Without the Katechon, the purely ‘metaphorical’ or analogical nature of Schmitt’s 

political theology is all too apparent – and too weak. Schmitt’s political theology needs the 

almost mythical figure of the Katechon for the same reason, as we shall see, that Thomas 

Hobbes’s political philosophy needs (however improbably) the mythical figure of the 

Leviathan: only by appeal to such an absolute mythical image can something like 

‘eschatological faith’ be re-established and its stabilizing (and homogenizing) political effects 

re-created (ex nihilo) in a modern context where such faith is everywhere besieged and 

belied. Yet although Schmitt’s theory needs the Katechon, Blumenberg is convinced that we 

human beings do not. We are better off without him. 

One can formulate the logic of the difference between Schmitt and Blumenberg most 

clearly by reference to their interpretations of Goethe’s saying. Schmitt claims to have ‘found 

out’ the (true, single) meaning of the saying in (as Blumenberg rightly puts it) ‘an entirely 

conventional philological manner’, and writes as though he thinks (or wants us to think) that 

this ‘find’ legitimates his Christological reading to the exclusion of all other possibilities. His 

reading of the saying identifies a quasi-Gnostic bifurcation within the absolute itself (as 

expressed in the Trinity, i.e., ‘only God against God’), and based on this conviction he takes 

it as his project to establish the legitimacy of a sovereign/Katechon figure (who can restrain 

the implied eschatological conflict) by tracing the derivation of the concept of sovereignty 

back to its one true, substantial, and ultimately transcendent source through a kind of 

Epimethean ‘looking-back’. The category of secularization, as a ‘category of legitimacy’, is 

crucial to achieving this. 

Blumenberg, by contrast, expends great effort to demonstrate that the saying has no 

single proper meaning, even no single proper context. The saying is simply a ‘material’; we 

find it and we ‘work on’ it, as many did after the Second World War and as Goethe did 

throughout his life. Its applications are ‘boundless’ (which is not to say quantitatively 

‘infinite’), though Blumenberg’s preferred reading is close to that of the later Goethe: it is 

polytheistic (i.e., ‘only a god against a god’), and serves him as a statement of ‘the 

fundamental formula of myth in all its variations’. For Blumenberg, myth, like the political 

communities it helps to found, is necessarily plural – and we do well to let it remain so. In 

crafting myths we ‘divide’ the power of the absolute and open up a space in which to live. 
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We discover the secret of the gods – i.e. that their power is not permanent – and assert 

ourselves against them, then legitimate this self-assertive program by a Promethean ‘looking-

forward’ (i.e. by appeal to its necessity as a condition of our self-preservation) and never by 

an Epimethean ‘looking-back’. The category of secularization appears on this account as a 

‘category of illegitimacy’; it makes legitimate concepts and institutions seem illegitimate by 

portraying their merely negative lack of Epimethean validation as privative.  

The last several paragraphs have teased the limits of my discussion so far and perhaps 

made clear the need for a consideration of Schmitt and Blumenberg’s writings on myth. 

These considerations will enable an expanded reassessment of the logic of their difference in 

the paper’s conclusion where I shall be able to state more concretely than I have here the 

practical and political consequences of their difference  
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CHAPTER THREE: MYTH, POLITICS, AND POLITICAL MYTH 
 

1. Introduction 

 This final chapter could be a thesis in itself. No published work in English184 has been 

devoted exclusively to the relation between Schmitt’s and Blumenberg’s writings on myth185 

and, as for the political implications of these writings, only Jean-Claude Monod in France 

seems to have made an explicit comparison of their political thought186. My discussion here 

certainly falls within this scholarly gap, yet makes no pretension to fill it. The chapter’s aims 

are more limited: by assembling several elements from first Schmitt’s and then Blumenberg’s 

writings on myth, then setting these in an explicitly political context by reference to a 

distinction elaborated recently by Monod, I prepare for a reassessment of the logic of 

Schmitt’s and Blumenberg’s difference (in the paper’s conclusion) that sets more clearly in 

relief its practical and political consequences. 

 

2. Schmitt: myth as irrational theory 

 Without much distortion one may characterize Carl Schmitt’s project generally as a 

diatribe against ‘technology’187, which for him occupied the new (and no-longer-neutral) 

‘center’ of the twentieth-century’s ‘central domain’ as described in his ‘Neutralizations’ 

essay. Legal and scientific positivisms, constitutional liberalism, and also the Marxism of 

Schmitt’s time were all regarded by him as forms of technology; i.e., modes of ‘economic-

technical thinking’ designed to achieve an ‘electrification of the earth’ and determined to 

remain willfully ignorant of whatever stood in their way. In his early work Schmitt looked to 

the juridical complexio oppositorum of the Roman Catholic Church as the clearest model of 

an order able to ‘hold back’ this kind of disembedded thinking and its chaotic consequences. 

Yet as his own thinking developed – and especially after his excommunication from the 

Church in 1926 as a consequence of his second marriage (his first had not been annulled) – 

this early ecclesial confidence gave way to an interest in more secular forms of mythical 

imagery unconnected to any specific institution (and so available in principle to every 

institution). According to this later view, myth is a powerful irrational element which can be 

harnessed by the state to promote national unity and (what is the same) to mobilize its 
                                                             
184 Though Denis Trierweiler, in French, has discussed it (Trierweiler 2009).  
185 An essay by Stathis Gourgouris, discussed below, includes several pages on it (Gourgouris 1999). 
186 See Monod’s chapter in Monod (2007), ‘Sous-textes politiques’, especially pp. 206-211 where Schmitt is 
discussed explicitly. 
187 John McCormick has developed this point with great sophistication in his book Carl Schmitt’s Critique of 
Liberalism (McCormick 1997). 
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population against national enemies. In this way, it seems, myth (a ‘vitalistic’ element) can be 

united with technology (a mechanistic element) to produce a kind of inorganic proxy of the 

organic Catholic complexio oppositorum – which, at least in Europe, Schmitt had come to 

regard as practically unrealizable. To compare this proxy with Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein is 

perhaps too playful, but apt; the terrifying consequences of this unholy union of myth and 

technology have been the subject of innumerable studies since the Second World War, the 

most influential being Ernst Cassirer’s The Myth of the State (1945).   

 Yet the National Socialists’ exploitation of the Aryan myth seems not to have been 

the sort of application envisioned by Schmitt himself; to see this one needs to examine his 

theory of myth. Although he never made a systematic statement of this theory, its basic 

premises can be discerned in two texts: his early engagement with Sorel in the final chapter 

of his 1923 book The Crisis of Parliamentary Democracy entitled ‘Irrationalist theories of the 

direct use of force’ – published a decade before his Nazi involvement – and his 1938 book 

The Leviathan in the State Theory of Thomas Hobbes: Meaning and Failure of a Political 

Symbol – published two years after his fall from influence.  

 

 In an essay on Sorel’s theory of myth the commentator Sergio Rouanet sets Sorel’s 

thinking in the historical context of a fin de siècle Europe aimed at the ‘destruction’ of ‘the 

proud structure of European certainties’ and marked by a ‘new irrationality’ in science, 

philosophy, psychology and literature188. Sorel’s 1900 book Réflexions sur la Violence 

[Reflections on Violence], which is the subject of Schmitt’s own engagement with the French 

anarcho-syndicalist, is described by Rouanet as ‘an effort to rejuvenate socialism … in order 

to adjust its premises and methods to the new intellectual conditions’189. Rouanet identifies 

three defining aspects of Sorel’s project: its anti-intellectualism, activism (i.e., preference for 

images over ideas), and exaltation of heroism190. Professors and intellectuals, Sorel thought, 

offer only a ‘pusillanimous’ abstract rationalism and morality that would ‘civilize socialism, 

depriving it of its vitality and its aggressiveness’191. In collusion with the bourgeoisie these 

intellectuals advocate ‘utopias’, i.e. rational blueprints conceived in seminar rooms that are 

unable either to mobilize the people or to occasion heroic virtue. Myths, however, are not 

utopias, and Sorel saw a disjunction between the two. Unlike the torpid programs of the 

                                                             
188 Rouanet (1964), pp. 45-7 
189 Ibid., p. 48. 
190 Ibid., p. 51-58. 
191 Ibid., p. 52. 
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utopians, myths are ‘supra-intellectual’192 – they exist on the level of what Cornelius 

Castoriades has called the ‘social imaginary’193. Rouanet extracts from Sorel’s text four 

characteristics of his mature conception of myth194: myths have to be absorbed en bloc, and 

‘cannot be taken apart for study’; they have a ‘religious character’ and cannot be refuted; they 

are ‘incorporated into man’s personality and … [become] part of his psychic life’; and they 

are ‘creative’ and, in Bergson’s sense, ‘free’. Sorel is less interested in the content of myth 

than in its social function. As Rouanet puts it:  
 
‘[For Sorel] myth is an all-pervading atmosphere, irreducible to reason, responsible for the 
vitality of the group, and motivating all human behavior. … [it is] a social force, a system of 
images, whose function is to galvanize the masses, to justify all sacrifices, to prevent 
compromises, and to facilitate action by simplifying the problems at stake’195 

 

Sorel sees the clearest example of a modern myth as the proletarian ‘myth of the general 

strike’. The general strike is nothing but heroic ‘direct action’ – pure praxis – and more 

importantly it is entirely innocent of teleology: the proletarian ‘true believer’ (in Eric 

Hoffer’s sense196) will strike regardless of the potential outcome or chance of success. While 

the bourgeoisie acts in pursuit of an aim, and so employs ‘force’, the proletarian acts 

heroically and ‘violently’, driven by a myth and unbridled by the efficient demands of any 

calculated program. 

 Near the beginning of his chapter on Sorel Schmitt writes that Sorel’s theory of myth 

stands in ‘stark’ contradiction to rationalism: both the ‘dictatorship’ of absolute rationalism 

and also ‘the relative rationalism of the whole complex grouped around conceptions such as 

“balancing”, “public discussion,” and “parliamentarianism”’197. These are also Schmitt’s 

targets. For Sorel, he continues, ‘the great enthusiasm, the great moral decision and the great 

myth’ all spring from ‘the depths of a genuine life instinct, not out of reason or 

pragmatism’198. On this basis – i.e. Sorel’s exaltation of the non-rational decision (or, say, of 

its practical expression in direct action) – Schmitt draws a perhaps surprising comparison 

between the Sorel and a hero of the fourth chapter of his Political Theology, the Catholic 

Spaniard Donoso Cortés. Both Sorel and Donoso demand a decision, he writes, and many of 

                                                             
192 Ibid., p. 66. 
193 Discussed by Gourgouris (1999).  
194 Ibid., p. 67. 
195 Ibid., p. 65. 
196 See Eric Hoffer’s classic study The True Believer: Thoughts on the Nature of Mass Movements originally 
published in 1966. 
197 Schmitt (1985), p. 68. 
198 Ibid. 
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Donoso’s opinions ‘might have come word for word from Sorel, except that the anarchist 

stood on the side of the people’s instinct’199. Both rejected every ‘provisional half measure’ 

and demanded ‘the strictest discipline and morale’ in prosecuting ‘a decisive battle’200, and 

both saw that ‘[w]hatever value human life has … emerges from a state of war between those 

who are inspired by great mythical images to join [such a] battle’201.  

 So Donoso Cortés, Schmitt’s iconic political theologian, and Georges Sorel, who in 

his advocacy of the general strike appears as a paradigmatic maker of myth, are engaged in a 

similar pursuit: they are amassing forces, on ‘absolutely’ opposite sides, for a decisive 

‘mythic’ battle in history that can only be called eschatological. Yet whereas for Donoso the 

lines of this battle are revealed and somehow transcendent – it is a battle between divine 

order and satanic chaos – Sorel sees them in wholly immanent terms as drawn between ‘the 

immediacy of life’ and the many rationalist abstractions that muffle this immediacy. For 

Donoso there is but one ‘true mythos’, as one might say following Schmitt’s comment in his 

letter to Blumenberg; namely the single Christian mythos revealed by Christ through his 

Church. For Sorel it seems that true mythoi are as potentially numerous and various as the 

many (true, ‘immediate’) forms of ‘life’ itself; any institutionalized order, and perhaps 

especially that of the Church, can only stifle this diversity. Sorel advocates the many, Donoso 

the one.  

The point most significant for our purposes is this: both Donoso and Sorel are in the 

business of propagating mythical images in the service of ‘decisive’ confrontations, yet 

Donoso portrays his favored set of images as ‘found’ and ultimately singular whereas Sorel 

portrays his as ‘made’ or manufactured and necessarily plural. The difference between them 

is therefore like that between De Maistre and Bakunin, who decide respectively for and 

against the state’s power of absolute decision, but extends further into a dimension of myth 

and metaphor where a common set of methodological premises are apparent. For both 

employ the rhetoric of myth and yet, in terms suggested by Odo Marquand202, where Donoso 

the Catholic advocates a ‘monomyth’ in whose binary terms all decisions are defined (as 

either good or evil), Sorel sees a climate of ‘polymyth’, where decisions are made for certain 

myths over others in a context of always multiple, never binary possibilities. Rather than one 

good facing one evil, Sorel the anarchist sees a field of mythical options which either 

promote or stifle ‘life’ in varying degrees. Yet clearly for him as for Donoso a decision for 
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any one of these (relative) options is in itself, qua decision, absolute. In the act of deciding 

the decider becomes a true believer: where for Donoso this status has a deep significance – 

eschatological and soteriological – for Sorel its meaning is simply and entirely practical.  

 One may regard the change in Schmitt’s thinking, from confidence in the single 

mythos of the Church to a broader interest in the power of secular mythical imagery, as 

following these lines of difference between Donoso and Sorel. His early (Donoso-like) desire 

that the one institutionally particular complexio oppositorum of the Church should be 

reinstituted in Europe gave way to a new and more practical (Sorel-like) desire that the 

‘engine’, say, that powered this Roman Catholic possibility – namely, the one true 

monotheistic mythos upon which it is constructed – should be transplanted (or maybe, ‘read’) 

into existing political arrangements by means of political theology so that the institutional 

baggage of Roman Catholicism could thereby be set aside203. This change was major and 

qualitative: Schmitt seems to have reconceived the Christian monomythical expression of the 

‘true mythos’ as one possible expression among others by reducing its specifically Christian 

features to a single complex more minimal even than the creed of Thomas Hobbes: i.e., a 

‘legitimate’ mythical account need only recognize a sovereign (for Schmitt, God) who 

decides (or, who breaks into the natural order) on the exception (through miracles). Schmitt 

continues to regard this minimalized quasi-Christian monomyth as expressive of the true 

mythos – i.e., the ‘true’ metaphysical order of things – yet this continued conviction is less 

significant than his new pragmatic acknowledgment that any monomyth (including his own 

quasi-Christian one) needs to ‘win out’ over competing monomyths in a kind of Sorelian 

polymythical agon or (even) marketplace.  

  In this new climate, then, Schmitt seems to acknowledge that other mythical forms – 

other than his own quasi-Christian monomyth – may also express the true mythos (i.e., by 

recognizing a single sovereign) and may therefore have the same concrete practical effect of 

centralizing power and cementing political unity. He discusses two of these: first, still in his 

chapter on Sorel, national myths. Near the end of his chapter Schmitt cites a 1922 statement 

by Mussolini:  
 
‘We have created a national myth, this myth is a belief, a noble enthusiasm; it does not need 
to be reality, it is a striving and a hope, belief and courage. Our myth is the nation, the great 
nation which we want to make into a concrete reality for ourselves’204. 

 
                                                             
203 This point is my own, yet one could fruitfully compare Muller’s discussion of Schmitt’s ‘demonology’ 
(Muller 1999) and Gourgouris’s treatment of Schmitt’s theory of myth, cited already above (Gourgouris 1999).  
204 Schmitt (1985), p. 76. 
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Socialism, Mussolini went on to say, is an ‘inferior mythology’ and so shall fall before the 

superior (Italian) national myth. Schmitt agrees, commenting that ‘wherever it comes to an 

open confrontation of the two myths [i.e., of the nation and of class conflict], … the national 

myth has until today always been victorious’. Russia in 1923, he writes, posed a special threat 

to European order by its combination of these two myths of (nationalist) Slavism and 

(socialist) class conflict in a manner that drew on the irrational power of both. Thus the 

Italian and Russian myths, each unified by its nationalist element, appeared as two 

‘monomyths’ competing in Sorel’s anarchic polymythical arena: yet whereas the Italian 

monomyth centered on the figure of a sovereign (Mussolini), the competing Russian 

monomyth at the time officially rejected such absolute sovereignty (though in practice it 

centered on Lenin). The Italian monomyth was thus ‘restrained’ (i.e., its ‘great … abstract 

dangers’205 were limited by the power of a sovereign) while the Russian monomyth was not; 

or, put otherwise, the Italian monomyth ultimately did reflect Schmitt’s true mythos, while 

the Russian monomyth denied and negated it. In these terms one can understand Schmitt’s 

assertion, in the opening sentence of his ‘Neutralizations’ essay, that ‘[w]e in Central Europe 

live “sous l’oeil des Russes” [under the eye of the Russians]’. In Soviet Russia, Europe had 

met its great ‘mythical’ enemy.  
  

Schmitt discusses a second mythical form of the true mythos in his book on Hobbes’s 

Leviathan. Here we meet a mythical ‘political symbol’ that failed; as the commentator John 

McCormick puts it, Schmitt’s Hobbes book reveals the potential ‘mortality of myth’206. 

Schmitt describes Hobbes’s leviathan as ‘the strongest and most powerful image … [i]n the 

long history of political theories’. Through Hobbes’s work, this monstrous Hebrew figure 

became ‘a mythical symbol fraught with inscrutable meaning’207 and attained the status of ‘a 

mythical totality composed of god, man, animal, and machine’208. It attained this, Schmitt 

suggests, despite the tendency in England at the time to assume a ‘completely nonmythical … 

conception of the leviathan’ and employ the image primarily as ‘a humorous description of 

all sorts of unusually large and powerful men and things’209.  It is of secondary importance 

whether Hobbes intended to evoke the full force of this ancient image or not; he was playing 
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with fire, so to say, and ultimately the inherent power of the image guaranteed that his appeal 

to it would have such a full and finally self-destructive effect.  

  It may seem odd that Hobbes, the great originator of a purely rational modern 

political theory, should have employed such a mythical image at all, yet this apparent 

inconsistency may not have seemed inconsistent to Hobbes himself. For on Schmitt’s 

reading, Hobbes did not yet distinguish between ‘mechanism’ and ‘organism’ in the manner 

of his nineteenth- and twentieth-century century successors. For Hobbes,  
 
‘mechanism, organism, and work of art are still parts of the machine, conceived as products 
of the highest human creativity. Mechanism and the machine therefore had for him and for his 
age thoroughly mythical meanings’210. 

 

We are after all close to the 1648 establishment of the ius publicum europeaum at Westphalia 

(Leviathan was published in 1651), and nothing like Kelsen’s positivist dichotomy between 

the normative (purely rational) and non-normative (impurely or non-rational) had yet been 

suggested. According to Schmitt it is thanks precisely to Hobbes’s ‘mixture’ or holding 

together of mechanism (i.e. the rational, normative, inorganic) and image (i.e. the irrational, 

non-normative, organic) that his figure of the leviathan could ‘attain the highest level of 

mythical force’. Indeed, Schmitt writes, when ‘looked at from [this] … antithetical 

formulation of the organism-mechanism, Hobbes’ theory of the state continues to be of 

undiminished relevancy’211. It is relevant, that is, because it seems to work precisely the trick 

Schmitt himself would like to work: namely, the manufacture of a secular complexio 

oppositorum that avoids the Frankenstein-like effects of the unholy union of myth and 

technology.  

 Yet in the end Hobbes’s leviathan ‘failed’. In his ‘theoretical justification of the 

sovereign state’, Schmitt writes, Hobbes had left exposed a ‘barely visible crack’212: namely 

‘[t]he distinction between private and public, faith and confession, fides and confessio’213. It 

was Spinoza, Schmitt argues, who ‘exploited’ this. As he continues:  
 
‘Hobbes focused on public peace and the right of sovereign power; individual freedom of 
thought was an implicit right open only as long as it remained private. Now [in Spinoza] it is 
the inverse: Individual freedom of thought is the form-giving principle, the necessities of 
public peace as well as the right of sovereign power having been transformed into mere 
provisos’214. 
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For Hobbes, the state (as prior and ‘form-giving’) guarantees individual freedom; for 

Spinoza, individual freedom (as prior and ‘form-giving’) is guaranteed by the state. By 

allowing space for such ‘inner’ freedom of thought, Schmitt thinks, Hobbes readied the way 

for this ‘inversion’. The state, in Spinoza, thus becomes something wholly ‘outer’ and finally 

no more, Schmitt says, than a kind of ‘police … restricted to maintaining “public” calm, 

security and order’215. Such a ‘public and only … external power’, Schmitt writes, ‘is hollow 

and already dead from within. Such an earthly god has only the appearance and simulacra of 

divinity on his side’216. And so the leviathan, which for Hobbes had been  an expression of 

the ‘qualitative’ totality of the state (like the person of the Pope) and ‘much more than the 

sum total of all the particular participating wills’217, is made into a ‘quantitative’ totality, and 

thus something that could – and even should, given the horrifying significance of this ancient 

image – be combated and destroyed. As Schmitt writes: 
 
‘The leviathan, in the sense of the myth of the state as the “huge machine,” collapsed … when 
the organizations of individual freedom were used likes knives … to cut up the leviathan and 
divide his flesh among themselves’218 

 

Unlike Vico (the ‘true and great mythologist’) and Machiavelli (who himself ‘did 

become mythic’219), Hobbes ‘is neither a mythologist nor a mythic figure’220; rather, Schmitt 

credits the beast of Malmesbury with developing a ‘scientism … [with] an activist character 

in demanding a cosmos that would be dependent on the conscious work of men’221. By 

employing the ‘impressive symbol’ of the leviathan as an component of his scientistic 

project, Hobbes hoped to ‘restore natural unity’ – perhaps something like a complexio 

oppositorum – yet failed to see that ‘in using this symbol he was conjuring up the invisible 

forces of an old, ambiguous myth’222. Schmitt’s comment on this point is worth quoting in 

full: 
 
‘[Hobbes’s] work was overshadowed by the leviathan, and all his clear intellectual 
constructions and arguments were overcome in the vortex created by the symbol he conjured 
up. No clear chain of thought can stand up against the force of genuine, mythical images. 
There is only one question that such myths elicit, and that is: Does its path in the overall 
march of political destiny develop into good or evil, right or wrong? Whoever utilizes such 
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images easily glides into the role of a magician who summons the forces that cannot be 
matched by his arm, his eye, or any other measure of this human ability. He runs the risk that 
instead of encountering an ally he will meet a heartless demon who will deliver him into the 
hands of his enemies’223 
 

I have suggested that for Schmitt both Mussolini’s national myth and Hobbes’s image 

of the leviathan are mythical forms or expressions of the ‘true mythos’; the former had not yet 

failed (in 1923), the latter had failed long before. My more general suggestion is that 

Schmitt’s turn from ecclesial confidence to an interest in such secular mythologies was a 

pragmatic turn. He adopted more or less whole cloth Sorel’s conceptions of myth and of what 

I’ve called the polymythical arena – i.e., a kind of ‘state of nature’ where only the strongest 

myths survive – and began looking for a way to reinstitute the true mythos ‘by other means’ 

than Roman Catholicism. This reading accords well with Blumenberg’s interpretation of 

Schmitt’s political theology as a ‘metaphorical theology’: the political theologian draws on 

theological (and also, it seems now, mythical) images as need dictates and, thanks to these 

images’ historical pedigree and role in our collective imagination, avoids the cynicism of an 

openly theological politics. In this aim, however, Schmitt seems to have failed. He was 

unable, that is, to manufacture a proxy complexio oppositorum. His talk of ‘qualitative’ 

totality does something to protect him from charges of unbridled enthusiasm for the clearly 

‘quantitative’ totality of Nazism, yet it remains unclear whether any manufactured totality 

(such as Schmitt sought) can in practice be anything but ‘quantitative’. It seems, that is, that 

the consequences of any shotgun wedding between myth and technology will always be 

monstrous – at least when myth is conceived as an ‘absolute’ irrational theory or invocation 

of ‘demonic’ powers. Yet perhaps Schmitt’s desire to overcome the chaotic and alienating 

effects of modern technology (or, say, to overcome what Horkheimer and Adorno have called 

the dialectic of Enlightenment) can be satisfied after all by conceiving of myth differently. 

Blumenberg offers such a different conception and, I believe, for this reason succeeds where 

Schmitt fails.  

 

3. Blumenberg: myth as nonconceptual material 

A passage included by Blumenberg’s French commentator Denis Trierweiler as an 

epigraph to his review of the English translation of Work on Myth, taken from Blumenberg’s 

1989 book Höhlenausgänge (roughly, ‘Cave-exits’), conveys the spirit of his thinking on 

myth. 
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‘It may be that the final statement of the Tractatus [of Wittgenstein] – “What we cannot speak 
about we must pass over in silence” – is true; but what this means more precisely is quite 
simply that what we cannot speak about in a certain way, we must speak of in another 
way’224. 

 

For Blumenberg myth and metaphor appear as two ways of speaking in this ‘other way’, and 

much of his work consists of an effort to understand these non-conceptual modes of speech 

and thought. His early essay ‘Paradigms of a Metaphorology’ (1960), mentioned above, was 

intended as a programmatic statement of this project – namely the project of identifying a 

logos of metaphor by launching an investigation into the ‘antechamber’ of concept formation; 

or put otherwise, an inquiry into ‘the substructure of thought, the underground bottom, the 

solution [where] systematic crystallization [takes shape]’225. Such a metaphorological project 

could, he thought, replace a no-longer-viable metaphysics. Many of Blumenberg’s shorter 

texts offer studies of particular images: light as a metaphor for truth, the world as a 

book226dwelling in and escape from caves, and the metaphorics of shipwreck227, etc., yet his 

most sustained attention to non-conceptual ‘other ways’ of speaking seems to have been 

devoted to myth. His massive Work on Myth, more than 600 pages in translation, stands 

alongside Legitimacy of the Modern Age as one of his major works, and is one of only four of 

his book-length studies translated into English.  

 The novelty of Blumenberg’s approach lies in his starting point. Rather than 

approaching myth from the standpoint of its terminus ad quem – i.e. from the standpoint of 

what it ‘came before’, namely science, and so conceiving it as an early and inadequate ‘proto-

scientific’ means of accomplishing basically scientific aims – he suggests we start from its 

terminus a quo – i.e. myth’s own ‘point of departure’ or ‘the problem that myth tried to 

solve’228. This problem was and is, he suggests, the ‘absolutism of reality’, a notion he 

presents on the very first page of Work on Myth as a ‘limit concept’ or ‘initial situation that 

serves the purpose of the old status naturalis of philosophical theories of culture and the 

state’229. Blumenberg’s description of this concept itself is somewhat mythical: man’s 

adoption of a bipedal posture and movement into the savannah out of his former 
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‘concealment in the primeval forest’ was, he thinks, a kind of ‘situational leap’230. Human 

beings found themselves lacking in the instincts necessary for survival in this new 

environment and consequently in a state Blumenberg calls (following Freud) ‘anxiety’ 

(Angst) – i.e. ‘a pure state of indefinite anticipation … [or] intentionality of consciousness 

without an object’231. Such anxiety, then and now, ‘must again and again be rationalized into 

fear … [by] the substitution of the familiar for the unfamiliar, of explanations for the 

inexplicable, of names for the unnameable’232. This occurs most readily in the telling of 

stories, or more precisely in the re-telling and reworking of received stories in order to 

increase their ‘significance’ relative to present needs. Blumenberg calls this process ‘work on 

myth’. 

 Blumenberg’s debts to Ernst Cassirer are perhaps already apparent, though also one 

may already discern his critique of that earlier thinker (d. 1945). Cassirer was indeed one of 

the twentieth century’s most penetrating thinkers on myth, and his thinking influenced 

Blumenberg in many respects233. Myth was granted a prominent place in his philosophy of 

symbolic forms as a kind of ‘representative’ form which, in terms of its sophistication, he 

located between (lower, emotional) ‘expressive’ forms and (higher, finally scientific) 

‘significative’ forms. Man, for Cassirer the philosophical anthropologist, is an animal 

symbolicum – a symbolic animal – and mankind’s crafting of symbolic forms as a way of 

coping with reality is a manifestation of this essential nature. In this way, on the one hand, 

Cassirer recuperated myth in a positivist climate deeply hostile to all things mythical, and 

Blumenberg carries forward this aspect of his project. Yet on the other hand he retained a 

more or less traditional understanding of mythos as something destined to be superseded by 

logos234. Thus his shock, expressed in his The Myth of the State and widely shared, at Nazi 

Germany’s apparent regression to an uncritical reliance on more ‘primitive’, mythical 

symbolic forms.  

Blumenberg seems to accept something like Cassirer’s notion of symbolic forms, 

though he leaves aside his terminology. Though he thinks we do cope with ‘the absolutism of 

reality’ by crafting things functionally similar to these forms – i.e., by familiarizing, 

explaining, and naming, as quoted above – he tempers this acknowledgment with two 

reservations. First, rather than talking about the essential nature of man as an animal 
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symbolicum, Blumenberg suggests that we talk about how man made himself into such an 

animal as a way of responding to a felt need – namely, the need to create distance between 

himself and reality. Here, as in his critique of secularization, Blumenberg’s approach is 

functionalist rather than substantialist: man’s current identity is the historical product of a 

necessary (and so, incidentally, legitimate) effort to serve a certain function, and we do better 

not to regard these efforts themselves as derivations of (and so dependent upon) a substantial 

human nature. Second, Blumenberg takes issue with Cassirer’s view that some symbolic 

forms are ‘higher’ than others, and specifically his belief that human beings are proceeding 

(or, say, progressing) inexorably from mythos to logos. He calls this belief ‘a dangerous 

misconstruction’235, writing that: 
 
‘The boundary line between myth and logos is imaginary and does not obviate the need to 
inquire about the logos of myth in the process of working free of the absolutism of reality. 
Myth is itself a piece of high-carat “work of logos”’236. 
 

Myth is thus not a candidate for supersession, at least not in Cassirer’s sense. Work on myth 

is in a broad sense ‘rational’ insofar as it appears as a central component of the ‘rationalizing’ 

process whereby human beings work to overcome the absolutism of reality. We work ‘on’ 

myth by means of logos, and the myths and mytho-logies we thereby develop are ‘high-carat’ 

in the sense of being densely concentrated and resistant to further division or analysis. 

(Though not entirely resistant of course: as Blumenberg writes, despite their strong ‘narrative 

core’ myths exhibit a ‘pronounced capacity for marginal variation’ and ‘are not like “holy 

texts,” which cannot be altered by one iota’237 ). In this way Blumenberg distinguishes 

between the ‘work of myth’ and ‘work on myth’. The former work of myth, he thinks – the 

deep origin of mythical stories – is not available to us; it is not rational in any sense. We have 

no record of it and so we cannot know it. All we do have are the textual traces of subsequent 

(and broadly ‘rational’) work on the products of this original work; i.e. we can examine the 

record of how these narrative products have been transformed and (even) ‘evolved’ in 

response to circumstances. Mythos and logos appear in this record, he thinks, as mutually 

inextricable; neither as such appears as ‘higher’ or more sophisticated than the other, and 

neither can be ‘left behind’. 

 Myth thus continues to function in tandem with the (scientific, etc.) work of logos, 

and does so largely through ‘institutions’ – a notion Blumenberg employs in the technical 
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sense developed by Arnold Gehlen. Wallace describes this notion in his introduction to Work 

on Myth: 
 
‘[The notion of “institutions”] designates a mode of behavior or thought structure that has not 
been rationally [in a narrow sense] or purposefully constructed (as “institutions,” in one 
common sense, are thought of as being or having been), but rather is simply inherited and 
taken for granted, without any explicit justification, as “the way we do things” or the way we 
think’238. 

 

Of course this description seems to raise the flag of ideology – for how can Blumenberg’s 

theory incorporate such a seemingly uncritical notion without falling into irrationalism or 

even traditionalist obscurantism? But Blumenberg seems not to regard the notion as 

inherently uncritical; rather to the contrary. For if indeed one were to regard institutions as 

‘absolute’ in themselves (a view Blumenberg does not advocate) this would only recreate a 

kind of absolutism which after all it is the whole business of myth to overcome. His thinking 

on institutions seems, rather, to turn on the question of how best to distribute the burden of 

proof when it appears that some institution is failing in its function and so stands in need of 

reform. One should perhaps pause, he thinks, before following Descartes (et al.) in laying the 

burden of proof wholly on such institutions themselves; i.e. before granting, say, that ‘the 

best way to build cities rationally [is] to begin by razing old cities’. Rather, he thinks, one 

does well to acknowledge (and one needn’t be a conservative to do so) that, as Wallace puts 

it, a (critical) reliance on institutions is 
 
‘simply the rational way to deal with the antinomy between the endless nature of the process 
of rational inquiry and the finite nature of our lives, which [as Blumenberg puts it] makes it 
“rational not to be rational to the utmost extent,” and even to want to see good arguments for 
abandoning practices that, even if the reasons for them are not obvious, have so far “stood the 
test of time”’239. 

 

We do well, then, to ‘work on’ (given) institutions just as we ‘work on’ (given) myths and – 

as also in our work on myth – to lay the burden of proof primarily on ourselves, the reformers 

or revisers, and not on the materials we would reform or revise. Indeed it is crucial (as we 

shall see) that such institutional reform, like our work on myth itself, should never cease. 

 Just as some would replace given myths or mythical institutions with more rational 

alternatives (constructed, as it were, ex nihilo), others would replace them, strategically, with 

other similarly ‘constructed’ myths (and Schmitt, of course, is implicated here). Yet 
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Blumenberg emphasizes the difference between such pragmatically constructed myths on the 

one hand – which he seems to regard as the products of a kind of ‘illegitimate’ work of myth 

– and what he calls ‘genuine myths’ on the other. If genuine myths (e.g. Odysseus, 

Prometheus, Faust) have ‘evolved’ and been strengthened over a period of centuries through 

human ‘work on’ them in a process Blumenberg describes strikingly as a ‘Darwinism of 

words’, then such artificial myths may perhaps be thought of as similar to the products of 

genetic engineering – they seem similar to genuine myths in every respect, yet lack a quality 

Blumenberg calls ‘significance’. He writes: 
 
‘Significance is one of the concepts that can be explained but cannot, in the strict sense, be 
defined. Heidegger associated it … with the “worldhood” of the world … Equipping 
something with significance is not something we can choose to do. Even granting that man 
makes history, still there is at least one of its side effects that man does not make; this is the 
“charging” of constituent parts of the human world with significance’240.  

 

‘Fiction’, Blumenberg continues later, ‘cannot allow itself the significance that reality 

produces without losing credibility’241; or rather, as it seems one may extend this comment, 

without losing its legitimacy. And what is manifestly illegitimate – like the artificial myths 

Schmitt would combine with technology – can be maintained only by force or other 

‘monstrous’ means.  

 Work on Myth is divided into five parts. The first two outline analytically the main 

elements of Blumenberg’s thinking on myth, the latter three employ these elements in an 

extended investigation of the story of Prometheus. The concluding chapter of the first, 

analytical portion (Part II, Chapter 4) – the portion from which all the elements discussed so 

far have been drawn – is entitled ‘To Bring Myth To An End’ and introduces Blumenberg’s 

important notion of a ‘final myth’. Just as non-genuine or artificial myths in varying degrees 

try to seize up the (natural) process of work on myth – i.e. to replace the evolution of genuine 

mythical stories with other, more ‘fixed’ and seemingly useful stories – final myths present 

themselves as ‘myths to end all [work on] myth’. As Blumenburg writes: 
 
‘The limit concept of the work of myth could be what I have called the absolutism of reality; 
the limit concept of work on myth would be to bring myth to an end, to venture the most 
extreme deformation, which only just allows or almost no longer allows the original figure to 
be recognized. For the theory of reception this would be the fiction of a final myth, that is, of 
a myth that fully exploits , and exhausts, the form’242. 
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Blumenberg’s main illustration of a final myth is what he calls ‘the fundamental myth of 

German Idealism’ especially as presented in the anonymous so-called ‘System Fragment’ of 

1797. In order to overcome finally and truly the ‘epistemological demon’243 Descartes had 

introduced into modern consciousness (his malin génie) the Idealists sought to establish ‘the 

cognitive subject’ as ‘the authority that is responsible for the object it knows’. On such a 

view the world appears on ‘the horizon of the subject’s experience as something it has made’ 

and about which, therefore, it cannot be fundamentally deceived244. In this way the 

absolutism of reality – the ‘limit concept’ and motivating condition of every genuine work of 

myth – seems permanently overcome; the mythical ‘form’ is exhausted and, since one needs 

no ‘distance’ from a world oneself has created, all work on myth ceases. Other final myths 

have been attempted after this one; among Blumenberg’s examples are Schopenhauer’s 

assertion of the transmigration of souls, Nietzsche’s myth of eternal recurrence, and 

Heidegger’s story of Being. All of these, he writes,  
 
‘are mythical [and are ‘final myths’] precisely in the fact that they drive out the desire to ask 
for more and to invent more to add. While they do not provide answers to questions, they 
make it seem as though there is nothing left to ask about’245. 

 

Yet for Blumenberg such a cessation of work on myth is dangerous, for despite these 

‘fictitious’ final and artificial myths’ pretensions to finality there is in fact ‘no end to myth, 

although aesthetic feats of strength aimed at bringing it to an end occur again and again’246. 

And more than this, as Denis Trierweiler suggest, ‘[o]nly work on myth makes it possible to 

arm ourselves against the work of myth’ – i.e., one might say, only the genuinely critical 

activity of constantly reworking mythical materials can protect a society from the uncritical 

(dogmatic or ideological) acceptance of the products of an (artificial, illegitimate) work of 

myth.  

 For Blumenberg the task of myth is expressed clearly in Goethe’s cryptic saying – 

‘against a god only a god’ – which, recall, appears to him on such a reading as ‘the 

fundamental formulation of myth in all its figurations’. In its very conception as a genre, he 

thinks, myth is meant to effect a separation of powers, a dividing of the absolutism of reality. 

In a climate of ‘polymyth’ (again in Marquand’s language) humanity creates ‘breathing 

space’ for culture and overcomes its initial anxiety. Such a ‘divided’ polymythical climate 

                                                             
243 Ibid., p. 267. 
244 Cited in Wallace (1984), p. 102. Emphasis added. The point is Wallaces’s.  
245 Blumenberg (1988), p. 288. 
246 Blumenberg (1988), p. 633. Cited in Trierweiler (1998), p. 159. 
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appears then for Blumenberg as the goal, whereas for Schmitt it appears as precisely the 

initial condition we need to overcome by the sovereign’s decision for one monomyth (i.e., in 

Blumenberg’s sense, for either a ‘final’ or artificial myth). Put otherwise: Blumenberg 

conceives the state of nature as humanity’s encounter with the (absolute) ‘one’, and seeks 

escape into the ‘many’ of culture; Schmitt conceives the state of nature as precisely a 

submersion in the (relative) ‘many’, and seeks escape into the ‘one’ of sovereignty. In this 

light one can understand Stathis Gourgouris’s suggestion, in his brief comparative discussion 

of Schmitt’s and Blumenberg’s theories of myth, that in 1969 Schmitt may have regarded 

Blumenberg’s position as ‘a late version of Sorel’s’; i.e. as a (now allegedly positivist) recipe 

for political anarchy which, to make matters worse, even rejected ‘the political expediency 

that characterized Sorel’s forceful challenge to Hegelian Marxism’ – namely his demand for 

an absolute decision. Yet despite his rejection of decisionism Blumenberg is no 

straightforward dialectician; recall his antipathy for such views as expressed in his final letter 

to Schmitt. For him, it seems, the notions of ‘significance’ and of (mythically founded) 

‘institutions’ stand in for Schmitt’s moments of absolute (sovereign) decision as the nodes or 

points of social constitution and stability; we ‘work on’ these (given) institutions by renewing 

and ‘cultivating’ their significance, and it is somehow our (contingent, plural) culture(s) 

which these institutions represent and not the (absolute, singular) intervention of a sovereign 

that, so to say, makes it all hang together.  

 A final word should be said about the relation between Blumenberg’s thinking on 

myth and Adorno and Horkheimer’s notion of the dialectic of Enlightenment. I’ve suggested 

that Schmitt tries to overcome this dialectic by a strategic propagation of certain kinds of 

myth and metaphorical relations which he thinks can counteract the malaises of technology 

and likewise (by implication) of ‘instrumental reason’ through the creation of a proxy 

complexio oppositorum. One reviewer of Work on Myth, Bernard Yack, cites a suggestion 

due originally, it seems, to the German commentator Christine Bürger: namely, that 

Blumenberg seems to intend his Work on Myth largely ‘as an answer to The Dialectic of 

Enlightenment’247. Another commentator, Gregor Campbell, develops this point more fully in 

his double review of Legitimacy and Work on Myth: 
 
‘Blumenberg interprets the Enlightenment in a fascinating parallel to Horkheimer and 
Adorno: the whole project of modernity and Enlightenment as the self-assertion of mankind 
through the empowerment of reasons is part of a historical process already begun by myth. 
Myth opens up a discursive space that allows humanity to control outside forces and 

                                                             
247 Yack (1987), p. 245. 
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legitimate itself in the threatening play of natural contingency. In short, myth helps create the 
lifeworld and even legitimate reason as the normative discourse of modernity’248. 

 

And so for Blumenberg, Campbell concludes, ‘[i]nstrumental reason and myth equally free us 

from what Blumenberg calls the “absolutism of reality”’249. By re-conceiving myth as no 

longer an ‘irrational theory’ or a somehow more primitive symbolic form destined to be 

overcome by reason Blumenberg clears the way, I would suggest, for just the kind of 

complexio oppositorum (i.e., an ‘organic’ and yet secular kind) that Schmitt would like to 

create. In a sense one may say, again, that he ‘dissolves’ Schmitt’s problem: for on his 

account there is no question of forcing a Frankenstein-like marriage between irrational myth 

and rational technology (if one takes technology to mean just the manifestation and 

expression of instrumental reason) since for him both myth and reason are written into the 

very point of origin of the human endeavor as dual means of fending off the absolutism of 

reality. The logic of this claim is perhaps similar to that which he identifies in the Christian 

dogma of the Trinity, which (recall) intended to overcome the perennial temptation of 

Gnosticism by inscribing both Father and Son, Creator and Redeemer, emanation and return, 

into the ‘beginning’ (cf. John 1:1) thus moderating the conflict between them and overcoming 

the (Gnostic) sense of material ‘fallenness’.   

 

4. Conclusion: from myth to political myth 

 The difference between Schmitt’s and Blumenberg’s conceptions of myth parallels 

the ‘logic of their difference’ over the status of the category of secularization. Schmitt 

presents his view as substantive: by evoking myths, as Hobbes evoked the leviathan, one 

‘conjures up’ substantial, irrational, even ‘demonic’ powers. One can harness these powers to 

‘restrain’ the explosion of conflict between the two ever-present quasi-Gnostic principles of 

order and chaos, and Schmitt is convinced that this conflict can never be overcome since it is 

written into the order of things. Yet Blumenberg thinks we have overcome it: i.e., that there 

are no grounds for such eschatological Gnosticism in the modern age since we’ve found 

better, non-eschatological (i.e., historical, functional) ways of thinking and talking about our 

human situation. Rather than trying to hold in tension the poles of such an imagined 

metaphysical enmity from which we can take no distance (i.e. the enmity within God himself 

or, say, within the personalized ‘absolute’), now we assert ourselves against absolute power 

by ‘dividing’ it into not two but a multitude of powers, and so open up a living space. We do 
                                                             
248 Campbell (1991), p. 62-3. 
249 Ibid. 
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so ‘rhetorically’, as we shall see presently – through story, myth, and metaphor – not 

metaphysically.  

For Blumenberg such rhetorical ‘work on’ various accounts of the absolute is all we 

can do and is, in the end, all that Schmitt’s political theology, despite itself, does do. Thus 

Schmitt’s strategic political theological employment of myth and metaphor appears as either 

(at best) a kind of un-self-conscious ‘work on’ these materials or (at worst) an illegitimate 

‘work of’ myth and metaphor – a kind of noble lie – meant to ‘bring to an end’ work on these 

materials by anyone but the sovereign. If this is so, and if both Schmitt and Blumenberg are 

indeed at bottom engaged in the same kind of mythical or metaphorical ‘work’, then new 

questions arise which can only be called political: namely, which myths should we advocate 

or ‘work on’? In what manner or spirit should we do so? And what practical effects will our 

answers to these questions have on our political communities?  

 A distinction implied by Blumenberg and developed recently in a lecture by Jean-

Claude Monod goes some distance toward answering at least the third of these questions: the 

distinction, namely, between what Monod calls a ‘Platonist politics’ and a ‘rhetorical 

politics’. The difference between them consists in their different understandings of rhetoric. 

A Platonist politics, under Monod’s description, treats rhetoric as a tool employed by the 

Guardians of a city to sway the opinions of its citizens and thereby control their conduct. On 

this view the practice of rhetoric is subordinated to the Good or the True, and serves merely 

as a conduit to ‘transfer’ rationality (however imperfectly) from the ideal sphere where these 

forms subsist to the manifestly irrational terrain of everyday practice. Such a description is 

very much cast in Platonic language of course, yet one can readily discern such a relational 

structure in any number of recent political theories and circumstances – not least in Schmitt’s 

authoritarian notion of state sovereignty250. Likewise, it assumes a very common (derogatory) 

understanding of the function of rhetoric. Different from this, Monod suggests, is a rhetorical 

politics: 
 
‘For the “rhetorical conception of politics” rhetoric and the democratic confrontation of 
various viewpoints are not only a kind of concession or a pedagogic process by which people 
should be led to truth – a truth already existing prior to discussion so that it should be 
recovered or re-discovered. [For] there is nothing beyond these “technics of truth” [i.e., 
Foucault’s notion]’. 

 

                                                             
250 Indeed Monod identifies Schmitt by name: ‘Blumenberg’s [political] view … seems directed against the kind 
of decisionist or “tyrannical” despise for what Carl Schmitt called “infinite discussion” or what Donoso Cortés 
called the “discussing class”. 
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For a rhetorical politics, the open give-and-take of rhetorically-crafted reasons and arguments 

by the members of a population is itself the final political goal. Although a Platonist politics 

may seem to ‘spare us the disorders of irrationality and democracy’ implied by this exchange, 

Monod continues, for Blumenberg both political modes are in fact themselves rhetorical 

modes – i.e. upon closer inspection the seemingly more stable and substantial Platonist 

alternative is revealed as a ‘rhetoric of anti-rhetoric’. Even Plato’s own denunciation of the 

sophists was cast in a literary form. 

 Monod draws this Platonist/rhetorical distinction on the basis of Blumenberg’s essay 

‘An Anthropological Approach to the Contemporary Significance of Rhetoric’, where both 

terms are clearly implied but never explicitly distinguished as political modes. There, 

Blumenberg suggests that ‘the traditional basic conceptions’ of rhetoric can be reduced to 

two: ‘[r]hetoric has to do either with the consequences of possessing truth [as in a Platonist 

politics] or with the difficulties that result from the impossibility of attaining truth [as in a 

rhetorical politics]’. The former conception regards man as a ‘rich creature’ who ‘ornaments’ 

his (deep, substantial) knowledge with rhetoric to make it palatable for the uninitiated and 

more useful for, say, those ‘in the know’; the latter regards man as a ‘poor creature’ who 

needs rhetoric (i.e., ‘the art of appearance’) to ‘help him deal with his lack of truth’251. 

Clearly Blumenberg’s sympathies lie with this latter, positive conception, and in fact his 

treatment of it in this essay leads him to defend a position almost point-for-point opposite 

Schmitt’s.  

 Blumenberg identifies two characteristics of a ‘rhetorical situation’. We are forced to 

employ rhetoric, he writes, when, first, we ‘lack definitive evidence’ and so the right course 

of action is not obvious and, second, when we are nonetheless ‘compelled to act’ – indeed, as 

he puts it elsewhere, compelled to decide252. The comparison with Schmitt suggests itself: 

faced with an exceptional situation seemingly ungoverned by any norm and yet forced to 

decide, for Schmitt, the sovereign decides. Yet here, for Blumenberg, the prescribed response 

is precisely the opposite: for it is in just such situations, he thinks, that we must employ 

rhetoric; i.e. we must ‘discuss’, in the manner so distasteful to Donoso and to Schmitt. The 

only alternative to such discussion, Blumenberg thinks, is ‘force’ – just the sort of ‘force’, it 

seems, that is threatened or exercised by Schmitt’s sovereign. As Blumenberg sees it, force 

                                                             
251 Blumenberg (1986), p. 430. 
252 Ibid., p. 441. 
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and rhetoric form a disjunction: ‘[e]verything that is not force goes over to the side of 

rhetoric, and rhetoric implies the renunciation of force’253.  

To understand Blumenberg’s argument one must bracket any ‘Platonic’ notions of 

rhetoric as inherently manipulative or misleading. For Blumenberg rhetoric is precisely not 

‘sophistry’; rather, its meaning overlaps with his notion of ‘work on’ myth and metaphor. For 

like myth, ‘rhetoric’, he writes, ‘creates institutions where evident truths are lacking’254 (and 

here again he cites Gehlen255). It is within these institutions – including parliament itself – 

that we work to build ‘consensus’, a term Blumenberg uses consciously in its Ciceronian 

sense256 to refer not only to ‘the production of mutual understanding, agreement, or 

toleration’ but also to the construction of a ‘pragmatic substratum’ – constituted by these 

social achievements – able to serve as our ‘basis for the concept of what is “real”’257. 

Rhetoric, like myth and metaphor, is for him broadly a ‘form of rationality itself … a rational 

way of coming to terms with the provisionality of reason’258. It is governed by what he calls, 

in a play on Leibniz, ‘the principle of insufficient reason’: for, as he writes,  
 
‘[i]f man’s world accorded with the optimism of the metaphysics of Leibniz, who thought that 
he could assign a sufficient reason [to everything] … then there would be no rhetoric, because 
there would be neither the need nor the possibility of using it effectively’259 

 

But man’s world, he thinks, does not accord with such a metaphysics. Our reasons are very 

often not ‘sufficient’ – especially in political situations. He goes so far as to suggest, in fact, 

that ‘man does not belong to [a] cosmos’ at all, for reality (i.e. in its singular ‘absolutism’) is 

marked by ‘a deficiency of pre-given, prepared structures to fit into and of regulatory 

processes for a connected system that would deserve to be called a “cosmos” and within 

which something could be called part of the cosmos’260. If there is a cosmos then it is not 

simply (metaphysically) given; rather, its structures and processes and connections appear 

only through our own ‘work on’ logos, mythos, and metaphor – a ‘work’ that is in every 

instance rhetorical.  

 In these terms one may identify a distinction within Monod’s ‘Platonist politics’: such 

a politics will strategically employ rhetoric, myth, and other ‘nonconceptual materials’ to 

                                                             
253 Ibid., p. 437. 
254 Ibid., p. 435. 
255 Ibid., p. 439. 
256 Ibid., p. 457. See Wallace’s note ‘d’ 
257 Ibid., p. 433. 
258 Ibid., p. 452. On this point see Fritzman (1992). 
259 Ibid., p. 447. 
260 Ibid., p. 433. 
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align itself with the True in one of two ways: either directly, through a kind of ‘theological 

politics’ (with its ‘open cynicism’), or else indirectly, by reference to an alleged skein of 

derivative relations through a kind of ‘political theology’. In both cases there is assumed to 

exist some substantial cosmic ‘connected system’ that every effective political structure must 

reflect. Yet this ‘connected system’ is portrayed differently in each case: by the former, direct 

approach the system is portrayed as ultimately rational and thus is seen to legitimate an 

openly theological politics; by the latter, indirect approach it is portrayed as ultimately 

irrational (or rather voluntaristic, indeterminable) and thus is seen to call for a different kind 

of legitimation based on the constitutive function of a (metaphorical or figural) sovereign 

voluntas and the formal or structural relations this implies.  

Yet this latter, political theological mode of Platonist politics seems always ready to 

collapse into its supposed opposite, rhetorical politics. For already it has made the crucial 

concession – the cosmic ‘connected system’ is not finally rational – and already it has 

adopted a ‘rhetorical’ (or, metaphorical) mode of legitimation, the only mode left to it. In 

these terms, the only remaining difference that makes a difference between something like 

Schmitt’s (political theological) Platonist politics and Blumenberg’s rhetorical politics is that 

Schmitt wants to cover up his project’s rhetorical nature while Blumenberg wants to headline 

it. Schmitt seems to regard such reliance on rhetoric as an embarrassing ‘necessary evil’ for, 

on his view, rhetoric like myth is ‘irrational’. For Blumenberg however, who regards our 

‘work on’ nonconceptual materials as itself ‘rational’ in a broad sense, the strength of any 

politics will emerge precisely from an open admission of its rhetorical nature and from the 

successful construction, on this basis, of a ‘pragmatic substratum’ of institutions to constitute 

and stabilize a political culture.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

1. Reassessing ‘the logic of their difference’ 

 In the introduction I claimed that considering Schmitt’s and Blumenberg’s writings on 

myth would serve to clarify my initial account of the logic of their difference. Indeed, by 

reading their debate through these writings something implied in Chapters One and Two does 

more become clear: namely, that the difference between these thinkers is not finally logical 

but rhetorical. Each consciously adopts and advocates a certain rhetorical stance as such (i.e. 

as a rhetoric, never as a position rationally ‘founded’ all the way down). As the difference 

between these stances come to be articulated through their debate one finds that it does 

follow a certain logic. It has been the task of these pages to map out this logic; I have offered 

several statements of it above and shall not repeat these here. At bottom however it does 

seem that this ‘logic’ of their difference is built upon something rather more illogical – 

namely upon their different political intuitions about the nature and function of political 

myth261 and, even more basically, upon their opposing ‘decisions on’ (as one might say) the 

force/rhetoric disjunction.  

Schmitt’s political intuitions are basically ‘Platonic’ in Monod’s sense, yet he follows 

Sorel (and Blumenberg) in making what I’ve called a crucial concession – i.e. in admitting 

that the ‘true’ metaphysical order is not at bottom rational. This makes him willing to 

advocate certain ‘non-rational’ political metaphors and symbols and (later) even irrational 

myths, including that of the sovereign or Katechon, which he hopes (I’ve suggested) can 

bring about a secular proxy of the Catholic complexio oppositorum. By contrast 

Blumenberg’s political intuitions are deeply democratic and ‘rhetorical’ in Monod’s sense. 

He does not so much ‘advocate’ any particular political myth as he does point out the already 

mythical (i.e. nonconceptual, rhetorical)  nature of all the given ‘institutions’ of our political 

culture. He advises that we work on these ‘democratically’ and without appeal to what Rorty 

used to call ‘The Way Things Are’; without appeal, that is, to any deep ‘substance’ 

underlying the materials on which we work. As such these materials are ‘given’ in some 

                                                             
261 The Italian scholar Chiara Bottici has recently been working to elaborate what she calls a ‘philosophy of 
political myth’ based on Blumenberg’s work. See her book under this same title (Bottici 2007) and also a 
comparative article on the history of theories of political myth (Bottici 2009). For Bottici the paradigmatic 
example of a contemporary political myth is Samuel Huntington’s notion of a ‘clash of civilizations’. She 
discussed this example both in her book and also in a co-authored piece (Bottici and Challand 2006). Of several 
recent studies on myth and its political implications (e.g., Flood 1996), Bottici’s is the only one to make 
reference to Blumenberg. An examination of the Schmitt-Blumenberg debate explicitly in the context of 
Bottici’s work would seem to be a very promising avenue for further study.  
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particular form, but their meaning is not. We can attain a kind of pragmatic consensus on 

their meaning, Blumenberg thinks, in just two ways: by the threat of force, or the effective 

use of rhetoric. Where Schmitt decides for a climate of force (i.e., the ‘shock and awe’ of a 

centralized power), Blumenberg decides for a culture of rhetoric (i.e., the division or 

balancing of every centralized power).  

Thus the Schmitt-Blumenberg debate seems to conclude at a crossroads indeed – a 

real ‘either/or’ of the sort Schmitt would relish. Still more he would relish that all the 

disjunctions in question are all political: force or rhetoric, authority or democracy, the 

sovereign or a skein of institutions. I would not suggest of course that one should choose 

either for Schmitt or for Blumenberg individually; their bodies of work are too complex and 

their difference too multi-faceted to allow for such a simple dichotomy. It does however seem 

that the examination of their debate ‘sets in relief’, as I’ve said, the practical and political 

consequences of opting for one or the other pole of these disjunctions. For Schmitt’s position 

masterfully works out the logic and exposes the strengths and dangers of an increasingly 

present modern political possibility, namely that of state in which a sovereign figure or 

‘Platonic’-style ruling elite is legitimized rhetorically by its supposed deep connection with 

substantial theological or metaphysical sources (either God or, say, the iron-clad laws of 

dialectical or historical materialism). Though such possibilities – based on force, authority, 

and sovereign power – may in theory look like a complexio oppositorum, too often in practice 

they just look like fascism. Blumenberg’s position likewis, works out the logic of a counter-

position that seems to avoid the rationalist pitfalls and blind-spots identified by Schmitt (as 

also by Horkheimer and Adorno) and which accordingly seems better positioned than many 

contemporary political theories to undergird a quite different political possibility: namely one 

that is ‘rhetorical’ (in Blumenberg’s recuperated sense), democratic, and consists largely in 

‘working’ together ‘on’ given institutions. Having dropped the rhetoric of secularization and 

its attendant allegations of illegitimacy, such a political possibility would seem to open the 

way for a more truly plural political culture than most of us living in the North Atlantic 

liberal democracies currently enjoy, and that would be a good thing indeed.  

 

  



APPENDIX: 
THE SCHMITT-BLUMENBERG CORRESPONDENCE (1971-1978) 

 
 
 
1. HANS BLUMENBERG TO CARL SCHMITT 

 
Münster (Westphalia), the 24/3/1971 Johannisstraße 
 
Dear Mr. Schmitt! 

Since becoming acquainted with the comments you made about my book in your Political Theology II I 
have had the urge to write to you. I was encouraged to do so only through a communication with Rainer Specht. 

It is of course no appropriate that one who has been reviewed should in turn grade his reviewer. Yet perhaps 
you will grant me an exemption from this rule and allow me to say that none of the remarks that have been made 
about my book have stimulated me so much to go above the standing of the book as much as the few pages you have 
devoted to it. 

You have rightly fought against the "generalizing mixture” of your theses with all possible uses of the term 
secularization. I myself already noticed this with annoyance upon making the final corrections [of my text]. But 
occasionally an author has to change the formulations of the position he wants to criticize in order to make its 
intentions more clear, without thereby distorting them or playing them down. Only through your criticism have I 
fully realized that I played down your position by over-generalizing the specific use of the category of secularization. 
I was concerned to show what should be required when using the concept of secularization to explain something, and 
[to show] the consequences that follow. The strange, almost paradoxical thing is that in teasing out the implications 
of illegitimacy, present in the category of secularization, I came upon the concept of "reoccupation", which is 
compatible only with the antonym of "legitimacy", only if you can specify in your sense a "legal" procedure for that. 
This issue is still not satisfactorily resolved in the book. I have recently made a new attempt in this direction with 
regard to the concept of "self-preservation", 

 
 
 
 
1. HANS BLUMENBERG AN CARL SCHMITT 
 
Münster (Westf.), den 24.3.1971 Johannisstraße 12-20 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Schmitt! 

Seit ich die Bemerkungen kenne, die Sie zu meinem Buch in Ihrer »Politischen Theologie II« gemacht 
haben, drängt es mich, Ihnen zu schreiben; aber erst durch eine Verständigung mit Rainer Specht bin ich ermuntert 
worden, es auch zu tun. 

Natürlich ist es ganz unerlaubt, daß der Kritisierte seinem Kritiker nochmals Zensuren erteilt. Aber vielleicht 
gestatten Sie mir doch eine Ausnahme von dieser Regel, indem Sie mich sagen lassen, daß ich durch keine der 
bisherigen Äußerungen zu meinem Buch so innerviert worden bin, über den dort erreichten Stand hinaus weiter zu 
gehen, als durch die wenigen Seiten Ihrer Auseinandersetzung mit diesem Buch.  

Sie haben sich mit Recht gegen die »pauschale Vermischung« Ihrer Thesen mit allen möglichen 
Verwendungen des Ausdrucks Säkularisierung gewehrt. Mir selbst ist das bereits bei der letzten Korrektur ärgerlich 
aufgefallen. Aber gelegentlich muß ein Autor der Position, die er kritisch angreifen will, gewisse 
Formulierungshilfen leisten, von denen er glaubt, daß sie die Intentionen der Gegenseite verdeutlichen, ohne sie zu 
verfälschen oder zu verharmlosen. Mir ist erst aus Ihrer Kritik vollends klargeworden, daß ich Ihre Position durch die 
Nivellierung auf den spezifischen Gebrauch der Kategorie Säkularisierung am ehesten verharmlost habe. Mir ging es 
darum zu zeigen was verlangt werden muß, wenn man mit dem Gebrauch des Begriffs der Säkularisierung etwas 
erklären will und was dabei an Konsequenzen anfällt. Das Merkwürdige, fast Paradoxe ist nun, daß ich bei der 
Herausarbeitung der Implikation von Illegitimität, die in der Kategorie der Säkularisierung steckt, zur Begrifflichkeit 
der »Umbesetzung« gekommen bin, die sich doch nur dann mit dem Gegenbegriff von »Legitimität« verträgt, wenn 
man ein in Ihrem Sinne »legales« Verfahren dafür angeben kann. Diese Problematik ist in dem Buch noch 
keineswegs befriedigend gelöst. Ich habe einen neuen Versuch in dieser Richtung kürzlich hinsichtlich des Begriffs 
der »Selbsterhaltung« gemacht, 
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[with regard to] which I could perhaps show more clearly how I address the impossibility of a vacancy in the position 
system of basic concepts and the consequences [of this] for the "rationality" of my reoccupation procedure. 

If I were to simplify the difference of our positions into a formula I should say – and I must in order to 
strengthen this formulation start from my own position – that my findings clearly reveal for me the question "How 
can this be preserved?" yet reveals to you the question "Where is the extreme condition?". In this difference I can see 
the bottom of an amazing common interest that I noted at the end of your essay, namely the repetition of Goethe's 
enigmatic motto “nemo contra deum nisi deus ipse”. If I had not, just one year ago on the evening after the opening 
of the new Academy in Düsseldorf, told Gershom Scholem and Hans-Georg Gadamer my own thoughts on this 
sentence, just months before I received your book, I would not now believe it without coming to read my own results 
in your text. However I have, with regard to the Christological findings [in your reading of this saying], gone a step 
further toward a polytheistic interpretation, which has its schema in the Prometheus situation. I do not think one 
should forget that Goethe reports what is for him the most exciting conclusion just at the end of Part Three of 
Dichtung und Wahrheit, namely the resurgence of Prometheus-Ode in the conversation between Lessing and Jacobi. 
Goethe himself wrote "deus" in the lower case, which at the time was a blasphemy if not read with the indefinite 
article. One must see the connection between the origin of this motto and Goethe's very difficult relationship with 
Napoleon, and then observe the way in which Napoleon and Prometheus will be brought together. 

I have focused to this point on your postscript basically because I do not wish to give the impression that I 
want to impose upon you, dear Mr. Schmitt, a discussion you might not want. Should this be so, then please set this 
letter aside without the fear that this would offend me. 
 
Yours sincerely, yours very truly, 
Hans Blumenberg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
an dem ich vielleicht deutlicher zeigen konnte, was ich mit der Untragbarkeit einer Vakanz im Stellensystem der 
Grundbegriffe und mit der daraus folgenden »Rationalität« des Umbesetzungsverfahrens meine. 

Wenn ich die Differenz unserer Positionen auf eine Formel vereinfachen sollte, so würde ich sagen – und ich 
muß um der Steigerung in der Formulierung willen mit mir anfangen –, daß sich die Deutlichkeit eines Befundes für 
mich auf die Frage »Wie kann dies sich erhalten?« ergibt, für Sie dagegen auf die Frage »Wo liegt der extreme 
Zustand?«. In dieser Differenz sehe ich den Grund eines verblüffenden gemeinsamen Interesses, das ich am Schluß 
Ihrer Abhandlung festgestellt habe, nämlich des Bohrens an Goethes rätselhaftem Motto »nemo contra deum nisi 
deus ipse«. Wenn ich nicht vor gerade einem Jahr am Abend nach der Eröffnung der neuen Akademie in Düsseldorf 
Gershom Scholem und Hans-Georg Gadamer meine eigenen Überlegungen zu diesem Spruch erzählt hätte, Monate 
bevor ich Ihr Buch in die Hand bekam, würde ich jetzt nicht mehr daran glauben, ohne die Lektüre Ihres Textes zu 
meinen Ergebnissen gekommen zu sein. Ich bin allerdings über den christologischen Befund hinaus noch einen 
Schritt weiter gegangen auf eine polytheistische Interpretation hin, die ihr Schema in der Prometheus-Situation hat. 
Ich glaube man darf nicht vergessen, daß Goethe gerade am Schluß des Dritten Teils von »Dichtung und Wahrheit« 
die für ihn höchst erregende Wirkung berichtet hat, die das Wiederauftauchen der Prometheus-Ode im Gespräch 
zwischen Lessing und Jacobi gehabt hatte. Goethe selbst schreibt >deus< klein, und das ist für die Zeit eine 
Ungeheuerlichkeit, wenn es nicht mit dem unbestimmten Artikel gelesen werden soll. Man muß den Zusammenhang 
der Entstehung dieses Mottos mit Goethes sehr diffizilem Napoleon-Verhältnis sehen und wird dann die Zeugnisse 
beachten, in denen Napoleon und Prometheus aneinander gerückt werden. 

Ich habe mich auf diesen Punkt Ihres Nachworts im Grunde etwas ablenkend konzentriert, weil ich nicht den 
Eindruck erwecken möchte, ich wolle Ihnen, sehr verehrter Herr Schmitt, eine Diskussion aufnötigen, die Sie 
vielleicht gar nicht wünschen. Sollte es so sein, dann lassen Sie diesen Brief bitte auf sich beruhen, ohne zu 
befürchten, dies würde mich kränken. 

 
Mit verbindlichen Empfehlungen, Ihr sehr ergebener  
Hans Blumenberg 
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2. CARL SCHMITT TO HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
Plettenberg Pasel, 31 March 1971 
 
Dear Mr. Blumenberg, 

In a small, hermetic age of all-too-compressed theses, such a substantive response as your letter of 24 March 
is a real comfort. But, as my old comrade Goethe teaches me, “comfort is an absurd word”. At the end of your letter, 
you dispense me from giving an answer. Nevertheless I must write you a line of receipt and tell you that I am grateful 
to Rainer Specht for his intervention.  
 In reading your books I have often admired your skill in clarifying the position of your opponents by 
reformulating their positions. I considerably profited from this in [understanding better] my own position. It has 
made me conscious of what "secularization" has come to mean in the current understanding of Ernst Troeltsch and 
Max Weber, while for me [its meaning] comes primarily from the Code of Canon Law, [which is] still in force as 
positive law (Article 641 / 43: obtento saecularizationis indulto, and: ad saeculum regress). Max Weber's 
"charismatic legitimacy" or “inner-worldly asceticism” could probably have been thought up only in a Protestant 
parish house. 

I will hold on for a long time to the antithesis [presented in] the questions: "How can this be preserved?" and 
"Where is the extreme condition?". I do want you [i.e., want to continue this correspondence] but do not want to 
become entangled in a debate – even in a written [one], even hand-written on my part; insofar as I may make full use 
of your kind dispensation, although I too suffer from "curiositas," be it a virtue or a vice, a value or a negative value. 
I [would] just make a reference, from my Nomos of the Earth, to Albericus Gentili, the compatriot of Giordano 
Bruno, which might be a pleasure for you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
Plettenberg-Pasel den 31. März 1971 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Blumenberg, 

auf eine kleine, hermetische Altersarbeit und einige allzu komprimierte Thesen eine so inhaltreiche Antwort 
zu erhalten wie Ihren Brief vom 24. März, ist ein wahrer Trost. Aber »Trost ist ein absurdes Wort« belehrt mich der 
Altersgenosse Goethe. Am Schluss Ihres Briefes erteilen Sie mir eine Dispens von der Beantwortung. Trotzdem darf 
ich Ihnen eine Zeile der Empfangsbestätigung schreiben und Ihnen sagen, dass ich auch Rainer Specht für sein 
adminiculierendes Eingreifen dankbar bin. 

Ihre Kunst, die Position des Gegners durch Formulierungshilfen zu verdeutlichen, habe ich bei der Lektüre 
Ihres Buches oft bewundert. Ich habe für meine eigene Position wesentlich davon profitiert. So ist mir bewusst 
geworden, was es bedeutet, dass die »Säkularisierung« im heutigen Verständnis von Ernst Troeltsch und Max Weber 
durchgesetzt wurde, während sie für mich primär aus dem (heute noch als positives Recht geltenden) Codex Iuris 
Canonici stammt (Art. 641/43:  obtento saecularizationis indulto, und: ad saeculum regressus). Max Webers 
»charismatische Legitimität« oder auch »innerweltliche Askese« konnten wohl nur im Bereich des protestantischen 
Pfarrhauses konzipiert werden. 

Die Antithese der Fragen: »Wie kann dies sich erhalten?« und »Wo liegt der extreme Zustand?« wird mich 
noch lange festhalten. Ich möchte Sie aber nicht etwa in eine Diskussion – und das noch in eine schriftliche, sogar 
handschriftliche von meiner Seite – verwickeln; insoweit mache ich von Ihrer gütigen Dispens vollen Gebrauch, 
obwohl auch ich an der »curiositas« leide, sei sie nun eine Tugend oder ein Laster, ein Wert oder ein Unwert. Ich 
füge nur einen Hinweis auf Albericus Gentilis, den Landsmann Giordano Brunos, aus meinem »Nomos der Erde« 
bei, der Ihnen vielleicht Vergnügen macht. 
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Regarding the motto "nemo nisi deus", your reading of Prometheus is, as far as I am familiar with the 
previous interpretations, new and striking. My first intellectual intuition was to read this as concerning self-
knowledge, only now that I have aged have I recognized the strong Epimethean element in Goethe, which holds the 
Promethean in balance. One has to be probably eighty years old to grasp the overwhelming sadness of the Carlsbad 
Elegy: "they gave me Pandora”. I will ask Rainer Specht to keep me up to date on publications relating to this 
mysterious motto. 

Again, sincere thanks for your letter. With friendly greetings, 
 

Yours very truly, 
Carl Schmitt. 
 
 
3. HANS BLUMENBERG TO CARL SCHMITT 
 
Münster (Westf.), den 9.10.1974 Johannisstraße 12-20 
 
Dear Mr. Schmitt, 

Our correspondence on the relation between Political Theology II and the Legitimacy of the Modern Age is 
already a while back, and you yourself will hopefully not feel molested by my sending you this interim recent work.  

This year, the opportunity arose for me to write a [new] paperback edition of the first part of my book from 
scratch. I am not sure but I hope very much that I have expressed your views on the secularization of concepts more 
effectively now than [I did] a decade ago.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Zu dem Motto »nemo nisi deus« ist Ihr Hinweis auf Prometheus, soviel ich die bisherigen Deutungen kenne, 

neu und frappant. Meine erste gedankliche Gegenregung war die Selbsterkenntnis, dass ich im Alter nur noch an das 
starke epimetheische Element in Goethe gedacht habe, das dem prometheischen die Waage hält. Man muss wohl 
achtzig Jahre alt sein, um die erdrückende Traurigkeit der Stelle in der »Karlsbader Elegie« zu erfassen: »sie 
schenkten mir Pandoren«. Ich werde Rainer Specht bitten, mich über Veröffentlichungen, die jenes rätselhafte Motto 
betreffen, auf dem Laufenden zu halten. 

Ich sage Ihnen nochmals aufrichtigen Dank für Ihren Brief. Mit verbindlichen Empfehlungen 
 

Ihr sehr ergebener 
Carl Schmitt. 
 
 
3. HANS BLUMENBERG AN CARL SCHMITT 
 
Münster (Westf.), den 9.10.1974 Johannisstraße 12-20 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Schmitt, 

unser Briefwechsel über die in »Politische Theologie II« hergestellte Verbindung zur »Legitimität der 
Neuzeit« liegt schon eine Weile zurück, und Sie haben sich durch die zwischenzeitliche Zusendung neuerer Arbeiten 
hoffentlich nicht belästigt gefühlt. 

In diesem Jahr ergab sich die Gelegenheit, für die Taschenbuchausgabe den ersten Teil meines Buches ganz 
neu zu schreiben. Ich weiß nicht, hoffe es aber sehr, dass ich der Stellung des Säkularisierungsbegriffes in Ihrem 
Werk jetzt besser gerecht geworden bin als vor einem Jahrzehnt.  
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That is why I will still send a copy of the paperback edition. I have acknowledged my inadequate representation and 
critique of your position not only in silence, by correction and enlargement, but also explicitly. 

I would not expect you to comment on the new version again, but I would be happy to know that you had 
given it a glance. 

 
With friendly greetings, 
Yours very truly, 
Hans Blumenberg 
 
4. CARL SCHMITT TO HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
Plettenberg Pasel the October 20, 1974 
 
Dear Mr. Blumenberg, 

Your two items – the letter of 9 October and the new book – are well arrived here. My thanks not only for 
the fact and the contents of these two items; I am especially concerned at the moment – and hence my rapid response 
– to express my lively feeling of gratitude that you have in such a pleasant and noble way made it easier for me to 
write to you. 

I had, in the pessimism of my old age, not answered your request in a rigorous way, and by force kept 
absolutely to myself the spontaneous reactions [I had] to several of your essays rather than write you immediately. 
This is the case regarding your contribution to the Colloquium in Royaumont on Neoplatonism and Pseudoplatonism 
(1969, printed 1971) [as also in] many other encounters with you, especially in the repeated readings of Max Weber's 
statements which have led me to the secure knowledge that Weber can be grasped and understood only as making an 
attempt at political theology. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Das ist der Grund, weshalb ich Ihnen doch noch ein Exemplar der Taschenbuchausgabe zusende. Ich habe das 
Ungenügen meiner Darstellung und Kritik Ihrer Gedankengänge nicht nur stillschweigend durch Berichtigung und 
Erweiterung zu erkennen gegeben, sondern ausdrücklich gemacht. 

Ich möchte Ihnen nicht zumuten, sich zu der Neufassung nochmals zu äußern, würde mich aber freuen, 
wenn ich annehmen dürfte, Sie hätten einen Blick hineingeworfen. 

 
Mit verbindlichen Empfehlungen 
Ihr sehr ergebener  
Hans Blumenberg 
 
4. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
Plettenberg-Pasel den 20 Oktober 1974 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Blumenberg, 

Ihre beiden Sendungen - der Brief vom 9. Oktober und das neue Buch - sind gut hier eingetroffen. Mein 
Dank gilt nicht nur dem Faktum und dem Inhalt dieser beiden Sendungen; er betrifft im Augenblick - und für meine 
vorliegenden Zeilen einer schnellen Antwort - vor allem das lebhafte Gefühl der Erkenntlichkeit dafür, dass Sie es 
mir auf eine so wohltuende und noble Art erleichtern, Ihnen zu schreiben.  

Ich hatte nämlich - in der Erbitterung meines Alterspessimismus - Ihre Bitte, nicht zu antworten, auf eine 
rigorose Weise verabsolutiert und die spontanen Reaktionen auf mehrere Ihrer Aufsätze mit Gewalt für mich behal-
ten, statt Ihnen gleich zu schreiben. Das gilt z. B. für Ihren Beitrag zu dem Colloquium in Royaumont, über 
Neoplatonismen und Pseudoplatonismen (1969, gedruckt 1971) und viele andere Begegnungen mit Ihnen, 
namentlich bei der wiederholten Lektüre von Max Webers Darlegungen, die mich zu der sicheren Erkenntnis geführt 
haben, dass Weber nur als Versuch politischer Theologie verstanden und begriffen werden kann. 
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If I may be permitted to add a second personal/subjective allusion to dispel any misunderstandings that may 
have arisen from my last letter: it concerns the sad situation of an 86 year old man in a world with super-fast, super-
loud and super-human speeds all around me, while the speed of my [own] machine, with the comically slow creeping 
of my psycho-somatic apparatus, makes it so that a competition between two snails crawling slowly is as exciting as 
an aerial race between two astronauts. If I involve myself in a different kind of competition [i.e., of the astronauts], 
then I immediately make all sorts of ridiculous mistakes in speech and spelling, which I then realize only a few hours 
or days [later] and encourage me to fall silent for good. This happened in my reply to your letter of 1971, in a really 
embarrassing slip of the kind encountered also for example at one point in the printed text of Political Theology II 
([i.e.,] in the citation of a verse from the Marienbad Elegy), the correction of which otherwise agrees with the great 
scholar Professor Kafka (Graz) and which [was received by] the German Catholics’ central committee with shouts of 
triumph. 

In other words, "the decision is taken away from him," or simply "at 80 years, even children ridicule him". 
Again, I want only to make my silence understood. I find it very difficult, and it will become increasingly difficult 
for me. As for the re-structuring of your book from 1966 you have managed very well. As to my discussion of so 
difficult, so complicated and accidental a work as Peterson's "monotheism" work of 1935, [to which] my  treatise 
Political Theology II [is dedicated], I am as grateful as only an old, isolated man can be; [it is] a balanced reply[and 
comes] as a ray of hope in the increasing darkness of his [old] age. 

I promise you, that is: should I once again reach the moment (the lucidum intervallum) [when the 
production] of a longer transcript [seems possible] (my copy of your "Secularization [sic] and self-assertion” is 
already [covered in]" underlining, marginal notes and references (for lack of a named or property Index), I will 
follow my naturally eager impulse and push aside in a decisionistic manner my fear of being ridiculous. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Ich darf noch eine zweite persönlich-subjektive Andeutung hinzufügen, um mein bisheriges Schreiben vor 

Missverständnissen zu schützen: sie betrifft die traurige Situation eines 86 jährigen Alten in einer Welt, die sich mit 
Über-Zeit-, Über-Schall- und Über-Mensch-Geschwindigkeiten um mich herum bewegt, während das Tempo meiner 
Maschine mit einer komischen Langsamkeit der psycho-somatischen Apparatur dahinkriecht, sodaß mir ein 
Wettkriechen zweier Schnecken allmählich spannender wird als ein Wettflug zweier Astronauten. Lasse ich mich auf 
eine andere Art von competition ein, dann unterlaufen mir sofort lächerliche Sprech- und Schreibfehler, die mir dann 
einige Stunden oder Tage [später, Hg.] von selbst zum Bewusstsein kommen und die mich endgültig verstummen 
lassen. So ist es mir mit meiner Antwort auf Ihr Schreiben vom Jahre 1971 ergangen, in der mir eine geradezu 
peinliche Fehlleistung dieser Art passiert ist (bei der Zitierung eines Verses aus der Marienbader Elegie); so aber 
auch z. B. an einer Stelle im gedruckten Text von Pol. Theologie II, von deren Richtigstellung ich lieber absehe, 
sonst stimmt der grosse Gelehrte Professor Kafka (Graz) vom Zentralcomité Deutscher Katholiken ein 
Triumphgeschrei an. 

Mit anderen Worten: »der Entschluss ist ihm genommen«, oder ganz einfach: »80 Jahre - Kinderspott«. 
Nochmals: ich will damit nur mein Schweigen verständlich machen. Es ist mir sehr schwer geworden und wird mir 
immer schwerer. Denn die Um-Strukturierung der Tektonik Ihres Buches vom Jahre 1966 ist Ihnen grossartig 
gelungen. Für die Auseinandersetzung mit meiner so schwierigen, so umständlich an eine verunglückte Einzelschrift 
wie Petersons »Monotheismus«-Schrift von 1935 geketteten Abhandlung Politische Theologie II bin ich Ihnen so 
dankbar, wie es nur ein alter, isolierter Mann sein kann, der eine sachliche Erwiderung als einen Lichtblick in der 
zunehmenden Verdunklung seines Alters empfindet. 

Ich verspreche Ihnen also: sollte für mich noch einmal der Augenblick (das lucidum intervallum) einer 
längeren Niederschrift kommen (mein Exemplar Ihrer »Säkularisation [sic] und Selbstbehauptung« ist schon mit 
Unterstreichungen, Randglossen und Hinweisen [mangels eines Namensoder Sach-Index] übersät), dann werde ich 
dem Impuls mit unbefangenem Eifer folgen und die Furcht vor dem Lächerlich-Werden dezisionistisch beiseite 
stossen. 
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Finally, two brief comments about the themes themselves: 
 
(1) On page 109 you pose me a clear question: Does this already entitle one to argue for state theory from the point 
of view of political theology? My clear answer (the explication and articulation would be a great joy to me): Yes. 
 
(2) For over 40 years I have been collecting material on the problem "Κατέχων" or "Κατέχον" (Thess. 2,2,6), and for 
just as long I've been looking for a human ear that hears this question – for me the key question of (my) political 
theology – and understands it. Hans Freyer has a Dilthey-ish misunderstanding of it, and Max Weber would have 
made an ‘ideal type’ out of it. I consider myself obliged to you – after your last book or rather your last three books 
and also your letter of 9 October - not to conceal, although I have been silent on this point after the fact, to find this 
sense in Löwith though I’ve met with a perhaps self-inflicted failure in this [?] (see the Appendix: the editorial board 
of the German magazine has disfigured the title of one essay arbitrarily; it is also published in the Spanish magazine 
"Arbor" under the correct title: "Tres posibilidades de una Interpretación de la Historia Cristiana"). 
 
With many thanks,  
Yours very truly, 
Carl Schmitt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Zum Schluss zwei kurze Bemerkungen zum Thema selbst 

 
(1.) Auf Seite 109 stellen Sie mir ein klare Frage: aber berechtigt dies schon, für die staatstheoretische Seite von 
politischer Theologie zu sprechen? Meine klare Antwort (deren Explizierung und Artikulierung mir eine grosse 
Freude sein würde): Ja. 
 
(2.) Seit über 40 Jahren sammle ich Material zu dem Problem »Κατέχων« bzw. »Κατέχον« (Thess. 2,2,6); eben-
solange suche ich ein Menschenohr, das diese Frage – für mich die Kernfrage der (meiner) Politischen Theologie – 
hört und versteht. Hans Freyer hat sie Dilthey-isch missverstanden; Max Weber hätte einen »Idealtypus« daraus 
gemacht. Ich halte mich - nach Ihrem letzten Buch, oder vielmehr nach Ihren letzten drei Büchern, in Verbindung mit 
Ihrem gütigen Schreiben vom 9. Oktober – für verpflichtet, Ihnen das nicht zu verschweigen, obwohl ich auch in 
diesem Punkt verstummt bin, nachdem der Versuch, bei Lowith dafür einen Sinn zu finden, auf eine vielleicht von 
mir selbst verschuldete, peremptorische Weise misslungen ist (vgl. die Anlage: ein Aufsatz, dessen Titel die 
Redaktion der deutschen Zeitschrift eigenmächtig entstellt hat; der Aufsatz ist gleichzeitig in der spanischen 
Zeitschrift »Arbor« unter dem richtigen Titel: »Tres Posibilidades de una interpretación Cristiana de la Historia« 
erschienen). 
 
Mit wiederholtem Dank 
Ihr sehr ergebener  
Carl Schmitt. 
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5. CARL SCHMITT TO HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
Plettenberg-Pasel 11C, 24/11/74 
 
Dear Mr. Blumenberg, 

I can imagine that you do not want to answer my unsuccessful letter of October. It had to fail because I tried 
to make it too good. Handwritten letters only succeed in a second (I avoid the demanding word "moment"). These 
present lines are a sort of postscript and therefore doubly dangerous. I do not even have a copy of my letter, then, 
only a pile of notes (in shorthand; Otto Weininger has held that shorthand is a "debasement of the word ", however 
that is not true. The impetus for these Epimethean (i.e., trailing) lines is the point [you make] in "Secularization and 
self-assertion" on page 109 above: "The most important question ... is that of identity or mutation in the 
understanding of secularization." True, but I say: [in speaking of] identity and continuity we find ourselves in 
specifically legal structures of thought. Continuity, succession, inheritance; be it testamentary or "statutory" (!) (i.e. 
lawful), it is still inheritance. Leibniz (even cited by Lassalle in his "vested rights") says: Testamenti nullius essent 
momenti nisi animus esset immortalis.  

I have arranged for the publisher to send you a copy of the new (2nd) edition of my Nomos of the Earth. 
Unfortunately it is not a new edition, but an unchanged photomechanical re-printing; the publishers themselves were 
too expensive. This has hurt me but it belongs to the helplessness of my age. I depend on this to show that I am not a 
lazy or shallow reader of your books. And another question (a follow-up to my unfortunate letter of reply in 
October): Why is Karl Lowith with his "Meaning in History" (1949) – see p. 22 of LMN, “Löwith’s important book" 
– eliminated in the new design? Or is he not?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
Plettenberg-Pasel 11C, 24/11/74 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Blumenberg, 

ich kann mir denken, dass Sie keine Lust haben, mir auf meinen misslungenen Brief vom Oktober zu 
antworten. Er musste misslingen, weil ich es zu gut machen wollte. Handschriftliche Briefe gelingen nur in der 
Sekunde (ich vermeide das anspruchsvolle Wort »Augenblick«). Diese vorliegenden Zeilen sind eine Art 
Postscriptum und infolgedessen doppelt riskant. Ich habe nicht einmal mehr eine Abschrift meines damaligen 
Briefes; nur einen Haufen von Notizen (stenographische; Otto Weininger hat die Stenographie für eine 
»Entwürdigung des Wortes« gehalten; das ist allerdings nicht richtig). Der Anstoss zu diesen epimetheisch = 
nachlaufenden Zeilen ist die Stelle in »Säkularisierung und Selbstbehauptung« Seite 109 oben »Die wichtigste Frage 
... ist die nach Identität oder Mutation des Verständnisses von Säkularisierung.« Richtig, aber ich sage: Identität und 
Kontinuität, und damit befinden wir uns in spezifisch juristischen Gedanken-Strukturen. Kontinuität, Sukzession, 
Nachfolge, Erbe; ob das nun testamentarische oder »gesetzliche« (!) (d. h. legale) Erbfolge ist. Leibniz (sogar von 
Lassalle in dessen »wohlerworbenen Rechten« zitiert) sagt: Testamenti nullius essent momenti nisi animus esset 
immor-talis. 

Ich habe mir erlaubt, Ihnen durch den Verlag D&H ein Exemplar der neuen (2.) Auflage des »Nomos der 
Erde« übersenden zu lassen. Leider ist es keine neue Auflage, sondern der unveränderte fotomechanische Neu-
Druck; dem Verlag waren selbst neue Corollare zu teuer. Das hat mir weh getan, gehört aber zur Wehrlosigkeit 
meiner Altersstufe. Mir liegt nur daran, dass Sie mich nicht für einen faulen oder oberflächlichen Leser Ihrer Bücher 
halten. Noch eine Frage (im Nachgang zu meinem verunglückten Antwortbrief vom Oktober): Warum ist Karl 
Lowith mit seinem »Meaning in History« (1949) - vgl. S. 22 der L.d.N. »Löwiths bedeutendes Buch« - in der neuen 
Gestaltung eliminiert? Oder ist er es nicht?  
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The question is related to my own question in Political Theology II because Erik Peterson had made at that time in 
Rome (1935/36) a “Training in Christianity” with Karl Löwith. 
 
Yours very truly, 
Carl Schmitt 
 
Attached (3 photocopied print-strips) 

 
 
 

6. HANS BLUMENBERG TO CARL SCHMITT 
 
4401 Altenberge, 28.11.74, Grüner Weg 30 
 
Dear Mr. Schmitt, 

Please forgive me if I have not yet answered your very important letter nor yet thanked you for the gift of 
your Nomos of the Earth. I have deferred work on the post until the Christmas-New Year break, because I hope then 
to have some rest for answers that require consideration. The semester allows for no more side glances – neither right 
nor left, not even to the left.  But in your Nomos I immediately read that which refers to ‘conquest’ and the ‘new 
world’ because of its relation to my own metaphorological work on ‘terra incognita’, ‘mundus novus’ and 
‘unfinished world’ [something which holds together] all [of these?] at once, which I have defended since 1960 (with 
the publication of my ‘Paradigms for a Metaphorology’). For that then, at least, have my sincere thanks. There will 
come a letter soon I think, after the New Year. Please forgive a totally overtaxed people. 
 
Yours very truly, 
Hans Blumenberg 
 
 
 
 
 
Die Frage gehört zur Fragestellung meiner Pol. Theol. II, weil Erik Peterson damals in Rom (1935/36) mit Karl 
Lowith eine »Einübung im Christentum« vorgenommen hat. 
 
Ihr sehr ergebener 
Carl Schmitt 
 
Anlage (3 Druckstreifen fotokopiert) 

 
 

6. HANS BLUMENBERG AN CARL SCHMITT 
 
4401 Altenberge, 28.11.74, Grüner Weg 30 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Schmitt, 

bitte, haben Sie Nachsicht, wenn ich Ihren mir ganz wichtigen Brief noch nicht beantwortet, Ihnen für die 
Gabe Ihres »Nomos der Erde« noch nicht gedankt habe. Ich habe die Arbeit an der Post auf die Weihnachts-
Neujahrspause aufgeschoben, weil ich hoffe, dann etwas Ruhe für Antworten zu haben, die Überlegung erfordern. 
Das Semester läßt keinen Seitenblick mehr zu, weder nach rechts noch nach links, nicht einmal nach links. Aber im 
»Nomos« habe ich sofort gelesen, was sich auf >Landnahme< und >neue Welt< bezieht, weil es mich für meine 
metaphorologischen Arbeiten zu >terra incognita<, >mundus novus< und >unvollendete Welt< sogleich festhielt, die 
ich seit 1960 (Paradigmen zu einer Metaphorologie) veröffentlicht bzw. vorgetragen habe. Dafür also, wenigstens, 
schon meinen aufrichtigen Dank. Es kommt ein Brief, ich denke, bald nach Neujahr – bitte, verzeihen Sie einem ganz 
und gar überforderten Mitmenschen. 

 
Ihr Ihnen sehr ergebener  
Hans Blumenberg 
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7. HANS BLUMENBERG TO CARL SCHMITT 
 

Münster (Westphalia), 7 8.1975 Johannisstraße 12-20 
 
Dear Mr. Schmitt, 

It was improper to confirm the reception of your two letters from the end of last year so briefly, but not 
answer – and thereby to strengthen you in what you call in one of these letters the pessimism of your old age – it was 
just as inevitable however [that this should happen] given my troubles in the months since then. You will understand 
this charitably as soon as you will have in your hands my new book this fall, whose size alone, if not its contents, 
will make clear to you the toil of creation, especially of its final phase. A book like this is never written for a specific 
reader, but nevertheless has in mind a particular reader in one or the other chapter. Since you have opened a dialogue 
between us in Political Theology II, I cannot write in the way I had previously written – you certainly noticed this in 
the new version of the book on secularization, and will see this again in several places of my new book. This is due 
especially to systematic shifts of the networks, with which one is made safe from crashing into the ropes, so indeed 
shows that the size of the network is not so much fear, but to take account already of its suspension and possible 
direction of the fall, so that one is able to manage with less. But such preparations cannot safeguard against limits; 
they deform the theoretical action itself. This kind of "influence" is more energetic than anything that could be 
proved by citations, and defuses [any possibility of] proof.  

I do not know whether the opportunity to do so has already passed, but I would be very keen to get at the 
core of our differences. Perhaps it would be possible to do so with the help of your paper, which you have enclosed 
to me,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. HANS BLUMENBERG AN CARL SCHMITT 
 
Münster (Westf.), den 7. 8.1975 Johannisstraße 12-20 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Schmitt, 

so ungehörig es war, Ihre beiden Briefe vom Ende des vergangenen Jahres nur kurz zu bestätigen, aber nicht 
zu beantworten - und Sie dadurch in dem zum bestärken, was Sie in einem dieser Briefe Ihren Alterspessimismus 
nennen -, so unvermeidlich war es angesichts der Bedrängnisse in den Monaten seither. Sie werden es mit Nachsicht 
verstehen, wenn Sie in diesem Herbst mein neues Buch in Händen haben werden, dessen Umfang allein, wenn schon 
nicht dessen Inhalt, Sie von der Mühsal der Entstehung und zumal ihrer letzten Phase ins Bild setzen wird. Ein 
solches Buch, wie das kommende, ist zwar nie im ganzen für einen bestimmten Leser geschrieben, aber doch auch 
nicht, ohne dabei in diesem oder jenem Kapitel einen bestimmten Leser im Auge zu haben. Seit Sie in »Politische 
Theologie П« einen Dialog zwischen uns eröffnet haben, lässt sich für mich manches nicht mehr so schreiben, wie 
ich es zuvor geschrieben hätte - das haben Sie sicher bei der Neufassung des Buches über Säkularisierung bemerkt, 
und das werden Sie erneut an verschiedenen Stellen meines neuen Buches nicht übersehen. Es geht dabei zumal um 
Verschiebungen des systematischen Netzes, mit dem man den Absturz vom Seil so absichert, dass zwar die Größe 
des Netzes nicht allzuviel Furcht erkennen lässt, dafür aber seine Aufhängung die Möglichkeiten der Richtung des 
Sturzes schon berücksichtigt, so dass man mit weniger auskommt. Aber solche Zurüstungen lassen sich nicht auf den 
Sicherungsaspekt eingrenzen; sie verformen die theoretische Handlung selbst. Diese Art von >Einfluß< ist 
energiereicher als alles, was sich durch Zitierungen und vermerkte  Rezeptionen sowohl nachweisen als auch 
entschärfen ließe. 

Ich weiß nicht, ob es mir schon gelungen ist, aber es läge mir sehr viel daran, an den Kernbestand unserer 
Differenzen heranzukommen. Vielleicht ist es möglich anhand der Abhandlung, die Sie mir beilegten,  
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on the "Three Levels of historical meaning" from the journal Universitas. This gives an indication related to the 
question of "whether eschatological faith and historical awareness are mutually possible”. This question will almost 
always be answered in the negative. I, too, say no, but my denial is quite different from Löwith’s. You see however 
the "possibility of a connection [Brukke]" lying in the idea of a force or strength who holds back the  evil power. You 
refer to 2 Thesselonians where, however, it seems important to me that the Katechon is both personal and neutral. 
Now this mysterious idea of arresting and holding down the final events – is this itself an eschatological idea? Or is it 
already an interpretation and justification for the absence of the end and its promises? The most important transition 
is certainly this, that the signs of the events of the end of the world will become increasingly negative as the 
expectation of the end gives way to disappointment; and already it is a merit of a mysterious power to postpone the 
end and hold it down. I have repeatedly pointed out that both the theology of Paul and the theology of John in various 
ways express theologically the absence of such an end, while they announce that the benefits of this end have been 
already realized: this is both justification (as an acquittal in court) and life. It would not be long before the Christians 
began to pray for the postponement of the end rather than the coming of the Lord, to for this finally to become 
regarded as the power received by the Roman Empire, which is constantly in God’s arm. God’s power having thus 
become identified with the imperial power, it is only logical that this power should also come to represent the 
‘Katechon’. But all these are forms of not of the simultaneity of history with eschatology, but of the reversal of the 
eschatological promise in the new promise of a deferral of the Eschaton. For it is – and this is the dogmatic 
consequence – the rich treasure of grace, and found present in the authority of the church, the reality of eschatology 
has made the story of theology basically unnecessary. Of course this belongs to the overcoming of the eschatological 
paralysis, of which you speak, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
über die »Drei Stufen historischer Sinngebung« aus der Zeitschrift Universitas. Sie geben da einen Hinweis zu der 
Frage, »ob eschatologischer Glaube und Geschichtsbewußtsein miteinander möglich sind«. 

Die Frage werde fast immer verneint. Auch ich verneine sie, aber meine Verneinung ist eine ganz andere als 
die Löwiths. Sie sehen jedoch die »Möglichkeit einer Brükke«, die in der Vorstellung einer Kraft liege, die das Ende 
und die ihm vorgelagerte böse Macht niederhalte. Sie berufen sich auf den 2. Thessalonicher-Brief, wo allerdings, 
was mir wichtig erscheint, >katechon< sowohl personal als auch neutral vorkommt. Ist nun diese mysteriöse Vorstel-
lung vom Aufhalten der Endereignisse und Niederhalten ihrer Mächte selbst eine eschatologische Vorstellung? Oder 
ist sie schon eine Deutung und Rechtfertigung für das Ausbleiben des Endes und seiner Verheißungen? Der 
wichtigste Übergang ist doch dieser, dass die Vorzeichen der Ereignisse des Endes der Welt in dem Maße negativer 
werden als die Erwartung auf dieses Ende sich enttäuscht sieht; und schon wird es zum Verdienst einer 
geheimnisvollen Macht, das Ende aufzuschieben und niederzuhalten. Ich habe wiederholt darauf hingewiesen, dass 
sowohl die Theologie des Paulus als auch die des Johannes in verschiedener Weise das Ausbleiben des Endes 
theologisch auffangen, indem sie die Heilsgüter dieses Endes als schon verwirklicht verkünden: die Rechtfertigung 
(den Freispruch im Gericht) und das Leben. Es dauert nicht mehr lange, und die Christen beten statt um das Kommen 
des Herrn für den Aufschub des Endes, um sich schließlich selbst als die Macht darzustellen, die das Römische Reich 
dadurch erhält, dass sie Gott ständig in den Arm fällt. Mit der Reichsmacht identisch geworden, ist es die schiere 
Konsequenz, dass sich in dieser Macht auch der und das >katechon< darstellt. Aber alles dies sind Formen nicht der 
Gleichzeitigkeit von Geschichte und Eschatologie, sondern der Umkehrung der eschatologischen Verheißung in die 
Verheißung des Aufschubs der Eschata. Denn es ist ja – und das ist die dogmatische Konsequenz – der reiche Schatz 
der Gnaden vorhanden und in der Verwaltung der Kirche, dessen Realität die Eschatologie zu einem im Grunde 
überflüssigen Kapitel der Theologie gemacht hat. Natürlich gehört das zur Überwindung der eschatologischen 
Lähmung, von der Sie sprechen,  
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but only and precisely by the fact that all these ideas themselves are not eschatological, not transformations of 
eschatology, but their mere negation, contradiction, inversion. This illustrates our difference, I think, because I think 
it is in fact impossible that a simultaneity of consciousness of history and genuine eschatology would be possible. 
This seems to me to be one of the systematic reasons why any eschatology is Gnostic in its very nature, because it 
presupposes a dualism between the Creator and the judge - there can, as Marcion saw, be no identity between the 
God of the Old Testament and of the New, because the horrors of the end imply a discrimination against the 
beginning. 

You will find in the enclosed paper a strong reference to Karl Löwith, and I would like to clarify for you our 
positions: at the end of the chapter "The fate of progress" in Löwith’s book Towards a critique of Christian tradition 
(Stuttgart, 1966, pp. 153-55) Löwith gives an interpretation of the Prometheus myth. I recommend to your attention 
the most significant error of this allegory, because there is a connection between the figure of Prometheus and your 
point about  Goethe's apothegm in Dichtung und Wahrheit. You have made a wonderful find in relation to this motto 
which allows you to have a Christological interpretation. My interpretation is polytheistic and brings the motto into 
the context of the Prometheus Syndrome. This is strange, however, given that our readings have in common a certain 
element, namely that the apothegm is not taken from just any source but was coined by Goethe himself. The rationale 
for this is for philologists too simple, because for the most part they underestimate their peers: had this sentence been 
spread about after the invention of printing, it would not have been attributed everywhere to Goethe, given its 
succinctness, originality and conspicuous ambiguity. It was not by chance that Goethe wanted to conceal his 
authorship of these two things: namely the Prometheus-Ode, and the motto of Dichtung und Wahrheit. This goes to 
work at the marrow [i.e., the deepest level], as well as suffering at the hands of God and gods. Goethe’s apothegm 
awakens people generally to the significance polytheism  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
aber nur und gerade dadurch, dass all diese Vorstellungen selbst nicht mehr eschatologisch sind, auch nicht 
Umformungen der Eschatologie, sondern deren reine Negation, Widerlegung, Umkehrung. Das verdeutlicht unsere 
Differenz, wie ich meine, denn ich halte es in der Tat für ausgeschlossen, dass eine Gleichzeitigkeit von 
Geschichtsbewußtsein und genuiner Eschatologie möglich wäre. Dafür ist einer meiner systematischen Gründe, dass 
jede Eschatologie ihrem Wesen nach gnostisch ist, denn sie setzt einen Dualismus zwischen dem Schöpfer und dem 
Richter voraus – es kann, wie Marcion gesehen hat, keine Identität zwischen dem Gott des Alten Testaments und 
dem des Neuen Testaments geben, weil die Schrecken des Endes die Diskriminierung des Anfangs implizieren. 

Da Sie in der genannten Abhandlung einen nachdrücklichen Hinweis auf Karl Lowith geben, möchte ich 
Ihnen zur Verdeutlichung der Positionen auch meinerseits einen solchen geben: am Ende des Kapitels »Das 
Verhängnis des Fortschritts« in Löwiths Buch »Zur Kritik der christlichen Überlieferung« (Stuttgart 1966, 153-55) 
gibt Lowith eine Interpretation des Prometheus-Mythos. Ich empfehle den überaus signifikanten Irrtum dieser 
Allegorese Ihrer Aufmerksamkeit, denn es gibt einen Zusammenhang zwischen Prometheus-Figur und dem von 
Ihnen gedeuteten Apo-phthegma Goethes in »Dichtung und Wahrheit«. Sie haben zu diesem Spruch einen 
wunderbaren Fund gemacht, der Ihnen eine christologische Deutung erlaubt hat. Meine Deutung ist polytheistisch 
und bringt das Motto in Zusammenhang mit dem Prometheus-Syndrom. Merkwürdig ist allerdings, dass dabei eine 
Voraussetzung uns gemeinsam ist, nämlich die, dass das Apophthegma aus keiner Quelle entnommen ist, sondern 
von Goethe selbst geprägt wurde. Die Begründung dafür ist für Philologen zu einfach, weil sie ihresgleichen zumeist 
unterschätzen: hätte dieser Satz, nach der Erfindung des Buchdrucks, jemals irgendwo gestanden, wäre er nicht nur 
von Goethe zitiert worden, dazu ist seine Prägnanz, Eigenart und Vieldeutigkeit zu auffällig. Nicht zufällig hat 
Goethe seine Urheberschaft für diese zwei Dinge verschleiern wollen: für die Prometheus-Ode und für das Motto in 
»Dichtung und Wahrheit«. Da geht es ans Mark, auch des Leidens durch Gott und Götter. Goethes Apophthegma 
ergreift die Allgemeinheit der Bedeutung des Polytheismus 
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with its separation of powers, its warding off of every absolute power, and prevents any religion from creating a 
feeling of absolute dependence on itself. Gods, when there are many, stand always against one another.  

When limited, a God can always turn against a God. That is the point of the Prometheus mythologem, which 
is expressed in apothegm. Löwith has not seen this because he sees only the suffering of Prometheus, a just 
punishment for mankind’s rebellious usurpation of technology; but the suffering Prometheus is not the last word of 
the myth, because Prometheus knows the secret of Zeus and of his possible fall. A final word on this: The gods are 
indeed immortal, but their power is not permanent. Man is certainly not able to stand against a god, and Goethe had 
recently learned from Napoleon who was, not only for him but also in the iconography of the time, a Promethean 
figure. 

The two preceding paragraphs were an impressionistic rather than systematic attempt to bring me closer to 
the logic of our difference. And not only this, but also an attempt to oppose some seemingly resigned suggestions in 
your letters that the issues you raise – not so much raise, as stir up - questions, desiderata, complaints, fade into 
empty space. This is not so. Insofar as the opposing idea, the plea, the wish, the request requires, I want to say 
especially how urgent it appears to me that you insist on your interpretation and promotion of the Katechon. It has 
come to me already to test, ‘I can stand’, unless, if you’ll excuse me, it is an ‘enemy’ of this dignity [i.e., Katechon is 
the enemy of this dignity?], that which a thinker above all must wish to be approved [?].I am presumptuous enough 
to have this wish and to express it. 

Now to answer the final question of your second letter, namely why Karl Löwith was  ‘eliminated’ in the 
new version of my book. I am indeed already sensitive to this charge because Löwith has written one of the strongest 
reviews of the book and I must on no account punish my reviewer by a kind of damnatio memoriae. But the formula 
‘Karl Löwith’s important book, which you miss, remains unscathed on p. 35.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
als seine Gewaltenteilung, seine Verhinderung der absoluten Macht und jeder Religion als eines Gefühls der 
schlechthinnigen Abhängigkeit von ihr. Götter, indem es viele sind, stehen immer schon einer gegen den anderen. 
Begrenzen kann einen Gott immer nur wiederum ein Gott. Das ist die Pointe des Prometheus-Mythologems, die im 
Apophthegma ausgesprochen ist. Lowith hat sie nicht gesehen, weil er im Leiden des Prometheus die gerechte Strafe 
sieht für die den Menschen aufsässig übergebene Technologie; aber der leidende Prometheus ist eben nicht das letzte 
Wort des Mythos, denn Prometheus kennt das Geheimnis des Zeus und seines möglichen Sturzes. Das muß hinzuge-
dacht werden. Die Götter sind zwar unsterblich, aber ihre Macht ist nicht unvergänglich. Der Mensch freilich gehört 
nicht zu dem, was gegen einen Gott stehen kann; das hatte Goethe zuletzt an Napoleon gelernt, der ja nicht nur für 
ihn, sondern in der Ikonographie der Zeit eine Prometheus-Figur war. 

Die beiden vorstehenden Absätze waren ein eher impressionistischer als systematischer Versuch, mich noch 
näher an die Logik unserer Differenz heranzuarbeiten. Aber doch nicht nur dies, sondern auch der Versuch, einigen 
resignierten Bemerkungen Ihres Briefes das Signal entgegenzusetzen, dass die von Ihnen aufgeworfenen - noch 
mehr: aufgewühlten - Fragen, Desiderate, Reklamationen nicht in den leeren Raum verhallen. Soweit es der 
Gegenvorstellung, der Bitte, des Wunsches, der Aufforderung bedarf, möchte ich vor allem sagen, wie dringend es 
mir erschiene, dass Sie auf Ihrer Deutung und Heraushebung von >katechon< insistieren. Es käme mir schon darauf 
an zu erproben, »was ich aushalten kann« - denn, verzeihen Sie, ein >Gegner< dieser Dignität ist es, was sich ein 
Denkender über alle Zustimmungen hinaus wünschen muß. Ich bin anmaßend genug, diesen Wunsch zu haben und 
zu äußern. 

Nun noch die Antwort auf die Schlußfrage Ihres zweiten Briefes, warum Karl Lowith in der Neufassung 
meines Buches >eliminiert< worden sei. Dieser Vorwurf müßte mich schon deshalb empfindlich treffen, weil Lowith 
immerhin eine der heftigsten Rezensionen des Buches geschrieben hat und mir keinesfalls unterlaufen sein dürfte, 
meine Rezensenten durch damnatio memoriae zu bestrafen. Aber die Formel von »Karl Löwiths bedeutendem 
Buch«, die Sie vermissen, steht unversehrt auf Seite 35. 
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Nevertheless, some truth is the fact that the new version leaves untouched the confrontation with Löwith. The reason 
for this is surprisingly simple, if sad: as apparent from a review of the citations in Löwith’s review (Philosophische 
Rundschau 15, 1968, 195 ff) he has not reviewed the first part of my book of 1966, but has long been known to him 
on the presentation at the Congress of Philosophy in Münster 1962 (Philosophy and the question of progress. Munich 
1964, 240 ff.). There he gave me the manuscript of his review which was going to press and I could make him aware 
of these latest facts, it was the use of an old text that would handicap the discussion, a new text expressing the will of 
the author [?] has prevented that the discussion would have on the level achieved the matter may be pursued 
appropriately [?].The respect that I bear for Löwith has prevented me from saying more on this matter than I do on 
page 36 of the new volume, with relative notes 25-27. I have said this here only because you asked a question; I 
would otherwise have left it unmentioned. The facts are painful enough, but each library is allowed to confirm what I 
have said about it. 

 
Please accept my sincere best wishes, Your very devoted 
Hans Blumenberg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dennoch ist etwas Richtiges daran, dass die Neufassung die Auseinandersetzung mit Lowith stagnieren lässt. Der 
Grund dafür ist verblüffend einfach, wenn auch betrüblich: wie eine Nachprüfung der Zitate in der Rezension 
Löwiths (Philosophische Rundschau 15, 1968, 195 ff.) ergibt, hat er gar nicht den ersten Teil meines Buches von 
1966 rezensiert, sondern hat auf das ihm längst bekannte Referat auf dem Kongress für Philosophie in Münster 1962 
(Die Philosophie und die Frage nach dem Fortschritt. München 1964, ZĄO ff.) zurückgegriffen. Da er mir das 
Manuskript seiner Rezension vor dem Druck zugeschickt hatte und ich ihn auf diesen Sachverhalt rechtzeitig 
aufmerksam machen konnte, war die Benutzung eines veralteten Textstücks unter Vorgabe der Besprechung eines 
neuen Textes der Wille des Autors, der dadurch verhindert hat, dass die Diskussion auf dem erreichten Niveau der 
Sache hätte angemessen fortgesetzt werden können. Der Respekt, den ich Lowith entgegenbrachte, hat mich daran 
gehindert, zu diesem Sachverhalt mehr zu sagen als die Andeutung auf Seite 3 6 der Neufassung mit den 
dazugehörigen Anmerkungen 2.5-Z7. Ich habe dies hier auch nur deshalb gesagt, weil Sie eine Frage gestellt haben, 
die mich sonst betroffen zurückgelassen hätte. Der Sachverhalt ist schmerzlich genug, aber jede Bibliothek erlaubt, 
sich dessen zu vergewissern, was ich darüber sagte. 

 
Nehmen Sie bitte entgegen die aufrichtigen Empfehlungen, Ihres sehr ergebenen  
Hans Blumenberg 
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8. CARL SCHMITT TO HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
597 Plettenberg Pasel 11C, 19 Sept. 1975 
 
Dear Mr. Blumenberg, 

This last summer was difficult for me. I must not let it finish without thanking you for your shipment of 7 
June – your content-rich letter and the special print of "Cassirer" – and to express what I feel so trongly: namely, that 
I am very eager to get to know your autumn's new book, fame futura famelicus. 

The topic of the Katechon slays me. I have been laboring on it since 1936; in The Nomos of the Earth you 
will find it in the index. In May 1952, Bishop Bender banned a presentation in Herrenalb, where I appeared as a guest 
at the last moment. Since then, my material has become even more incalculable. It is Paul’s dismissal, in 2 Thess. 2, 
2, 6 f. of Habakkuk 2,2,3 ff. 
  I know Karl Lowith not from a personal encounter, but – despite of the incomparability of all participants - 
from the side that comes to the light in your messages. If you are interested, I can tell you about it. In any case, it is 
good that you know more closely one inconspicuous participant: Erik Peterson. He is  Lowith’s mystagogue, 
although he is in the Christian Intermezzo of Meaning in History (despite other full-Peterson reception by Lowith) he 
is cited by name only on pages 177 and 196 (see note p. 250). Lowith certainly did not know Donoso Cortes more 
than he has read from me. Currently, Peterson is a subject of the Evangelical Theological Seminar of Prof. A. 
Schindler in Heidelberg. Maybe you can learn more details then. 
 
I remain with best wishes for the coming winter, and with sincere recommendations. 
 
Yours very truly, 
Carl Schmitt. 
 
Appendix 1 (To take, to divide, to graze [?]) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
597 Plettenberg-Pasel nc den 19. Sept. 1975 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Blumenberg, 

dieser letzte Sommer war für mich schwer. Ich darf ihn aber nicht zu Ende gehen lassen, ohne mich für Ihre 
Sendung vom 7. Juni - Ihr inhaltreiches Schreiben und den Sonderdruck »Cassirer« - zu bedanken und Ihnen auszu-
sprechen was ich aufs lebhafteste empfinde: dass ich nämlich sehr begierig bin, im kommenden Herbst Ihr neues 
Buch kennen zu lernen, fame futura famelicus. 

Das Thema »Katechon« erschlägt mich. Ich laboriere seit 1936 daran; im »Nomos der Erde« finden Sie es 
sogar im Sachregister. Im Mai 1952 ist ein Vortrag darüber in Herrenalb, den ich dort halten wollte und zu dem 
Gäste schon erschienen waren, im letzten Augenblick vom Landesbischof Bender verboten worden. Seitdem ist mein 
Material noch unabsehbarer geworden. Es handelt sich um die Absetzung der Paulus-Stelle 2 Thess. 2,2,6f. von 
Habakuk 2,2,3 ff. 

Karl Lowith kenne ich nicht aus persönlicher Begegnung, wohl aber - trotz sonstiger Unvergleichbarkeit 
aller Beteiligten - von der Seite her, die in Ihren Mitteilungen zutage tritt. Wenn es Sie interessiert, erzähle ich Ihnen 
davon. Jedenfalls ist es nötig, dass Sie einen unauffälligen Beteiligten näher kennen: Erik Peterson. Er ist der 
Mystagoge Löwiths, obwohl er in dem christlichen Intermezzo »Meaning in History« (trotz sonstiger kompletter 
Peterson-Rezeption durch Lowith) nur auf Seite 177 und 19Ġ (dazu Anm. S. 250) nominatim zitiert ist. Von Donoso 
Cortes wusste Lowith bestimmt nicht mehr als er bei mir gelesen hat. Zur Zeit wird in Heidelberg, im evangelisch-
theologischen Seminar von Prof. A. Schindler über Peterson gearbeitet. Vielleicht erfährt man dann Näheres. 

Ich bleibe mit allen guten Wünschen für das kommende Wintersemester und mit aufrichtigen 
Empfehlungen. 

 
Ihr sehr ergebener 
Carl Schmitt. 
 
1 Anlage (Nehmen-Teilen-Weiden) 
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9. CARL SCHMITT TO HANS BLUMENBERG 
PI. Pasel, 9/12/1975 
 
Dear Mr. Blumenberg, 

When 2-3 years ago I read your "presentation” about the "potential effect of myth“ (Poetics and 
Hermeneutics IV p. 63/65), I felt prompted to give you a verse of my great friend Theodor Däubler (died 1934 ); you 
will find him quoted in suppl. opusculum p.42. Today, after completion of the first reading of your book The Genesis 
of the Copernican world, I pity my present isolation which makes it impossible for me to send you to the esoteric-
famous work of Daubler, "Northern lights", so that it is in your library even if you do not find time to read it. I have 
read it several times, countless verses a hundred times, and after having read your magnum I could not stop to quote 
verses that would confirm each of the readers of your book in his enthusiasm and elation about the true myth, which 
still exists [?!]. But it is neither possible to find "Northern Lights" nor any other substantive publication about it, at 
least not for me in my astronomical distance from today's book and antiquarian book markets.  

So I ask to take into account (not to say: to understand) that I am sending you as a sign of my gratitude for 
this new book is a script from 1950, that has disappeared from the bookstores long ago and contains some indications 
about Lucretius of the 20th century. The fact that it is unkempt should not prevent you from taking note of some of 
his verses. There is a big attempt of the "linearization of our earth“ that is worthy of your attention. I write to you 
here under the impression of my first, urgent, unstoppable, but in no way superficial reading of your ravishing work 
on the Genesis of the Copernican world.  

I am the predestined reader of such a work. My Political Romanticism, released in early 1919,  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
PI. Pasel, 9/12/1975 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Blumenberg, 
als ich, vor 2-3 Jahren, Ihre »Vorlage« über das »Wirkungspotential des Mythos« (Poetik und Hermeneutik IV S. 
63/65) gelesen hatte, fühlte ich mich veranlasst, Ihnen einen Vers meines grossen Freundes Theodor Däubler (1934 
gestorben) aufzuschreiben; Sie finden ihn zitiert in beil. opusculum p.42. Heute, nach Beendigung der ersten 
Übersicht über Ihr Buch »Die Genesis der Kopernikani-schen Welt«, beklage ich meine heutige Isolierung, die es mir 
unmöglich macht, Ihnen das esoterisch-berühmte Werk Däublers »Das Nordlicht« zu übersenden, damit es in Ihrer 
Bibliothek steht, auch wenn Sie keine Zeit finden, darin zu lesen. Ich habe es mehrmals gelesen, zahllose Verse 
hundertmal, und könnte, nach der Lektüre Ihres magnum opus, nicht aufhören, Verse zu zitieren, die jeden 
verständnisvollen Leser Ihres Buches in seiner Begeisterung bestätigen und beschwingen würden, und zwar vom 
wahren Mythos her, den es noch gibt. Doch ist weder dieses »Nordlicht«, noch die einzige substanzielle Publikation 
darüber heute noch aufzutreiben; jedenfalls nicht für mich in meiner astronomischen Entfernung vom heutigen Buch- 
und Antiquariats-Markt. 

So bitte ich, es zu erklären (um nicht zu sagen: verstehen), dass ich Ihnen als Zeichen meines Dankes für 
dieses neue Buch eine Schrift aus dem Jahre 1950 schicke, die längst aus dem Buchhandel verschwunden ist, die aber 
einige Hinweise auf einen Lukrez des zo. Jahrhunderts enthält, dessen Ungepflegtheit Sie nicht abhalten dürfte (oder 
darf), von einigen seiner Verse Kenntnis zu nehmen. Es gibt einen grossen Versuch der »Stellarisierung unserer Erde«, 
der Ihrer Aufmerksamkeit würdig ist. Das schreibe ich Ihnen hier unter dem Eindruck meiner ersten, eiligen, 
unaufhaltsamen, aber in keiner Weise oberflächlichen Lektüre Ihres hinreissenden Werkes über die »Genesis der 
Kopernikanischen Welt«. 

Ich bin der prädestinierte Leser eines solchen Werkes. Meine »Politische Romantik«, Anfang 1919 
erschienen,  
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proceeds from the “Recherche de la Réalité” (title of Chapter II, on p. 77) and from the opposition Copernicus-
Descartes, i.e. from ‘geocentric’ and ‘egocentric’, see p. 78 – shaking of causality (causal occasionalist) instead of 
causal and from the “potestas” [?] of Nicholas of Cusa. 
  
Your thankful and thoughtful reader, also in the future,   
Carl Schmitt. 
  
 
Talk with Prof. Litzmann, 1942, Berlin; Final Chorus of  Seneca: Hercules Oetaeus. 
  
‘Never to Stygian shades  
is glorious valour borne. The brave live on,  
nor shall the cruel fates bear you o’er Lethe’s waters;  
but when the last day shall bring the final hour,  
glory will open wide the path to heaven. 
 
But do thou, O mighty conqueror of beasts,  
peace-bringer to the world, be with us yet;  
still as of old regard this earth of ours;  
and if some strange-visaged monster  
cause us with dire fear to tremble,  
do thou o’ercome him with the forked thunderbolts –  
yea, more mightily than thy father’s self  
the thunders hurl.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
geht aus von der »Recherche de la Réalité« (Überschrift von Kap IL Seite 77) und dem Gegensatz Kopernikus-Des-
cartes, von >geozentrisch< und >egozentrisch<, sie p.78 - Erschütterung der Kausalität (occasionalistisch statt kausal) 
und dem »Possest« des Cusanus. 
 
Ihr dankbarer, aufmerksamer und weiterer Leser 
Carl Schmitt. 

 
 

Gespräch mit Prof. Litzmann, 1942, Berlin; Schluss-Consaus Seneca: Hercules Oetaeus. 
 
Numquam Stygias fertur ad umbras  
inclita virtus: vivunt fortes  
nee Lethaeos saeva per amnes  
vos fata trahent, sed cum summas  
exiget horas consumpta dies,  
iter ad superos gloria pandet. 
 
sed tu, domitor magne ferarum  
orbisque simul pacator, ades;  
nunc quoque nostras réspice terras,  
et si qua novo belua voltu  
quatiet populos terrore gravi,  
tu fulminibus frange trisculis:  
fortius ipso genitore tuo  
fulmina mitte. 
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10. HANS BLUMENBERG TO CARL SCHMITT 
 
Münster (Westphalia), 17.4.1976, Johannisstraße 12-20 
 
Dear Mr. Schmitt, 

Only in the past weeks have I found the leisure to read your book Ex Captivitate Salus that you sent me with 
such great dedication in December. It moved me very much to encounter a depth of experience which is not 
unfamiliar to me. It is an eschatological train of thought that goes through these records, and one finds himself in 
amazement at the idea that the one who has written it can be reached by letter. 

At the very beginning, in conversation with Eduard Spranger, are few sentences of I realize that I should 
have written about in relation to theoretical curiosity, but had missed because I do not own the experience that could 
or want to break through the wall. It is what you say about the theoretical interest in the ideas of the prosecutor, about 
the curiosity in the theoretical presuppositions of the Prosecutor, I would increase: the pursuer. You have no longer 
needed to make this basic experience for a second time when a conformist public rushed to the new sole guilt in the 
person of professor, to fell again theoretical bewilderment that sees the thoughts of others vanish through new 
sceneries. Déjà vu has made me speechless and paralyzed, but has not taken away curiosity. Meanwhile I now know 
better how the pursuers make to be always right. 

In what you say about the verse of Theodore Däubler, something different in this respect is abundantly clear 
- that our greatest weakness against all unreasonable demands is the fact that we have raised the pagan 
sacramentalization of suicide in the distance. One must not only think of Seneca, but also of Masada and Warsaw. 
The most astonishing is that this element of 'modernity' has not yet been described.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
10. HANS BLUMENBERG AN CARL SCHMITT 
 
Münster (Westf.), den 17.4.1976 Johannisstraße 12-20 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Schmitt, 

in den letzten Wochen fand ich erst die Ruhe, Ihr Buch »Ex Captivitate Salus« zu lesen, das Sie mir mit so 
eindringlicher Widmung im Dezember geschickt hatten. Es hat mich sehr bewegt, auf eine Erfahrungsschicht zu 
stoßen, die mir nicht unvertraut ist. Es geht ein eschatologischer Zug durch diese Aufzeichnungen, und man ertappt 
sich bei der Verwunderung über den Gedanken, dass der, der das geschrieben hat, noch durch einen Brief erreicht 
werden kann. 

Es gibt da gleich am Anfang, im Gespräch mit Eduard Spranger, ein paar Sätze, von denen mir klar wurde, 
dass ich sie im Zusammenhang mit der theoretischen Neugierde hätte schreiben müssen, aber verfehlt habe, weil ich 
zur eigenen Erfahrung nicht die Trennwand durchbrechen konnte oder wollte. Es ist das, was Sie über das 
theoretische Interesse an den Ideen der Ankläger sagen, über die Neugierde auf die gedanklichen Voraussetzungen 
des Anklägers, ich würde verschärfen: des Verfolgers. Sie haben nicht mehr zum zweiten Mal diese Grunderfahrung 
zu machen brauchen, als eine konformistische Öffentlichkeit sich auf den neuen Alleinschuldigen in der Gestalt des 
Ordinarius stürzte, um nochmals diese theoretische Verblüffung zu empfinden, die den Gedanken der anderen durch 
immer neue bloße Kulissen hindurch entschwinden sieht. Mir hat das déjà vu zwar die Sprache verschlagen, nicht 
aber die Neugierde gelähmt. Ich weiß inzwischen besser, wie die Verfolger es machen, dass sie immer recht haben. 

Bei dem, was Sie über den Vers von Theodor Däubler sagen, wird etwas anderes in diesem Zusammenhang 
überdeutlich, dass nämlich unsere größte Schwäche gegenüber allen Zumutungen darin besteht, dass wir die pagane 
Sa-kramentalisierung des Selbstmords in unerreichbare Ferne gerückt haben. Man muß da aber nicht nur an Seneca 
denken, sondern auch an Masada und Warschau. Am erstaunlichsten ist, dass dieser Zug der >Modernität< noch nie 
sonst beschrieben worden ist.  
 
 
 
I suspect that this will have to be investigated in the realm of thinking and in relation to the idea that martyrdom has 
to do with a demonstration of truth and merit. It is rather surprising that Kierkegaard was the first to ask whether one 
should die for the truth. 
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And then there are the precious pages on which you write about the happiness of Max Stirner. There are, I 
believe, only two types of eschatological ideas of happiness: that of retrieving a lost ancient heavenly bliss, and that 
of the jump into the never-sensed and entirely new, perceived with the means of present imagination as an 
indescribable happiness. When I look around at the unrealism under which we live, and of which the academic 
profession today is convicted, it becomes clear that the mere repetition of an archaic happiness has become an 
anachronism, and whose representatives could be counted on one’s fingers [?]. The luck of the negative dialectic 
provides with its unspeakable promise, at the same time, an excuse for remaining silent about it in the future. In this 
respect, in my view, the preparation by Max Stirner is not sufficient to prevent surprise at the success of popular 
promises. What has been a paradise, be it a garden of earthly delights with Rossini's twittering of the thieving 
magpie, when it was willing so easily to leave it, compared with such a total state of happiness that you could be 
lured from it by any temptation ever again ? 

In the adaptation of the first part of my LMA and especially in my letter of August last year, I have tried to 
come closer to the logic of our differences. The little book you sent me recently, has led me to track down more of 
our commonalities.  

Just before the beginning of the summer, it was the last chance to write this letter, which does not excuse its 
volatility. I wish you in your oasis a nice summer. 
  
Your belated but not too late correspondent, 
Hans Blumenberg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ich vermute, man wird im Umkreis des Gedankens, das Martyrium habe etwas mit dem Erweis von Wahrheiten und 
dem Verdienst um sie zu tun, nachforschen müssen. Es macht stutzig, dass Kierkegaard offenkundig der erste war, 
der die Frage stellte, ob man für die Wahrheit sterben darf. 

Und dann gibt es die kostbaren Seiten, auf denen Sie über das Glück Max Stirners schreiben. Es gibt, wie ich 
meine, nur zwei Typen von eschatologischen Glücksvorstellungen, die des Wiedergewinns eines uralten verlorenen 
paradiesischen Glücks und die des Sprungs in ein noch niemals erahntes ganz und gar neues, mit den Mitteln der 
gegenwärtigen Vorstellungskraft unbeschreibliches Glück. Wenn ich mich unter den Irrealisten umsehe, unter denen 
zu leben der akademische Beruf heutzutage verurteilt, dann ist die bloße Wiederholung des archaischen Glücks ein 
Anachronismus geworden, dessen Vertretern man viel zu leicht auf die Finger sehen könnte, als dass sie das 
überstehen würden. Das Glück der negativen Dialektik liefert mit seiner unsagbaren Verheißung zugleich die 
Entschuldigung dafür, weshalb man darüber nichts weiter zu sagen braucht. Insofern reicht, wie ich meine, die 
Vorbereitung durch Max Stirner doch nicht ganz aus, um durch den Erfolg gängiger Verheißungen nicht überrascht 
zu werden. Was kann schon ein Paradies, ein Garten der Lüste mit Rossinis Gezwitscher der diebischen Elster, 
gewesen sein, wenn man so leichthin bereit war, es zu verlassen, verglichen mit einem so totalen Glückszustand, dass 
man aus ihm durch keine Verführung je wieder herausgelockt werden könnte? 

Ich habe in der Umarbeitung des ersten Teils meiner »Legitimität der Neuzeit« und dann vor allem in 
meinem Brief vom August vorigen Jahres versucht, der Logik unserer Differenzen näher zu kommen. Das kleine 
Buch, das Sie mir zuletzt schickten, hat mich eher auf die Spur des Gemeinsamen geführt. 

Es war, unmittelbar vor dem Beginn des Sommersemesters, die letzte Chance, diesen Brief noch zu 
schreiben; das entschuldigt seine Flüchtigkeit nicht. Ich wünsche Ihnen in Ihrer Oasen-Oase einen schönen Sommer. 

 
Ihr später, aber nicht zu später Korrespondent 
Hans Blumenberg 
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11. CARL SCHMITT TO HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
Dear Mr. Blumenberg, 

You have really created from a "fragment" - whether conceived under the rubric of a fable, parable, allegory, 
exemplum, or otherwise - a real showpiece. A thousand times in my too long life, and in a thousand different ways 
both comic and tragic, I have encountered this "Thracian maid”, yet such a panorama as yours I had not expected. A 
skilled reader is alive to the fact that no film could so "turn" this fragment as you do here. 

 
Thank you, Carl Schmitt 
 
 
 
12. HANS BLUMENBERG TO CARL SCHMITT 
 
4401 Altenberge, 28.11.77 Grüner Weg 30 
 
Dear Mr. Schmitt, 

By an indiscretion, I know that you participate in a periodical with the title Kassiber, that this was expected, 
and that also my name was cited. I do not know how this relationship has been created by this publication as I know 
nothing of it and take no part in its thinking. 

What may be planned more in detail, this periodical promises no good. It takes part in the thought games as 
well, and also the disastrous metaphors of the cunning of reason and the unfolding of Geist. My distaste for this 
paradigm is insurmountable. In the end, nothing can be exempt from being subsumed in this cunning of reason. 
Whatever Kassiber may originally have meant, in our present language world it is a legality-mocking information 
tool;  

 
 
 
 
 
11. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
Plettenberg-Pasel nc 15.Z.77 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Blumenberg, 

da haben Sie wirklich aus einem »Stückchen« - ob man es nun als Fabel, Parabel, Allegorie, Exemplum oder 
sonstwie rubriziert - ein wahres Kabinettstück geschaffen. Tausendmal in meinem allzulangen Leben, und in tausend 
verschiedenen Bildern bin ich dieser »thrakischen Magd« begegnet, komisch oder tragisch, ein solches Panorama 
hätte ich aber nicht erwartet. Kein Film könnte das so »drehen« wie es hier einem erfahrenen Leser lebendig wird. 

 
Herzlichen Dank Ihres, Carl Schmitt 
 
 
12. HANS BLUMENBERG AN CARL SCHMITT 
 
4401 Altenberge, 28.11.77 Grüner Weg 30 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Schmitt, 

durch eine Indiskretion weiß ich, daß Ihnen die Mitwirkung an einem Aperiodikum mit dem Titel 
»Kassiber« zugemutet worden ist und daß dabei auch mein Name genannt wurde. Mir ist nicht bekannt, wie dieser 
Zusammenhang entstanden ist, da ich von einer Publikation dieses Titels nichts weiß und an ihr keinesfalls Anteil zu 
nehmen denke. 

Was auch immer im einzelnen geplant sein mag, dieser Titel verheißt nichts Gutes. Er setzt die 
Gedankenspiele fort, die sich um die verhängnisvolle Metapher von den Listen der Vernunft und des Weltgeistes 
drehen. Meine Abneigung gegen dieses Denkmuster ist unüberwindlich. Am Ende läßt sich nichts davon ausnehmen, 
List der Vernunft - gewesen zu sein. »Kassiber« mag ursprünglich bedeuten, was es will, in unserer gegenwärtigen 
Sprachwelt ist es ein die Legalität verhöhnendes Informationsinstrument;  
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as a metaphor, it will hardly be able to guard against the long series of forced rights, albeit with a “very fine” means  
I wanted to leave no uncertainty about my connection with this company nor even a hint of consent. 
 

With the assurance of my esteem 
Your Hans Blumenberg 
 
 
 
13. CARL SCHMITT TO HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
597 Plettenberg Pasel, 11C, 31.11.77 
 
Dear Mr. Blumenberg, 

The ominous word that has become the occasion of your letter of 28.12.77, I had already dismissed me from 
the end of November, and this for the reason that I am a lawyer, professional lawyer even leads to a specific aura that 
word with him . In the discussion that I could use a few years ago with you, this job-specific semantics often had an 
impact as an obstacle and difficulty. The more I can feel it now as a certain satisfaction when I am on an effortless, 
almost self-understand compliance pleased, especially since it is a topic like "legality," actually, "legality" of the 
world revolution that is. 
 
Your sincerely, 
Carl Schmitt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
als Metapher wird es sich kaum dagegen verwahren können, die lange Reihe der Forcierungen des Rechts 
fortzusetzen, wenn auch mit »ganz feinen« Mitteln. 

Ich wollte Ihnen keine Ungewißheit darüber lassen, daß mich mit diesem Unternehmen auch nicht ein 
Anflug von Einverständnis verbindet. 

 
Mit dem Ausdruck meiner Hochschätzung 
Ihr Hans Blumenberg 
 
 
13. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
597 Plettenberg-Pasel, 11C, 31.11.77 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Blumenberg, 

das ominöse Wort, das zum Anlass Ihres Schreibens vom 28.12.77 geworden ist, hatte ich schon Ende 
November von mir aus abgewiesen, und das mit der Begründung, dass ich Jurist bin, Berufsjurist sogar, für den jenes 
Wort eine spezifische Aura mit sich führt. In der Diskussion, die ich vor Jahren einmal mit Ihnen führen durfte, hatte 
diese berufsspezifische Semantik sich öfters als Hindernis und Schwierigkeit ausgewirkt. Umsomehr darf ich es jetzt 
als eine gewisse Genugtuung empfinden, wenn ich mich über eine mühelose, fast von selbst verständliche 
Übereinstimmung freue, zumal es sich um ein Thema wie »Legalität«, eigentlich sogar »Legalität der 
Weltrevolution«, handelt. 
 
Ihr aufrichtig ergebener     
Carl Schmitt 
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14. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
597 Plettenberg Pasel-11c, 28/1/1978 
 
Dear Mr. Blumenberg, 

With many thanks I answer your friendly New Year's wishes. The two publications, which you attach grab 
my attention - each in a special way - with all the force of an age-old problem. Simmel came during the 1st World 
War II to the University of Strasbourg, he as a famous professor, my beginner's fortitude as a lecturer, whose 
Habilitation Colloquium of the old gold dethrone Georg Friedrich Knapp (February 1916). We waded all - and still 
wade - in metaphors. An extra specimen of metaphors is indeed the "tyranny of values". I enclose a reprint old, a 
used copy which was the very last to appear not ‘merely’ as a thanksgiving to you. 
 
Yours sincerely, Carl Schmitt 
 
15. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
25 July 1978 
 

Thank you very much, Mr. Blumenberg, for your kind wishes for my macrobiotic performance. I can only 
say: to do one and not break your neck. Your gift has revived me, especially your introduction to the 5 dialogues in 
more than one respect. This is reading for one who stands with one foot already in the boat of Charon! My English 
namesake Smith likes me very well. Maybe it's just a coincidence that Bruno will not appear as a character in a 
comedy of Elizabethan years (1583/84). I close with the hexameter of the old Thomas Hobbes: Acta est vitae fabula 
longa Paen meae [The long story of my life is nearly finished], and remain, sincerely 
 
Carl Schmitt. 
 
 
 
 
14. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
597 Plettenberg-Pasel 11c, 28.1.1978 
 
Sehr verehrter Herr Blumenberg, 

mit vielem Dank erwidere ich Ihre freundlichen Neujahrswünsche. Die beiden Veröffentlichungen, die Sie 
beifügen, fesseln mich - jede in besonderer Weise - mit aller Wucht eines uralten Problems. Simmel kam während 
des 1. Weltkrieges an die Universität Strassburg, er als berühmter Ordinarius, meine Anfängerhaftigkeit als 
Privatdozent, dessen Habilitations-Colloquium der alte Gold-Èntthroner Georg Friedrich Knapp (Februar 1916) 
leitete. Wir wateten alle - und waten noch - in Metaphern. Ein Extra-Spezimen von Metaphern ist freilich die 
»Tyrannei der Werte«. Ich füge einen alten Sonderdruck bei, ein gebrauchtes allerletztes Exemplar, um nicht mit 
einer »blossen« Danksagung vor Ihnen zu erscheinen. 
 
Ihr aufrichtig ergebener, Carl Schmitt 
 
15. CARL SCHMITT AN HANS BLUMENBERG 
 
den 25. Juli 1978 
 

Vielen Dank, sehr verehrter Herr Blumenberg, für Ihre freundlichen Wünsche zu meiner makrobiotischen 
Leistung. Ich kann dazu nur sagen: machs einer nach und breche nicht den Hals. Ihr Geschenk hat mich belebt; Ihre 
Einleitung zu den 5 Dialogen unter mehr als einem Aspekt gefesselt. Das ist Lektüre für einen, der mit einem Fuss 
schon im Kahn des Charon steht! Mein enghscher Namensvetter Smith gefällt mir besonders gut. Vielleicht ist es nur 
ein Zufall, dass Bruno nicht als Figur in einer Komödie dieser Elisabethanischen Jahre (1583/84) erscheint. Ich 
schliesse mit dem Hexameter des alten Thomas Hobbes: Paene acta est vitae fabula longa meae,und bleibe Ihr 
aufrichtig ergebener  
 
Carl Schmitt. 
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